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This thesis examines some statistical methods that my he helpful in the
planning and analysis of series of variety trials* The following aspects of
variability among variety yields and their use are considered:
1) dose varieties say ha more variable than others over sites and years* A
parameter, the •stability variance', is defined which gives a measure of
variability after eliminating additive site effect comon to all the
varieties* efficient methods of estimation and test of significance
are given*
2) Some methods of investigating the causes of heterogeneity are considered*
This heterogeneity can be due to differential effects of environmental
factors which give rise to interactions* The procedures for studying
the relationship between interaction and environmental factors are
studied by extending the usual two-way model of the analysis of variance*
The use of such relationships in the reoommendation of varieties for
specific type of environment is disoussed with examples* A method i3
given for estimating and predicting the yield of a particular variety
at a site, when the yield of other varieties at that site are laiown*
3) Data analytic methods for recognising patterns in the data are considered*
Their U3e in graphical representation of variety differences and variety-
site interactions is explained with examples* The following applications
of these methods are discussed: i) the investigation of causes of
variability among varieties, ii) choice of varieties for recommendation,
and selection of sites for future trials, iii) examination of the nature
iii
of interaction by re-arranging rows end. columns of residuals.
Application (iii) is of great help in detecting the abnormal behaviour
of varieties in some particular types of environment.
A method for optimum choioe of number of replications, sites and years
is considered. The method is a sequential procedure which im:draises
the e:q>ected gain from correct choice between two varieties. Knowledge
is required of cost parameters of experimentation and the value of
additional produce.
In some cases the cost parameters may not be known. /nother
sequential approach, controlling the probability of a specified amount
of error is also considered. /©tails are given for two separate cases
in which (i) one variety is chosen from several varieties, (ii) choice
is made between new varieties end known standard variety.
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New varieties of crops are produced each year by plant breeders# These
must be thoroughly tested before seed can be sold for commercial use# Three
stages are required# In the first stage only a small number of plants are
tasted, in part because of scarcity of seed and in part because the number of
potential nevir varieties may be very large indeed. Varieties will be passed
an to the next stage mainly on the basis of imiaunity to disease, resistance to
pe3ts, or other factors# After preliminary trials comes the yield selection
phase, where many varieties are produced anl reduced to a smaller number on
the ba3is of hi^est yield# In the following, the word yield has been used
to describe a measure of a characteristic in which the experimenter is
interested# In one case it can be weight of grain and in the other it can
be some meaningful combination of different characteristics of plant#
Results given in this thesis will be applicable to different deflntiion of
yields, under certain assumptions, a3 will be described later# Sometimes
standard varieties are also included at this stage# finally the selected
varieties are also compared with the standard varieties on a large scale and
those found markedly superior are passed into commercial use# Three stages
are as follows:
Preliminary trials—Yield selection—Comparison with the standards »
In some oases this three-stage program is not strictly followed. The
preliminary trial stage is conducted by the breeder and if he is satisfied
with the performance of the variety he requests for its being included in
the large soale trial. All the varieties have to be tested for performance
in the field before the seed can be sold for commercial purposes. In tills
thesis we are only concerned with the third (final) stage .\ and the
results given here are not affected in any way by the procedure adopted in
the previous 3tages.
The first two stages are usually conducted on a small scale in research
station. The final stage is usually conducted on a large scale, over many
sites, aid possibly repeated over several years. This is important because
when varieties differ considerably in their genetic constitution, it is
likely that they are affected to various degrees by variation in environmental
factors such as soil type, agronomic practices, fertility, season and climate.
Differential effects of environmental factors usually described as interaction
between varieties and environments will bo oalled "variety-environmental
interaction" in the present work. If these interactions are substantial
then the problem of recommending a single variety for the whole region (which
may be heterogeneous for the environmental factors) becomes rather difficult.
The two main reasons for conducting these trials on a large scale are as
follows,
firstly the estimate of the average relative performance of one variety
over another is of considerable importance in recommending one variety in
preference to another, even if their relative performance is considerably
affected by the environmental factors. If the environments in which trials
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are to be conducted are selected randomly, this should give an estimate of the
overall gain (or loss) in preferring one variety to the other. Trials
conducted at research stations may not give a good estimate of the average
over a given region, as the environmental factors at the research station may
differ considerably from the average environmental factor in that region.
Secondly, the investigation of effects of factors, such as soil type,
fertility and climatic factors, on the relative performance of the varieties,
is not possible unless the trials are conducted in areas which differ
considerably in such environmental factors. If the interactions of such
environmental factors are found substantial, it may be possible to make
specific recommendations for each environmental type. In ideal conditicns
(i.e. if the nature of interactions is precisely known) it may be possible to
predict such differences in quantitative terms. The actual nature of such
interactions is generally very complicated and it may not be easy to take
into account all possible important factors; this reduces the reliability
of predictions. However, in some cases, a few major factors (such as soil
type, rainfall, or altitude) are found responsible for most of the differences
in the performance of one variety relative to another, and then it may be
possible to oak© specific recommendation for sub-regions, where one variety
is likely to perform better than otters.
At the preliminary trial stage no statistical problems arise, and
almost all the varieties which conform to certain criteria such as mentioned
above are passed on to the next stage (yield selection). The second stage of
selection of the highest yielding varieties gives rise to interesting
statistical methods. Tinney (195<3a, b; 1960), Cumow (1961) and
J3echhofer ot cJ± (19^8) gives a good account of recent work on the problem of
selection.
1,1 co'Xi of the present work
The present -work is concerned v/ith statistical aspects of the problems
arising in the third or final stage where large 30ale tri ils are conducted to
compare the performance of the new varieties, both among themselves and with
standards. Two aspects which will bo discussed in detail are as follows.
Firstly, attempts will be made to analyse and interpret the variety-
environment interaction. Some methods will be discussed which ray help in
the interpretation of this interaction. These methods may also help us to
make specific recommendations for particular types of environment.
The second problem of taking decision, which will be discussed in detail,
arises as follows:
Suppose that variety trials are conducted continuously over years, and
repeated over many sites. It is desirable to select the sites randomly
from the region of interest but in practice it is not always possible to do
it. Far obtaining some results (given later) it has been necessary to assume
that the sites have been selected randomly. It is hoped that a small
departure from randomness does not bias the results seriously.
For simplicity design chosen is usually a randomised complete block
with two to four blocks. To study the interaction between varieties and
years trials are conducted for several years. The usual practice is to
take each trial for a fixed number of years, perhaps three or four. In
estimating the component of variety-year interaction it is assumed that year
effects are random# The mean yields of varieties over three or our years are
compared with the standard and oth ; s. If a variety is found superior it is
recommended in preference to the standard# If a variety is promising but less
clearly superior mora trials are taken before deciding whether to recommend it#
On the other hand if any variety is found inferior at the end of three to four
years it is replaced by another new variety in the trial (passed on from the
second stage)# The variety which lias been rejected can be excluded from the
trials unless it is performing better than ethers in a sub-region# In the
latter case this variety should continue only in trials taken in that sub-regiot: •
At the end of every year it is required to take a decision, based on the
data obtained up to that year# Possible decisions ares-
a) to reject a variety
b) to continue it for a few more years before taking a decision
o) to accept it (ready for recommendation for commercial purposes)#
Two different ap roaches to taking a decision will be considered# firstly
the aim will be to maximise the expected gain to be incurred in accepting a
good variety as early as possible. In this approach the cost of experimentation
and the price of produce should be known, but in many cases this is not known#
n alternative sequential approach of taking decision, based on probabilities,
is also considered where the knowledge f cost parameters is not required#
These sequential methods may result in some saving of resources, in that
the potentially bad varieties may be rejected, or good varieties accepted,
before the completion of a fixed period# In the case of early rejection,
other new varieties can be given a chance in such trials while in the case
of acceptance, a good variety come3 into commercial use earlier.
In this thesis, those sections, where the work is not referred to other
authors, should be taken as original contribution. The thesis also refers
to three published papers of the author; these are attached at the end of
the thesis. The results obtained in those papers are used and quoted
frequently in this thesis.
1.2 Review of previous work
Heyaon et ^1 (1935)# while analysing the data of manurial trials
conducted on a large number of sites, suggested the use of regression of
yield differences among treatments on the environmental variables
(corresponding to eaoh site), a method used by Fisher (1924). In the
absence of information about environmental variables for each site, IJeyman
et al (1935) considered the regression of each treatment yield on the yield
of the other treatment from the same site. They discussed the use of suoh
regression methods in predicting the expected gain associated with using a
treatment far the given level of yield of the other. Yates (discussion of
Noyman £jj 1935)# suggested the use of regression of the treatment yield
on the average of yields of all the treatments at that site. Later, Yates
and Cochran (1933) discussed in more detail the application of suoh
regression methods to the analysis of groups of variety trials. Jlnce then
these methods have been used frequently in the analysis of genotype-
environmental interaction and comprehensive references have been cited by
Freeman and Perkins (1971) • Perkins and Jinks (1963) and Jinks and Perkins
(1970) have reformulated the techniques of Yates and Cochran (1933) far use
in breeding work. Recently dhukla (1972a) and I lardwick and Pood (1972) have
shown the analogy between the technique of Yates and Cochran (193©) and the
non-additive model in the analysis of variance introduced by Tukey (19-V9)»
and generalised by Mandel (1961).
Another important aspect of the analysis of series of experiments is the
estimation of the average yield of varieties, and the test of differences
between thorn when variances at each 3±te are different# Cochran (1937* 1954)
discussed the efficiencies of different methods of estimation, when the
precisions of treatment means at sites are different. Coohran (1937)
and Cochran and Cox (1957) have also discussed the test of significance of
interaction when the variances at different sites differ.
.hen the 3ite effects are assumed random, and if variances and oovariances
cannot be assumed homogeneous, then the usual analysis of variance test
(p-test) cannot be applied for testing the equality of variety means.
Graybill (1954) and ocheff£ (1956) have suggested the application of the
Xa - statistic for testing equality of means when the number of sites is
greater than the number of varieties. When the number of sites is not much
larger than the number of varieties then the test based on the T2 - statistic
is not likely to be very powerful. Calinski (1966) has studied the effects
of inequality of variances and. c©variances, and suggested an approximate
Potest using the results of Box (1954a, 195^). He has also discussed
the effects of inequality of within site varianoes on the P-test.
Gomes and (OimarS.es (195o) have considered the confcined analysis of a
group of experiments when individual experiments are laid out in randomised
blocks and all of them have a number of treatments in common, the rest
differing from experiment to experiment. Pavate (1961) has considered the
•» o **
combined analysis of balanced incomplete block designs with a number of
treatments in common. Tyagi et (1970) have considered the analysis of
groups of experiments when treatments have a factorial structure.
As far as efficient allocation of resources at the yield selection 3tage
(second stage) is concerned, Finney (1958a, 1960) gives a good description of
statistical methods. The problem is to select a small number of highest
yielding varieties (on the average) from a large number of varieties, in a
given number of stages. Kinney's (1958a) results give the approximate
proportion of varieties to be continued from one stage to the next. Under
the assumption of normality of yields, he finds the symmetric scheme (i.e.
taking same proportions and allocating same resources at each stage) is nearly
optimum, in the sense that this provides the maximum advance in average yield.
His results do not utilise the information from previous stages of the
selection trial, and only the information from the current stage is U3ed in
taking the decision to continue (or discontinue) that variety in the next
stage. Gurnow (1961) has extended i.lrmey'3 (1958a, 1960) results to further
stages and discussed the effect of non-normality, and showed that the results
for the normal case hold good for any moderate departure from normality.
Gumow (1961) has also discussed very briefly the gain from using information
from the previous stages and the possible effect of variety by years
interaction.
Finney (1958a, 1960) has introduced the term external economy, which
takes into account the possible gain (or loss) by recommending varieties for
commercial production, and this depends on many aspects, 3uch as the area to
be devoted to the new selected varieties, the average gain over the varieties
which are already in use, and the cost of making such changes. He has
tabulated the optimum values (i.e. whioh maximise the gain) of total area
to he devoted for the trial of yield selection, and the number of varieties
to bo tested for one stage of selection. Gurnow (1961) has tabulated
similar results for a two-stage selection procedure. Ho has also discussed
the optimum number of stages in the absence of variety-year interaction.
The problem of optimum allocation of resources with reference to
external aeonamy has also been discussed by Grundy et ai (1956) for a two-
stage selection procedure. iandt (1963) has also discussed the allocation
problem with reference to the distribution of allocation within trials
(number of replications), and between trials (number of sites). landt
(1963) has given expressions for the allocation of resources 30 that variance
i3 minimised for a given oostj cost is minimised for a given varianoej and
the variance and total cost specified. Sprague and Federer (1951), by
analysing variety trial data on 00m, conducted over many locations and
years, have estimated the variance components for year x variety raid
location x variety. Using these estimates, they have estimated the average
genetic advance for varying number of locations, years and replication within
location. They found that one replication per location with an increase in
number of locations and years, is optimum for given number of total plots.
echhofer (195k) considered the problem of selecting the highest
yielding variety out of a given number of varieties for a fixed number of
stages. Bechhofer (1958) and Bechhofer and Blumenthal (1962) extended the
results to the case when the number of stages, themselves, are based on the
results of previous stages, thus giving a sequential procedure. Paulson
(1964) also considered a 3imple sequential procedure for the above problem.
1*3 Layout of thesis and general notation
Ve shall denote by the mean yield of the variety j (j » 1, 2,
m) in the environment i (i=1, 2, n). These means are based cm
r replications. e assume that the parameters for environments are selected
randomly from a population of environments with mean zero and variance cr" •©
Thus wo have a two-way table Y of moans
1 = (yiP
nxra
of order n x m available. We shall represent this by the model
yi3 . u + + 0-3.1)
where ^ is the interaction component of the variety j with the
environment i and dy is the within environment error component. It will
be assumed that i J is independently and normally distributed with mean zero
and variance oj for all varieties and environments. It is also assuned
that a good estimate, ** , of >~Q is available can n0 d.f. which is
independent of y^'s. u is the over-all mean; v. is the effect of the
variety j ; i3 the random effect of the environment i •
In Chapter 2 we consider a possible relation between 'y and e^ of
the type
\l ■ *}'i * *ij - <1-3-2)
The problem of estimating the and testing their equality has been
discussed in detail#
In some cases additional information about some external variables about
environments such as rainfall, altitude etc# is also available# .'a shall
denote the value of the k external variable at the 3ite i by z^
(i = 1, 2, ••#, nj k = 1, 2, •#., p)# This information may be available
in the form of a n x p matrix Z •
2 - •
nxp
A relationship between Y and Z of the type
yij - " + ei + VJ + Nj ai1 + b2J zi2 + •" + bpJ *ip + Cij + ij
after substituting
= b1jZi1 + b2jai2 + —* + hp^ip + %
will be investigated in Chapter 3# The problem of estimating the b^ , and
testing their equality will be considered in detail#
It is also of interest to estimate and compare the variability of
individual varieties in addition to the additive common variability present
due to environment effects# V/e define
3 = CTf (1.3.4)
and assume that
a = 0 and jS « 0 for j 4 J' »
•L. i
Put
Sij = ij + ij
^(€ij) = ^J8 + % ■ o® , soy . (1.3.5)
The problem of estimating the ^ and testing their equality will be
considered in Chapter 4.
"n empirical method of describing as the sum of the products of rot?
and column terms will be considered in Chapter 5. A graphical method will be
proposed. This teclmique may be of great help in summarising data from a
large number of environments.
A sequential decision procedure for stopping further trials will be
considered in Chapter 6.
The approach considered in Chapter 6 requires the knowledge of cost
parameters. In some cases it may be difficult to obtain. .An alternative
approach of taking decision sequentially, based on probabilities, has been
described in Chapter 7.
List of symbols which remain consistent throughout the subsequent
chapters;
n » number of environments.
m = Number of varieties.
y. . a Lean yield of the variety j at the environment i .
= Com-non0n'fc experimental error (within environment)
associated v&th yiJ
'ij
a Component of interaction for the variety j at the
*0 = V<W
a v<V
1 a "'s ♦ "S
ei a Effect of the environment i •
a Iffeet of the variety j •
u a General mean#







Thi3 does not give a complete list of all symbols as the meaning of
other symbols differ from chapter to chapter* Such symbols are defined
in each chapter separately.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERACTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
2.0 Introduction and development of previous work
Neyman et al (1935) analysed data from manurial trials oonducted in
many locations. In a row x column arrangement (y. .) rows will be taken asx J
locations and columns as manurial treatments. The trials which they
analysed had three manurial treatments and they considered all three pairs
of treatments, separately, as follows. They regressed the yield of one
treatment on another e.g. y^ on y^g. This enabled them to calculate the
expected gain (or loss), to be incurred by using treatment 1 instead of
treatment 2 for a given level of the yield of second treatment. They also
considered a method of calculating confidence limits for such gains.
In the discussion of Neyman et al (1935)» Yates suggested the use of
regression of individual variety yields (y^j) on the corresponding
environmental means (y. ). Yates and Cochran (1938) followed up thisX •
proposal in some detail. They did not explicitly give any mathematical
model but appear to consider the model (1.3»2) of Section 1.3« 2y
substituting (1»3»2) in (1•3»1) one obtains
yU * (1 + sJ)ei * *ij + ?U * (2-0,1>
Yates and Cochran (1938) estimated (1 + P^) by the regression of y^
on y. • They suggested that the mean of all the varieties at a sitell
(y± ) gives an indication of fertility (productivity) of that site in the
absence of any other information about that site. Consider the difference
of yields of variety j and y at the site i using the model (2.0,1)
ytf s va ~ yy + " Pj')e± + 6±j " r±y (2.0.2;
where
s eij + •
AssuEsing that the departure from linear regression considered in (2.0,1) is
small (6^ - 5^, is small), then the difference between the yields of two
"till
varieties at the i site (y^ - 7^y) deviates from the mean difference
(v^ - v,t) by an amount depending upon (P^ - £*,) and e^. If - ?y is
positive then as (productivity) increases, the difference y^^ - y^,
increases or decreases according to the sign of v^ - v., • Therefore the
relative magnitude of and ?y gives an idea about the relative
performance of the varieties at high and low productive environments. If
and ry are equal then the differences tend to remain constant.
'Hies® remarks hold only when the difference between are relatively
small.
In the same way consider the deviation of the yield of variety i at
the site i from the mean over all sites (y^ «• y^)
y±j - y.j " <1 ♦ VW - S) + \i - \ •
Now from the above equation it is evident that if (1 + fj)is positive and
largo then y^ - y^ . increases as (e^ - e) increases and decreases as
(e^ - e) decreases. If (1 + P^) is very near to zero then y.y - y^ is not
affected at all by the variation in the site effects. In the same way if
(1 + pp is negative then y^ - y^ decreases as (e^ - e) increases and
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increases when (e^ - e) decreases#
Tliis method has been used very often in the past decade and a
comprehensive list of references has been oited by Freeman and Perkins
(1971)• They have pointed out that the above mentioned regression method
for estimating (1 ♦ 6^) is not strictly statistically valid because of
inherent dependence of y^# on y.y • We shall see later this gives an
inconsistent estimator of the parameters# They have suggested that this
difficulty can be overcome by raising some additional varieties in each
environment thus giving an independent measure of environment# Regressions
on this independent measure are statistically valid#
Shulcla (1972a) has shown, however, that the hypothesis of equality of
the Pj can be tested with strict validity by considering the model in
(2#0.1) as a non-additive model and using the arguments of fukey (1949) and
Mandel (1961).
Ssaentially the model given in (2.0.1) is a non-linear model and
estimates of the parameters can be obtained by maximum likelihood. The
estimation problem will be considered in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 deals
with the test of hypothesis of equality of 8, • Section 2#3 deals with
the relationship of the above work with that of the other authors.
Section 2#4 considers the problem of prediction and Section 2#5 deals with
a worked out example#
2#1 Satimation of parameters
i'e start with the model in (2.0.1)
*11 - " ♦ "i- <1 - + 6iy U'1,°
At present we wish to estimate the parameters (1 + P.) and 3 • We shall
3 0
work with the sample v&riance~oovariance matrix S given by
S « (s^,)
where
au'= [(5ru ■ *.j)(yir " *.j,)/{n *1) •
S is independent of parameters a and v^ as the corresponding
population variance-covariance matrix is given by
T » LL» + o5aI (2.1.))
where L is a vootor of order ® such that
L» a jjCl + (1 + P2)ctq, (1 + Pe)o0J .
There is an indeterminacy between (1 + B^) and a# as by suitably
multiplying and dividing (1 + B^) and oQ by a oenstailt T i-esains
unaffected. Under these circumstances we can estimate the parameters
uniquely only under a constraint on (1 + B^) which we allall discuss later.
Note that the simple form of T, gives the following expressions for
IrJ and
jrj * (i + 0§®a
5
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r1 « -ly (I „ Ml)
I A
where
*E « L*L + cr§s . (2.S.2)
The log likelihood L(H) of 3 (using Wishart's distribution) can now be
written as
2L(I2) * - (n~l) jlogjl! + tr(STf^)J + oonstant (2.1.3)
and using the expressions given above it reduces to
21(H) a -(n-1) log(l + Mit) « + a log(cr,3) + + oonstant „(2.1.if.)
L O • A c5 6 «r * J
6 v 6




a £•£ + O6 •
A A
Thus is the largest latent root of S and 1 can be obtained as
£ * (X* - as3)^ (2.1.5)
where Q is the corresponding latent vector satisfying the condition
A A
Q'Q a 1 .
Vf® can also be estimated by maximising (2.1 .4) w.r. to <?gS * This gives
an additional equation
o„s tr(s) - i.] /(ffi-1) . (2.1.6)
The estimate of a.3 obtained here should be substituted in (2.1.5)•
To obtain the estimate of (1 + 0^) ii inposa an additional condition
on (1 + Fj) i.e.
r (1 + P.) « B . (2.1.7)
J 4
*
The values (MP (1 + 0.) satisfying this condition oan now be obtained.
A * A *
Let 1^ and q^ be the jth element of vector L and Q then
* *
(1 + • "S^ SB m Qy say, (2.1.8)
I q
i.e. the ratio of the element of the latent veotor corresponding to the
largest latent root to the moan of all the elements of that latent veotor.
Because of indeterminacy absolute value of (1 + 0^) cannot be estimated and
only the ratio of (1 + B^) remains constant. In this case we have overcome
this problem by putting a constraint on 0^ by making them add to zero.
Under different constraints different values will be obtained but ratio
will remain the same. The estimate of (* 2 is obtained as
«• 2C -
V -(' -vV?1 + 5P"-
J
2.2 Test of hypothesis
It is of great interest to test the equality of the 1 + ". in the
model (2.0.1) which is equivalent to testing whether all ^. = 0 or not.
If they are found equal then there is hardly any justification in
characterising varieties on the basis of their . However, if
significant differences are found axmag "^ then it may bo of further
interest to compare a pair of and give confidence limits for each
^ . In the following we shall .give an exact test and a likelihood ratio
test.
Here we use the results of Kshirsag&r (19^1) for testing the
proportionality of the coefficients of the first principal component to
an arbitrary chosen vector. In our notation the result cm be stated a3
follows. Suppose we want to test the proportionality of the first
principal component of S to an arbitrary given vector "q where
^_ (n n n 1
0 - 01* 02' 0m; *
This may be tested by calculating F* , where
f-l ;Sfi "» c; r.
F* = (2.2.1,
0 0 0 0
and under the null hypothesis
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will have a Xs distribution with (:a-1) D.F. •
We are particularly interested in testing whether or not all ^
are equal• The value of F* in (2.2.1) after putting all ^ equal
to 1 is
. j E (yu' -?..>]
i <*,. -J*
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that
« * [ifj (yu - h. - y.j ♦ y..>" - **] /V (2>2-5)
is distributed as Xs on (m-f )(n~q.J D.F. when all 6^ are aero. hJT
using arguments similar to Handel (1961) (or Tukey, 1949) it can be shown
that expressions in (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) are independently distributed under
the null hypothesis thus providing a test criterion II
?*/(a-l) •
R *
EY7*3"?i*"5,3 * 5")a"^ /<o*l)(n"2)
When the null hypothesis is true, R follows the F-distribution with (sj—1)
and (sa-1 )(n-2) D.F. . This provides on exact test of the hypothesis of the
equality of all Pj to 0 » It is not easy to find the distribution of S
under the alternative hypothesis,
For comparison purposes we shall also consider the likelihood ratio
test for the null hypothesis (IIq) that all Bj are zero. Under Hq the
log-likelihood L(w) is given by
(2.2.2)
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2L(w) » - (n-l)£log 1to( + tr(S + constant
where
Here o®q and °06 are the values of the parameters cT and under the null
hypothesis H^. It is not difficult to see that M.X.. estimates are given by
can be calculated. Under the null Hypothesis -2 log X* should have a ys
distribution (asymptotically) on (m-1) D.F.
The statistic R in (2.2,2*.) and -2 log >* of LR test give different
test statistic. R gives an exact test while LR is only an approximate
but asymptotically more powerful. In the present ease of variety trials
it is unlikely that these two statistics will differ much at least when n
Using the above estimates likelihood ratio statistic




The problem of finding the standard errors of (1 + 8^) is not easy
but confidence Interval for each can be obtained with the help of (2.2.1).
This involves finding the roots of a fourth degree polynomial for each 8^ ;
- (ej'sej)" - F(M);s"(ej>se.)(93,aj) = o (2.2.5)
where
P| = (01# Og, Pb) and N a (m-t;(n-x) .
Suppose that the equation (2.2.5) corresponding to ^ is given by
+ + + a4 * ® (2.2*6)
where aQ, a^, a2, a, and are the coefficients of the polynomial in
Assume the values of the four roots of this equation are real and given by
ft* ft* ft* ft*
•51' J2» J3» *
The confidence intervals can be obtained by pairing the roots in such a way
that for all the values of the L.H.3. of (2.2.6) is less than zero,
where
S 9]i* <1 / 1* - 1,2,...,4).
The pair which contains the estimated value of ^ obtained from (2.1.8)
gives the appropriate confidence interval. This method may fail when all
the roots are imaginary. In some oases it may give disjoint confidence
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intervals. However, in the examples considered at the end of this chapter,
regular intervals containing the estimated values occur.
There is also considerable interest in testing the equality of
(1 + |Sj) for a pair of varieties, say, j and j* • This can be done by
1 + V
calculating confidence limits of J by putting 6, « 1 in (2.2.5) and
1 + 8 *
4
calculating limits of P^* from (2.2.5)« If the confidence interval for
1 ♦ $*
2 contains 1 then both can be taken as equal. Tills shall be1 +
discussed in the example.
2*3 with other ?ork and disouaaiqn
The essential difference between the approach for estimation of
1 + given in Section 2.1 and the method of Yates and Cochran (1938) is
as follows. Yates and Cochran (1938) take the mean of all varieties as a
measure of productivity of a particular environment, thus giving equal
weights to all varieties. In oases where varieties are of different
sensitivities (in relation to environmenta) it may be more appropriate to
give the weights proportional to their sensitivities in calculating the
measure of environments. In the present approach this has been done by
calculating sensitivities (l + fj) and then calculating measure of
environment a as a weighted Oman, and thus proceeding iteratively.
It is not appropriate to estimate the random effect • 3h oases
where a similar model (2.0.1) is considered, as in factor Analysis (1 + °.)
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are termed 'loadings' and 'scores'. The are estinated after
substituting for (1 + P^)» % following analogous arguments to Factor
Analysis and using equation (2.1.0) and substituting the estimates (1 + np
a3 obtained in (2.1.8) we obtain
y« = + Vi- •
Now multiplying both sides by n. (j = 1,2,...,m) we obtain an estimate
'i ei ignoring




The weights (1 + pp are such that the varieties which are most
variable over environments get most weight. This may not always be very
desirable. For example, if one particular variety is very prone to
lodging, and the 3ites selected differ appreciably for lodging (-which in
turn affects yield), then this variety will get a relatively large weighting
in the measure of productivity of sites. In this case the indices will
not be a good measure of productivity as far as average varieties are
concerned, but may be a good measure of lodging as measured by yield. In
Yates and Cochran's method the productivity index for each environment is
calculated by giving equal weights (by y^ ) to all the varieties. Unless
the varieties are not very different in their interactions the estimates of
(1 + Pj) obtained by both methods will not differ very much.
The coefficients (1 + ?■.) have been calculated under the assumption
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that all the varieties are equally variable within environment. However,
if within environment the error variance is larger for some varieties than
others then more general model nay be necessary for estimating variances as
well as coefficients. The methods will then be similar to that used in
Factor Analysis. The model (2.0.1) can be taken as a particular case of
Factor Analysis model (Lawley and Maxwell, 1971) with only one factor and
variances of Ay equal for all j .
The use of estimates obtained by Yates and Cochran has come under
criticism because of dependence of yy on y^ and their inconsistency.
M far as inconsistency is concerned this can be removed as suggested by
Yates (discussion of Neyman et al 1935). Usually the bias is of the order
o 8
of* and whan environments are relatively much more variable, the bias is
e
negligible.
'Ailllama (1952) used the multiplicative model for interpretation of
interactions. He used a least squares method for hi3 fixed effect model
and obtained similar estimates of (1 + a.) as that obtained here in (2.1.8).
In our case of mixed model we had to consider a maximum likelihood method
but the final results obtained are similar.
As far as testing the equality of the (1 + flj) is concerned the
statistic il given in (2.2.#) is the same as that proposed by Ifandel
(1961) for testing the presence of non-adlitivity in the model (2.0.1)
which is a generalisation of Tukey's (194-9) statistic. Shukla (1972a)
and Hardwick and ood (1972) have pointed out that the statistic 11 is the
same as obtained through the method of Yates and Cochran.
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There Is also a very close relationship between the method
described in this chapter for estimating and interpreting (1 + ^ ) and
the method for estimating Interaction between qualitative and quantitative
factors. Fisher (1949) considered an experiment comparing two qualities
of nitrogen fertilisers, with single and double applications# He argued
that a reasonable hypothesis might suppose that the difference between
yields is twioe as mutch at the double as that at the single dressing. And
thus he calculated the effect of quality by giving double weight to the
yield vat double dressing than at single dressing instead of simple mean
which gives equal weights. He calculated interaction by taking an
orthogonal contrast to that of the effect of quality,
A similar interpretation can be made in variety trial work by
replacing types of nitrogen by environments, and doses of nitrogen by
varieties. As varieties are qualitative factors the weights (1 + r .)
are calculated from the data itself so as to give best measures of
environment3 instead of an arbitrary chosen constant as done by Fisher
(1%9).
2.4 -Estimation and prediction
ttfhen the interaction component is not related to the additive
environment component then the yield y^. differs from environment to
environment by a constant additive environment component and a random
interaction component which cannot be predicted. However, when
is related to by a relationship of the type described in
(2.1.0) then y. . at different sites vd.ll differ systematically depending
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on the magnitudes of the coefficient °. and the additive environmental
component • If is given for any particular site then it is not
difficult to estimate and the differences y^ , - y^, . As we have
seen in the preceding sections, the estimate of itself depends on the
yield of all the varieties (including the yield of the variety which we
want to estimate) and therefore the relationship in (2.1.0) is not very
helpful in predicting y^ - •
Suppose we have the yield of m varieties available at tlie n sites.
If the tests described in this chapter suggest that the relationship
described in (2.1.0) is more appropriate then sometime it may be of
interest to estimate (or predict) the yield of a variety, say, the first
one given the yield of the remaining varieties at a site where the first
variety is not grown. This may be used in estimating and predicting the
difference between the first variety and one of the remaining varieties.
This can be done by regressing y_.^ on y^o»**»>y.-n« The prediction
equation for y^ given y. p,...,y^^ is given by
A A A
yi1 ~ ^ + a'Yi (2.4.1)
where
l0 .y.,;i = 3221s12; .(y12 - y>2 yln - y>m)
and
3 « p11 S12]
12 S22J
Thus for any given value of 1\ we can estimate y^ using the equation
(2.4.1). A case of special interest occurs when only two varieties are
involved and, given the yield of the second variety at the ith site, we
wish to estimate the yield of the first variety, although this first
variety ought not to have bean grown on that site.
Using the equation (2.4.1) the estimate can be easily obtained,
namely
- *.1 ♦ 7^ <*i2 - y.2> •
Additional expected yield by using the first variety instead of the second
is given by
S S
Expected gain = y^ - y±2 = (y^ - y#2) + yi2 - 1) . (2.4#3)22 22
The first part of the expression on the R.H.S. of the above
relationship does not vary with variation in sites, whereas the second
part does. If the regression coefficient °12/ 22 i3 greater than one,
then the second part increases as y^2 increases; if it is less than one,
it decreases as y^ increases. If the regression coefficient is very
nearly equal to one then this part vanishes and the expected gain remains
constant. Thus, the above relationship can be used to estimate the gain
and this provides some guidance towards choosing a suitable variety for a
given site. The variance of this gain can be calculated without much
difficulty.
Let- us examine the relationship between this approach and that
described by the model (2.1.0). By using the population values of 30? and
a
in the expression a and using the form of ? given in (2.1.1) we
a








v — 11 12*1
12 22J
LL' ♦ o*I.












Now substituting thi3 limiting value of a in (2.4.1) and taking the
conditional expectation given e^ and using (2.1.0) we obtain
m
A
2(yiv^i) = u + + (1 + V ei
r (1 + B )2
i=2 i_ (2.4.5)
m
rji 4 Pj)2 4 o»5/o,(
Therefore y^ is an inconsistent estimator of the expected yield at the
ith site, namely y, + v^ + (1 + •
This inconsistency has been introduced because of the errors in the
predictor variables y^., y^, Usually cr®/cr will be negligible in
practice and y^. thus provides a reasonable estimator.
A
















The data from co-ordinated variety trials on spring barley, conducted
in Scotland in 1972, have been used to provide an example. Table 2.5.1
contains the data for eight varieties from twenty sites. The sites will
be assumed to be selected randomly. At each site there were four
replications but Table 2.5*1 gives only means (over replications) for each
variety at each site. The data from each site were analysed separately
and here we are concerned only with the combined analysis. The variances
of individual trials did not differ very much and the average S.JS, for
means of four replications is given in the table. The data on external
variates i.e. altitude, rainfall and sunshine from each site (wherever
available) are also given.
We shall use the methods described in this chapter for estimation of
parameters (1 + P,) and test for their equality. ?or comparison purposes
wo have also used the Yates and Cochran (1938) technique. If Y,, denotes
the matrix Y after subtracting column means from each unit then
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S = YAY0/(n-l).
The largest latent root of the matrix S is
= 10.193; % variation = 92.16;
and about 92> of variation is accounted by the largest latent root. The
A
coi-responding latent vector is given in Table 2.5*2 under the heading Q •
A
The &.L. estimates of 1 + 9^ are given under the heading 1 + B •
Estimates of 1 + 9. obtained by the regression technique (Yates and
Cochran) are given under the heading 1 + ,9*. Lower and upper 95/j
A
confidence limits of (1 + \) are given under the heading (1 + 9)^ and
A
(1 + R)y, respectively. The estimate of o| used for calculating
confidence lirrdt3 is given
«£, - - yu - y.j + y..r - A»-0(n-2) .
Li» d
There is little difference in the estimates of <r^ given here and those
obtained in (2*1.6).
Table 2.5*3 gives the analysis of variance table. The interaction
sum of squares is partitioned into the sum of two components; (i) the sum
of squares due to heterogeneity among regressions (F*) and (ii) the sum of
squares due to deviation from regression obtained by subtracting P* from
interaction sum of squares*
The sum of squares due to F* is further partitioned into two
components. The first is due to proportionality of 9. to v. and is as
<3 J
given by Tukey (1%9). This has been denoted by G-
tt = [±,3 yij(yi - - y„>| '
J C5i.-J..)" J®.,
Hie second component is the deviation from proportionality, obtained by
subtracting G from F*. It must be noted that this sum of squares
(F® and &} is not the sum of squares in the usual sense of least squares
analysis but they have only bean obtained for tasting purposes. The sum of
squares due to P.. estimated by the method of K»L. can be calculated by
subtracting sum of squares due to sites (obtained from AOV•) from (n-l) X2 and
is given by
3.3. due to B,. * 2,09 •
In this particular case this is not very different from the 3.S. due
to heterogeneity of regression F* (1.9X-) obtained for testing purposes.
For calculating likelihood ratio statistic the expressions L («.?) and
l(X1) can be further simplified and are given as follows.
2L('«) a -(n-1)
*
log(^n:; + nr ®) + sPf log(a ®) + ^0 U®
a s n a(rr 2 - mrr z<) J
OF WV Oe
2L(-Q.) = -(n-1) log (X3) + a-1 log (o45) + +(1 - *r)"l
5 J
M*L. estimates of parameters are given as
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a.2 « 0.124 } I8 • 10.193 J c 2 s 1,246Q Q
%l - 0.139 J a£ . 1.244
tr(S) = 11.064 J r s s 80.728
i.3 J
2L("') « -19 [2.3116 - 13.3129 + 79.5970 - 71.6000] « 66.5825
2L(-n-) » -19 [2.3214 - 14.6123 ♦ 39.2253 - 81.2016] m 81.0673
- 2 log >* = 14.485 ^ .
Kence it is significant at 5/' probability level. As far as comparison with
exact test is concerned the value of F obtained in Fable 2.5*3 should be
nearly equal to y^/7 as n -* «j
I = 2.15 ; ^/7 = 2.069 -
This shows a good agreement.
For testing the equality of a pair of 1 + we have calculated the
1 + B.
confidence limits of ratio J for all j(/ 7). The 95A confidence
1 +
limits are given by:-
Varieties 1 2 3 4 5 6
Upper limit 1.340 1.340 1.317 1.289 1.511 1.342




Varieties 1, 2, 3» 4, and 6 oontain one among their limits and therefore
the corresponding 1 + P, con be inferred to be not signifioantly different
from 1 + Confidence intervals of 1 + P . for the varieties 5 and 8
i J
do not contain one and therefore they differ significantly from 1 + By.
As far as practical application of these results is concerned there
appears to be heterogeneity among regressions and thus the differences among
varieties depend to some extent upon the general productivity of 3ites.
Universe is the highest yielding variety and as iV3 coefficient is larger
than one this shows that it is ejected to do better than the other
varieties at higher productive sites. As its general mean is the highest
it is likely to do better than the other varieties in average productive
sites but this may not be the best variety in very poor sites. Let us
examine its relationship with Kasurka which is slightly lower in yield but
has a considerably smaller regression coefficient than that of Universe. We
3hall calculate the regression of yield of Mazurka on the yield of Universe
and then calculate the prediction equation.
yi6 = 5.72 + .743 (y±8 - 5.82)
A
dcpected gain a y±:- - y±;l = 1.396 - 0.257 yiQ
Therefore, at the sites where Universe is expected to yield less than 5.43
it is advantageous to grow Mazurka. However, at more productive sites
where yield of Universe ia higher than 5.43 it is expected that Universe
will provide a higher yield than Mazurka.
Variety Pegasus ha;; a considerably lower regression coefficient than
the other varieties. Unfortunately this variety has a small general neon.
If tills variety had a higher scan it is likely that at lower yielding sites
it -would have yielded higher than other varieties. Prom Table 2.5.1 it is
apparent that th±3 variety does not do very badly in comparison with otiter
varieties in lower yielding sites. Therefore these coefficients (1 + " .),
in addition to variety means, give a good guidance in reoomending varieties
for individual sites if some information on the general fertility level of
the site is available.
TAB!,'2.5.1


















































































































































































































































































































ESTIMATES OP (1 + fl,) AND 9^ CGNFIDHNC2 LIMITS
Variety Names
A.
a (1 + *) (1 + $*) (1 ♦ \ (1 + *)
Ymer 0.344 0.977 0.980 0.823 1.138
Gerkra 0,344 0.978 0,978 0.825 1*138
Goldfield 0.337 0.958 0.959 0.805 1.118
Iraber 0.328 0.933 0.940 0.779 1.094
Maris Mink 0,392 1.115 1.108 0.956 1.282
Mazurka 0.345 0.980 0.981 0.827 1.139
Pegasus 0.298 0.849 0.852 0.697 1,005
Universe 0.425 1.208 1.202 1.048 1.377
X8 = 10.193
TABLE 2.5.3
AOV. OF SPRING BARLEY (t/ha)
Source D.F. s.s. M.S.
Sites 19 191.57 10.08
Varieties 7 2.62 0.37
Sites x Varieties 133 18.47 0.14
Heterogeneity in regression (?*) 1~ 1.94 0.28*
Proportionality (&) 1 0.55 0.55
Deviation from proportionality 6 1.39 0.23




ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION USING INPOHL4IION ON
ENVIRONMBNTAL VARIABLES
3«Q Introduction
In tliis ohapter wo shall use information provided by p external
variables. This information Is given in the form of a matrix 2 of order
nxp . It is assumed that for each environment i , the z..,„ (k = 1,2,...,p)
are independent of j (j = 1,2,...,m)j 2^k may be taken as information on
sunshine, rainfall and. altitude etc. e shall use the model (1.3.3) i.e.
±3 = b1.j &i1 + b2j z'i2 + + bpj zip + r'ij (3.0.1,
with A . defined as in (1.3.1). >"e require to make inferences about the
parameters b^ . A significant deviation of the value of b^ from the
mean (over j) shows that (y^. - y^ ) is dependent on the kth environmental
variable z.^ . Hie sign and magnitude of b^ give tlie direction and
degree of dependence.
Neyxoan ot ol (1935)» briefly considered the possibility of regressing
yields on external variates. They suggested the use of methods analogous
to those used by Fisher (1924)• Freeman and Perkins (1971) considered the
case when an independent measurement of environment is available and used
regression teohniques. Shukla (1972a) and liardwiok and ood (1972) have
considered the use of information on one or more external variables. The
method used here is an extension of the method discussed in Shukla (1972a).
The problems of estimation and hypothesis testing are discussed in
Section 3.1• Section 3.2 deals with the relationship of this work vdth
the work of other authors and in Section 3-3 a worked example is discussed.
3.1 datamation of regression parameters and test of hypothesis
fy substituting (3*0.1) in (1.3.1) we obtain
yid « ix + e± + + b1jSi1 + b2Jai2 +.... + bpjzip + «*j + ^ . (3.1.1)
For convenience each z_.y Is assumed to be measured from the mean over all
environments and thus
[ zik = 0 ; (k = 1, 2, ..., p) .
/-r
To standardise, each z^ has been divided by Y i ik • without any
loss in generality, the mean of all can be absorbed in 30 that
b^ = 0 j (k = 1, 2, ..«, p) .
J
It can be easily demonstrated that the least squares estimate of a^. , here
A A
denoted by b^, is given by (k, j) * element of 3, where
B * (2*a)"12«R, (3.1.2)
2 . (zlkJ ; S . (yti - yi> - y^ ♦ y#<) .
It is not difficult to observe that
J V) •0
froc the properties of a • The sura of squares due to fitted coefficients
*




B . (B,, B2, Bb)
where each is a vector of order p such that
A A
35 18 ^buf h2y *
It can be shown that
v(Bp = C^(1 - ^)(z*a)"1 (3.1.3)
cf2
>OV (B.,B ,/) = -J, (Z»«r1i U 4 y * 1» 2, m) (3.1.4)
" m
where cr| is the variance of e'±j + •
The estimated difference between variety j and J * at the site i is given
by
*-S ~ % ;
whore
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Zi ~ ^zi1» zi2» "• zip^ *
Tina variance of the estimated difference can be shown to be
2 °6 5 * Zl W' Zi] .
Then p = 1, estimators for a single set of regression coefficients
(dropping the subscripts of b's and z'a) b^ are given by
^ = i Cyij' ?t." * y..)ai= I Cyu ■ yi>i • (%1
.is z." m 1, it follows that
i 1
j) « o® (1 - ^)j cov (bj, b^') = - for j 4 y .
The estimated difference between variety j and j' at the site i is
given by
y.j "y.J- + "V !
with variance
2 cr: (-i + z a) .5 n i
The analysis of variance shaving the break up of the interaction sum of
squares is given in Table 3*1*
I. : 3.1
AOV OP IHT-ii^ACTIOK -'OP ZilTiSHttAl VAEIABLiiS
Cource O.F« 3.S.
Heterogeneity in regression p(®-l) Tr(ii,2(z,z)"^3,i0
Deviation fror, regression (a»l)(n«p~l) By subtraction
Total (n~i}(rs—1) Interaction 3.3.
rite sum of squares Sue to heterogeneity in regressions can be tested
against the sum of squares for deviations from regression. Tho deviations
A
from regression can be tested against rrQp\ m estimate of rr* for
(3.1.3) isnd (3.1.4) is given by the mean square due to deviations from
regression.
It is not always easy to interpret the multiple regression meaningfully.
It may be advisable to reduce the dimensions as much as possible by
considering each variate separately and to reject those which do not account
far' sufficient variability in the interaction sum of squares.
3.2 relationship rath other' work
Yates and Cochran's technique is a particular case of the above method
with p = 1 (considered in (3.1.5) with a. = y, - y )• As there isA X* • •
inherent dependence of y^j on y. Yates and Cochran's approach is not
statistically valid as pointed out by Freeman and erkins (1971)• In the
following we shall consider the consequences of this in more detail.
3.2.1 Come remarks on Yates and Cochran's anproaoh
Let ua consider the interpretation of the coefficients
defined in Chapter 2* Neither their absolute values nor their signs are
independent of the varieties taken in the trial. To demonstrate this we
shall consider the regression model discussed in this chapter. Consider
the model (3.1.1) with an external vallate z^
y±. = u ♦ 8i ♦ v3 ♦ bjSl + S^j . (3.2.1)
Par the present purposes we shall not impose any conditions on b ^ and z^.
The b^ are estimated by
(y* 4 - y, )(«j - 3)
b. = T ———— ' (3.2.2)
•> i r (. -;)«
i 1
*
The expected value of is given by
E(bp = bj - S J
A
thus b. estimates the deviation of b. from its mean over all the
<3 0
varieties taken in the trial. Thus only differences of two varieties
i.e. b^ - b., can be estimated independently of other varieties in the
trial.
The estimates obtained by Yates and Cochran (1933) are obtained by
replacing y^. - y^ in (3.2.2) by jr^, and substituting z± equal to
y. - y . This givesx« • •
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? y±*G* - y )* , ij X* ••
1 * bj - * ' (3.2.3)^ (y± - y )2
i i'
Substituting (3.2.1) in (3.2.2) and taking expectations of the nuntrator
and denominator independently one obtains in limiting case (when n -» ")
V + ^b1 + + bi^V + V^13
1 4 b - -2 i- £5 sL-5 (3.2.4)
n-*»
j
rr 2 + ^ + £2„ 2 + rr »/m6 62 2 O
where c is the covariance between e. and z. • In a particular case
<32 1 i
A
with as in the model (3*2«l) (1 + b^) approaches
rr s
1 + +
m(1 + B /, g cj
ni,- • 13.2.5;
- nf?
1 4 b 4 —
m(l 4 £)<•? 2
0
A
This shows that 1 4 4 is inconsistent estimator of (1 + b^)/(l 4 la).
When Tg /rj- is small, which is very likely when the differences between
sites are large, the bias will be negligible. However, this can be
corrected by using the estimate of rf£S/fTQ" • Again it is not possible to
obtain estimate of 1 4 bj as they are standardised by division by
(1 4 b). Thus the magnitude and sign ore not independent of the other
varieties oonsidered in the trial. It may be possible to overcome this
problem by considering a large number of varieties and assuming them to be
giving a fair representation of the population. However, the ratios
- 44 ~
(1 + Ik)/(1 + b^,) can be obtained independently of other varieties in the
trial whan ^negligible.
Putting z. equal to e.^ in (3*2.1) is one of the simplest cases.
However, it is not necessary that and should be the same or even
highly correlated. e^ can be taken as an additive effect of environment
and «t can be considered as an environmental varinte vhioh gives rise to
multiplicative effect (b .z. ) with different regression coefficient (b^)
corresponding to each variety. The interpretation of estimators 1 + b..
in (3*2.3) very tnuoh depends on the relationship between and z^ « In
case3 when the cannot be measured independently the interpretation of
the parameters 1 + b^ is not easy. The effect of the relationship between
e^ and can be 3een from the expression in (3*2.it-). hen and
are highly correlated (positively or negatively) this results in the case
considered in (3*2.5)*
'./hen e. and z. are independent (3*2.k) yields
J* JU
1 + (£b.
1 + b, -» ^ » (3*2*6)
1 + po':
(after putting rr « o), whereQZ
p- a <? 3/a 2 .
z e
In the above expressions, for simplicity, is assumed to be negligible.v @
A
hen p i3 small and negligible then 1 + b^ will all be nearly equal to
unity. However, when p is large then we should be able to estimate the
- 4-5 ~
relative magnitudes of 1 + b, from (3.2.3). But it is very likely that
it will be wrongly interpreted. Suppose z^ represents rainfall and is
independent of additive effect e.. . Them the heterogeneous regression
among 1 + b^ obtained through (3*2.3) will lead us to believe that
heterogeneity is due to i.e. productivity factors.
In any case correct interpretation of 1 + b^ obtained through (3*2.3)
is neither easy nor unique. Per example, one can obtain one set of b^
from (3*2.3), where different environments are obtained by applying different
level of one fertilizer. Another experimenter can produoe similar changes
among environments by some other factor i.e. another fertilizer, irrigation
level etc., and may arrive at different values of b ^ . It shows that two
persons working with the same set of varieties, but different environment
factors may arrive at quite different values of b^ • This emphasises the
need for defining the population of environments and the underlying
environment factors for proper use and interpretation of these parameters.
Similar criticism is applicable to estimates of (1 + 3^) obtained in
Chapter 2.
The problem of testing the invariance of 6. is the same as that of
testing the invariance of loadings for different populations in factor
Analysis. This is not an easy problem to tackle but some methods are
available in the literature (Lawley and Kaxwell, 1971). In the following
we shall di3ouss an easy and approximate method for testing the equality of
coefficients b^ obtained from different populations. If they are found
consistent only then they should bemused for any predictive purposes over
the factors considered.
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3.2.2 Test of hypothesis for equality of (1 + b.)
Let us consider an extended version of the model (1.3.1)
yijk * M ♦ V + t3K+ 'ijk * "ijk » (3-2-7)
i 22 i j ~ 1$2j«##$ni j k k ^
where another subscript (k) has been added to denote another factor e.g.
years etc. y^jk» and are the mean yield, interaction and
experimental error component for the variety j at the site i in the
year k , respectively. i3 the effect of the site i in the year k
and Vj,, is the effect of the variety j in the year k . It is not
necessary that the same sites should be represented every year. Consider
the possible relationship between and e^k of the type given in
(l.3*2) as
\ik x bjk eik + €ijk • (3.2.8)
For simplicity, we have used b. of Yates and Cochran's approach
considered in (3.2.3) rather than of K.L approach considered in
Chapter 2. Now in this section we want to te3t whether b^ remains the
same for all k i.e. the above relationship can be written as
ijk = b5 eik + ijk . (3.2.9j
Under the null hypothesis
bjjj. = » O = 1,2,..*,m J k = 1,2,...,t) •
Geometrically speaking, we have to test, simultaneously, Aether each of
the is lines is parellel to the respective lines (corresponding to each
variety) for the variation in k . For this, in the following we shall
substitute (3*2.3) and (3*2.9) in (3*2.7) and obtain estimates and residual
stun of squares which will give the test statistic immediately•
Substituting (3.2.0) in (3.2.7) we obtain
yijk ■ f + Tjk ♦ <1 + bjk) aik + Sijk (3.2.10)
where
ijk = eijk + ijk *
e shall assume that the variance of 6^^. remains constant for all k •
Putting = y. k - y# ^ and talcing it as a fixed variable, the least
squares estimates of 1 + b^Jr are obtained as
J y«k ®i.k - y..k>
(1 . b ) - i—— —- (3.2.11)J
[ (yi.k - y..kr
and the residual sum of squares over all k (corresponding to the sum of
squares of deviation from regression in Table 2.5*3) is given by
Deviation from regression =
- m -
J 'Uk^i.k - *
1 (yiik " * 1D2 " " ~—~ : ' C3.2.12j
k,o,i iJlt -Jk k,j r (y1<k - y->k)»
Now under the null hypothesis (b „ = b^ for all k ) the modal in (3.2.7)
can be written as
^ijk " ?■ * Tjk + (1 ♦ b3)eik ♦ 6ijk * (3-2-13)




A V 4 J-J-4*- • •Jtv
(1 + b.) « — (3.2.14)
r (?,k-j k)cX • it • «iv
and the residual suns of squares is given by
Deviation from combined regression *
L\ 'w&t.* - y..k)] =
r (y. Ilf - y *JS - r —^ . (3.2.15)
k i i ^ a y fv - v V®o • iy± k y#.k;
Dura of squares due to deviation from parallelism obtained by subtracting
(3.2.12) from (3.2.15)
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[± yijk^i.k " y..k^] *
m [ ^i.k - y..k^
[", yijk^yi,k ~ ''••&[]
r -£fci ~~ (3.2.16)
The sum of squares due to heterogeneity among combined regressions is given
by
The sum of squares due to deviation from parallelism on (k-l)(m~l) D.F. can
bo tested against the sum of squares due to deviation from regression on
7 (m-lXn^ - 2) D.F. as obtained in (3.2.12). A worked out example has been
given in Section 3.3.
3.2.3 dome further discussions
Hardwick and Wood (1972) used the model in (3.0.1) after
orthogonalisation of variates s_y„ so that the resultant components are
independent. They suggested the estimation of parameters by U3±ng these
independent components as environmental variates. This is of great advantage
when large numbers of external variables are available but the interpretation
of the orthogonal combination of variables is not easy.
3 r(yik-y Js
k,l * '*k
This must be noted here that
0 for all k 5 7b, ■ 0
3 *
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Sonetimes information on disease for each plot within eaoh
replication is available and this oan be used in analysis of oovarianee,
possibly, with different slopes for each variety# However, in large
scale trials it is not uncoraaon to take such disease records on only one
replication# Within site analysis for such covariates is not possible#
Assuming that there is not much variation in the covariates from
replication to replication (within sites) these data can be used, say, Xy
corresponding to each # Now the analysis of covariance can be used
and possible differences between slopes corresponding to different
varieties can be tested# In some cases the differences in slopes may
account for a significant portion of the interaction sum of squares and this
may be interpreted accordingly# This type of analysis does not give rise
to any new statistical problem.
3*3 ,tn example
The data given in Table 2*5#1 have been used to examine the effect of
altitude, rainfall and sunshine on the relative performance of varieties,
using the method given in Section 3#1• .Analysis has been done for each
variate individually} Table 3#3*1 gives the AOV table aid Table 3*3*2 the
regression coefficients and their standard errors.
«» ; *1
TABUS 3.3.1
ANALYSIS OF INTSRACTICN FOE VARIABLES
Altitude Rainfall Sunshine
Source D.F. K.3. D.F. M.S. D.F. M.S.
Heterogeneity
among Regression 7 0,116 7 0,655* 7 0,081
Deviation from
Regression 126 0.11,0"!► 91 0.100* 91 0.145*






82&RSSSI0N CO 2FFECI3NTS FOR SXTSRKAL VARIABLES
Variety Names
A
b ^ («dt. ) b^ (liain)
A
bj (Sun)
Ymer -0.370 -0.225 —O.236
Gerkra -0.042 -0.004 —0.005
Goldfield 0.506 0.739* 0.515
Iriber -0.054 0.959* -0.054
Paris link -0.531 -1,229* -0.404
M&zurka 0,103 0.018 —0.074
Pegasus 0.343 0.744* 0.274
Universe 0.01(0 -1.002* —0.016
S.3. 0.350 0.296 0.350
8,3. of difference 0.529 0.447 0,529
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There is no evidence that the altitude and sunshine contribute to variety-
environment interaction and we shall not consider them any further.
.Rainfall accounts for about 3-k of the interaction 3.S. The most affected
varieties are Maris Mink and Universe which show markedly decreased yields
when rainfall is high. This effect does not appear to be due to lodging.
Both varieties are short strawed and late maturing. The negative
regression is rather puzzling. Rainfall is negatively correlated
(r s -0.702) with the average yield of all the varieties and this may
A
explain the relative sizes of (1 + 0^). Thus the conclusion can be
summed up as follows. Varieties Maris Mink and Universe do bettor than
average on dry sites and worse than average on wet sites. In general
mean yields are largest in experiments with low rainfall. However, more
data may be needed to confirm this.
A possible practical application of these results i3 as follovfs. ;e
consider two varieties Marls-Mini-: and Goldfield with similar mean yields but
different regression coefficient with rainfall. The following equations7*"
give the estimated yield at the site i :
A
InrisMLnk : = 5.57 + - 1.229 z±
A
Goiafield i y^ = 5*57 + e± + 0.739 z^
A A
yi5 ~ yi3 = ~1*968 zi »
v(y15 " yi3/0 = 0,20 ^0#05 + ZV #
In these calculations we have assumed that the estimated regression
coefficients are applicable to the whole of Tootlond. .one bias say,
however, result from the use of data from only fifteen sites out of
twenty (See Table 2.5.1 )•
Considering the differences on particular sites, when z- > 0 then
U-oldfield is preferable and when < 0 then Kards Mink is preferable#
If one has to choose between these two varieties then for the Aast and
North, where on the average rainfall is smaller than in ./est, cne will
choose harisMink; but for the .."eat one wd.ll choose Coldfield#
In the following we shall consider an example for testing the
consistency of (1 + b ) calculated for three years from the data of the
trial on winter wheat conducted in Scotland# The moan of three years are
given in Table 3#3#5# The means for 1969 and 1970 are based on the data
from 15 sites whereas means of 1971 are based can the data from 16 sites#
TABLE 3.3.3




Cappelle 5.33 4.95 5.01
Bouquet 5.39 5.06 5.43
Cama 5.62 5.33 5.12
Marls Beacon 5.88 5.49 5.87
Maria Settler 5.65 5.22 4.82
Toumgr 5.43 5.12 5.23
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The individual year's analyses have been given in Table 3 .3.4.
T.J3L . 3.3.4
AOV OF WINTER WHEAT FOR THREE YEARS (tA»)
1969 1970 1971
Source D.F. M.3. D.F. M.S. D.F. M.S.
Varieties 5 0*644 5 0.574 5 2.182
Sites 14 8.319 14 15.084 15 6.620
Het. in regression 5 0.098 5 0.132 5 0.157
)ov. from reg. 65 0.068 65 0.079 70 0.252
Total 89 1.400 39 2.478 95 1.354
The separate and combined est:'nates of regression coefficients, as
calculated by the method discussed in Section 3.2.2, are given in Table
3.3.5.
TABLE 3.3.5
ESTIMATES OF REGRESSION OF VARIETY YIELDS ON SITE MEANS
Years j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1969 (1 + b^) 0.991 0.871 1.073 1.055 1.007 1.003
1970 (1 + bj2) 0,965 0.931 1.107 1.013 1.014 0.970
1971 (1 + bJ3) 0.971 1.078 0.915 1.052 0.864 1.119
A
Combined (1 + b^) 0.973 0.949 1.053 1.033 0.977 1.014
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Table 3»3»6 gives the combined analysis over three years. The sum of
squares have been calculated by using the expressions of Section 3.2.2 .
TABLE 3.3.6







In the above table sua of squares due to deviation from parallelism is not
significant showing that the regression of variety yields on the site means
remain consistent over three years. Sum of squares due to heterogeneity
among regression in Tables 3.3.4 and 3«3«6 show that the regression
coefficients do not differ significantly from aero. Therefore there is





Years x Varieties 10 5.362
Sites (W» years) 43 426.955
Het. Combined regression 5 0.564
Deviation from parallelise 10 1.368




ssmmon and tsst of hypothesis of stability vahiancks
4*0 Introduction and development of previous work
The attempt to explain variety-environmental interaction in terms of
8. and b. , as discussed in previous chapters, may not be very
J J
successful when only a small fraction of the interaction sum of squares can
be attributed to heterogeneity among the regressions# In any case it is of
considerable interest and importance to establish a measure of variability
of performance of individual varieties over a population of environments#
Je now consider the estimation of as defined in (1 • 3*5)• ' 'e have
v * + = + v •
Thus, can be considered as the sum of two components, vis# a within
environmental variance crJ3 and the interaction variance • fe willo 3
call rpj3 the 'stability variance' of variety j • A variety is said to
be 'stable' if its stability variance ov" is equal to the within
elemental variance , i.e. if . 0 . Large values of
indicate instability#
Estimation of <?.'■ is analogous to estimating heterogeneous error
variances in a two-way classification when variances change in one way,
considered by Ehrenberg (1950) and later by Russell and Bradley (195S)»
Rao (1970, 1972) has generalised the above procedure for any classification
and also gave some optimum properties of the estimators# Such estimates
-St¬
are available only when m > 3 • Baker (1969) has calculated a very
similar parameter and his approach will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4*3*
The problem of estimation of stability variances nr when m > 3
J
will be discussed in Section 4*1. The method of estimation of o\.s
discussed in Section 4#1 does not work when ms 2 and a method for this
particular case will be discussed very briefly in Section 4*2, Section 4«1
also deals with the estimation of stability variances for an extended model
with external variables.
The problem of testing hypotheses will be discussed in Section 4,2,
Tests for equality of stability variances differ considerably for m = 2
and m > 3 and will be dealt with separately, iVe also consider a test of
the stability of a single variety = 0). Section 4*3 discusses the
relative merits of estimated stability variances and the regressions
coefficients considered in previous chapters. This section also deals with
the relevance of earlier' work. In Section 4*4 & worked example will be
considered,
4*1 Estimation of stability variances
In this section we shall consider two methods of estimation. The
method in Section 4*1*1 gives an unbiased estimate of a,2 and is easy to
J
calculate. The method in Section 4.1*3 gives maximum likelihood (iX)
estimates.
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4-1.1 Unbiased estimation of ry In two-way classification model
Here we shall give some results obtained by Jihrenberg (1950). We
shall not discuss them in any great detail. The unbiased estimates of
will be denoted by *ya J they are given by
- Qn(m—1) ry: - T, ryQ /(n-1 )(s-1 )(m~2), (4.1.1)i v i,j
where r.^. is the residual corresponding to (i,«5)th cell,
r±j a - h. - y.o+
Alternatively cry can be written as
where
)r(^ - " r (u±j - /(n~l)(m~1 )(m~2), (4-1.21i i, j
u±5 - ! s.j = [ui/n •
A
cry are obtained as linear combination of squares of residuals r^,. j
therefore, they are independent of u, v. and a 13 . It is not difficult
J 0
to verify that they are unbiased estimators of cr.2 • Kao (1970) has
U
proved that they have minimum average (over all j) variance among all
possible quadratio unbiased estimators (HENQ0H) of .
A
It is not difficult to see from (4-1-1) that the mean of the cya
is the same as the mean square due to interaction. Therefore, by
•» mm
multiplying each e.a by (xa-1 )(n-1 )/m we shall obtain m components of
J
interaction, one corresponding to each genotype* These estimates are not
independent. As they are differences of tw sums of squares, they can be
negative, but negative estimates of variances are not uncommon in variance
component problems*
A
The variance of ry' is not only a function of crfJ but also of the
variances of other varieties in the trial*
T<V>(n-1 u Jfy ♦ T^SF V •
A




Under the assumption that all are equal to , 3ay, the estimate of
A
is given by the interaction mean square <•?' , say*
As far as the relative variabilities of varieties from the average









If a is large then
These expressions can he used to test the departure of individual index
fxt)ia unity# These indexes are correlated as they mist add to ra •
&#1»2 i*urther extension of model
To make further progress in the interpretation of instability, we
shall consider the model (3#1.1) incorporating variation due to external
variables# At present we shall consider the case of only one external
variable (p = 1), but the method can be easily extended when information on
more than one external variable is available. ",'e shall omit one subscript
of b's and z's of the modal (3#1#1) and denote them by b. (j = 1, 2,
••#, m) and 2.. (i = 1, 2, #.*, n)# As before, without any loss of
generality it can be assumed that,
0 ; T zx*
i
1 #
The model can now be written as
« u. + e^ + 'j + Vi + sij ! (4.1.4)
we assume that
«• •
• ( " X ^) 9 r j » (j ® 1» 2j «<*) n)«
and proceed to estimate 0.® . The usual estimator of b^, by the method
of unweighted least squares as given in (3*1*5)» can be obtained as




Using the method of Section +.1.1, unbiased estimates of for the
0k
model in (4*1,4) can be obtained as given by
§jS ~ rijS ** s rliSl /(n-2)(ia-l)(ia«2) (4,1,6)
where
rb = uu " u.j * kj"i •
fhe estimators obtained in (4*1*6) are quadratic (in y's) estimators of
f>,:; and have the properties of MXtfqjWS estimators, .dien m is large,
<3
A
the variance of o/; can be approximated by
nip » 20/V(n~2) o (4*1*7)
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Is-. 1.3 Ilaximum likelihood estimate of stability variance
For estimation of cy the method described in Section 4*1*1 will
be adequate# Later in this chapter we will also discuss the likelihood
ratio test for the equalily of all cr/; , For that purpose we shall need
maximum likelihood estimates of cr' s. Russell and Bradley (1953) gave a
method, based on contrasts of for ra = 3# Thoy obtained explicit
estimators of a^ and the estimators are the same as considered in Section
In this section we shall work with contrasts and generalise the
method of Russell and Ik-adley (1953) for m > 3« No explicit solution of
cry' is available when m > 3 but solutions can be obtained by iteration#
It must be noted here that this method does not give maximum likelihood (ML)
estimates based on all the data. KL estimates of all the parameters do not
exist when environment and variety effects both are fixed# The estimates
considered here are based an the contrasts and therefore independent of
e^'s and vys or of their population parameters#
A suitable set of orthogonal row^colunn contrasts x^k (l » 1,2,
##., n-1J k = 1, 2, ••#, m-1) is given by the elements of an (n-l)(m-l)
matrix X, where
= ^2* •••* J\t—1^ *
where
r . (Y,, Y2, Yn) .
«* 63 —
Here the matrix is a matrix of order (q~l) x q such that
H
It can he shown that







L* = L TL»
m mm
and T is a diagonal matrix with c % oy", cry as its elements.




f(x) = (2n)-(n-l)(m-l)/2;ir1|(n-l)/2 ^ n'1 ('I-.1.3)
A
Let cy2 he the estimate of o.3 obtained hy maximising log f(x) •
Also let log L(-0-) and H be the expression of log f(x) and H obtained
by substituting cry' for cry3 •
Nom if L„ U3ed is such thatm
L* • &ij>
where
l±j. a l//i(i+1) j < i
a ) ,3 s 1+1




P = Diag(^, ^ )
Dg = DiagC^g"** » • ••» c0 ) + 11®
and D is a lower triangular xsatrix of order (m-1) ouch that
dii 58 i
dij * *1 4 < i
a 0 5 > i
If1 can be easily calculated by
H"1 8 F-1D'-1D2~V1P-1
-1





d1,3 = 1/J (i*l) J < i
a1,5 « o j > i •
Now
- — 1.0 I,(X1) r: lo ■' 4 tr(h"1r) + constant (4.1.9)
where T ia given by
x = -my •
starting with sore good initial estimates of ",3 , (4.1.9) should bo
V
rinirdsed Iteratively, "or this purpose th-; initial estimates o r. be taken
a
as «?.J' obtained in 3ection 4.1.1.
J
It nust be noted here that the ML estimator of the oomon v trii-nce
. A
"^(o * « n2 for all j ) is given by , the Bean square of variety
environment interaction.
4*1.4
. ^tlyo. fryito. of the,
V.ben a * 3 the estimates - ,c and * ~ are identical. ...-ver,
it is difficult to ooapare the efficiencies in general. 77 I stimtora
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are easily obtainable and the method can be easily extended to the case of
non-orthogonal data# .hen in i3 large the !!L estimates are difficult to
obtain even by a high speed computer# Thus for most purposes unbiased
estimators will be adequate at least when n is moderate.
•hen e. are random variables another estimate of a.2 and o 2
x 3 \ e
can be obtained using the likelihood function of 3 as defined in Section
2#1. However, we have not considered this method at present as we are not
particularly interested in estimating crQ2 • The estimates far cj3 by
both likelihood methods are not likely to differ very much, at least when
n is large#
4#2 Test of hypothesis
The test considered here for m = 2 and m > 3 differ markedly and
are dealt with separately#
Morgan (1939) and Pitman (1939) have considered the test of significance
for a difference between two variances from a bi-variate normal population,
T?ithout making any assumption about the correlation coefficient, Grubbs
(194-8) considered the problem of estimating the precision of instruments,
when only one observation is taken on the subjects for each instrument#
I aloney and Bastogi (1970), and Jaech (1971) considered some tests of
hypotheses for the comparison of the precision of two instruments# A
generalised version of Pitman^ (1939) result given by Shukla (1973)» is
discussed in Geotion 4*2*1•
For m > 3> Han (1969) has given an exact method# However, the
power of his tests depends upon the variability among e. • A better
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method (Shukla, 1972b)will bo given in -Section 4.2.2. A likelihood ratio
test which is a generalisation of IiU3sell and Bradley (1958) vd.ll be
discussed in Section 4.2.3.
2.1 Best of hypothesis for two variances
4.2.1.1 ioraulatlon and notation
Consider the model (1.3*1) with two columns
yij ~ Ti + vj + cij * ^ = 1» 2» n ! <5 = 2) (4.2.1)
where
T± * u + o± i V(t±) a o-e2 j v(eij5) ■ o^ ; V(y±j) = cr#8 + cry3 .
Gov(yio* s V for
lonote the sample variances and covariance of y^ and y^ by
=11 = J (yi1 - y.1)=/(n-l)j "22 ■ J (yi2 - y.2)3/(n-l)
S12 " [ (yl1 " y.1)(yi2 " y.2V(n-l) •
It is easy to show that




Grubbs (1948) estimated cr 8 , o 2 and a 2 , respectively, by
I t Q
V = S11 " 312 J V = S22 " S12 J V = s12 • &*2»2)
4.2.1.2 Test of hypothesis
The present work is concerned only with the null hypothesis
Hq ! (J,8 * kP22
whore k is a speoifiod constant (k > 0). This will be tested against
Ba ; c3 4 kc2s .
Consider
% * *n - »«! fi - »ii+ ^12 •
The variances and covariance of g and f are given by
V(g) is o 2 + o231
iXL
V(f) » or ■ + k*c2" + 1 + k)3 (4.2.3)
Cov(g,f) a « kOg3 .




(( V + a2S ) ( V + k*V + °eG(1 + k)2) 1 " (Zi"2#i4')
<?f - ^2a
0 a " "
A nocooaaiy and auffioient condition for . to bo tero i. that o/ « to/ ,•
this suggests that the test of IiQ is equivalent to a test of g and f
having zero correlation coefficient. Denote the sample correlation
coefficient between g and f by r j this can be expressed in term of
s11* S2" 3-12 as ■ rite the sample variances and covariance
of g and f as
S6S ~ S11 + S22 " 2s12
sff ~ S11 + k q22 + 23i312
V = s11 - k822 + (h~1)S12 •
Then, by definition
r . V . *11 ~ ka22 * tk-D"lg r , (4.2.5)
(Vf[(s11 * °22 ' 2°12)(,11 + ^'22 + 2ksl2>l¥
Thus under the null hypothesis , the statistic tQ given by
tQ = a/(n~2)/(1-r') (4.2.6)
will have a Student's t-distribution with (n-2) D.F. •
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4*2.1.3 Likelihood ratio teat
It can be easily seen that the test statistic used in (4.2.S) is the
same as that derived from the likelihood ratio teat# For simplicity we shall
work with the transformed variate3 g and f instead of and J g
and f have a bi-varlate normal distribution with variances and covariance
as given in (4.2.3)# Let us denote the ma>dLmum value of the likelihood
under the alternative hypothesis B. by LC-H-), where
log 1(H) = -f ~ f lo^3gg3ff ~ sgf2^ * n 1°S^2TT^
= ""f " f los^s-tis2? ~ S12 ^ ~ n + k) - n log(2T*) , (4»2.7)
Under g and f are independently distributed. Denote the maximum value of
the likelihood under IIq by L(<») , and put = 0 * Since g and f
are independent then (4.2.7) becomes
log L(<) •-j - | log - n log (2^)
= ~
2 " 2 los-(sn + a22 " 2®12^#11 + k ®22 + ^12^ ''
- n log(2TT) .
Thus
log X m log Ii(«) - log L(-^)
m> m
n - r 311g22 " S12' i
2 St(s11 + 322-2312}(3l1 + ^ *22 + ^12^
+ n log(l + k) »
But froia (4.2.5)
(1 + k)3 (s .s^-s.3)
•1 _ J*'' _ i in .1 jjl Li . »
^S11 + 322~^S12 11 + 22 + 2ksi2^
thus giving the value of
log X * I? log(l - r2) .
4»2.1.4 Jonfidonce intervals for relative precision
The statistic considered in (4.2.6) can be used to obtain a
confidence interval for k • Let us denote the Student's -t value at
of/2 probability level with (n-2) J.P. by t. y2 • 'Then the (1 - <?),-■
confidence limits for k can be obtained by substituting the value of
t^/g in place of t^ and substituting the value of the ratio r'2/( 1-r: ) in
terns of Sg9, s^g and k •
The quadratic equation in k reduces to
k^a2"- P) - 2k(ab -»• P) + (b3 - P) = 0 (4.2.8)
where
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a= sg2 - s12
b « S11 - s12
P = *1/2 (s11a22 ~ S1p/(n " 2) *
The solution of (4,2.8) gives Kr and Ky a3 lower and upper limits,
h • rf7? « h, =
such that
P^ ^ k < V » 1 - cr •
Looking at tie expressions for the limits it is obvious that when
a</"P or b < - /P | these limits can be exclusive. If a is nearly
ec|ual to /P the3e limits can be infinitely large. If b < /P then
the lower limit is negative.
4.2.1.5 Comparison vdth other works
Kaloney and Bastogi (1970) considered a particular case of Hy
with k ss 1 . Another particular case of k = 0, testing the hypothesis
that Oj= 0 , was oonsidered by Kalcmay and Bastogi (1970) and by Jaeoh
(1971)» and the result in this section gives an exact distribution of the
tost statistic they considered. Moreover, the results given here enable
us to give an exact confidence limit. The disadvantage of the above test
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is that the power depends upon <r@3 j the larger o y > the smaller is
the power of the test. This has been discussed in more detail in
Kaloney and Ilastogi (1970), If the data from sore than two varieties (or
instruments) are available then a test can be obtained whose power is
independent of n* • This is considered in the next section. WhenQ
<tq3 = 0 (one item being measured repeatedly) then the obvious test for
<r :i = IctJ2 is to consider the ratio of sw„ and s„~ and test by an
1 && 11
F-test, where g^ = y^ and f^ » Az y^2 *
4*2,2 Test for equality for more than two variances
4,2,2,1 notation end method
Consider the model (1«3*1) and as before define a (q - 1) x q
matrix L such that
q
where 1. i3 the vector of unit elements. Now a vector C^ giving the
values of in - 1 orthogonal contrasts among the observations in the row
i can be obtained as follows j
0 ; L i/ a I ;
q S, (4*2,9)
V = Yi'L'm = ^°i1* ci2' °i(n>-1p' ^ = 1» 2 > •••» n) (4,2.10)
where
Yi' 3 (yi1» yi2 » •••> y±m> •
•» ?4 **
It is easy to show that
5(0,) = LV; VCC,) - V L\» H , (4.2.11)
where
and £ is a diagonal matrix of tsJ*, ' "n as before*
Under the null hypothesis L, e*j8 » aj* * ... m <BL* • O* §
say, V(C±) s <f*I .
fe test IIq by (i) estimating II by X defined below and (ii)
applying the test of sphericity described by Mauehly (1940). The matrix
T has elements t^., given by
tkk* = TjArj ^°ik " °.k^°ik» " ^k' k' 58 1* 2» ^0(Ah.2.12)
The test statistic > is defined by
where m* = ir<-1 .
Under the null hypothesis of equality of variances the value of X
should be equal to 1 apart from sampling error.
It is not difficult to show that the statistic X is invariant for
y (4.2.13)
* 7.5 -
all possible sets of orthogonal contrasts. For, consider any other set of
orthogonal contrasts MY. j where M„ is given bymi m
= DL»m m
and D is an orthogonal matrix. Hence
DD' n I and MM' = I •
m m
Now let X. be the value of X when M is substituted for L in
1 mm
equation (4.2.10). This gives from (4»2.13)
Hence X is independent of the choise of orthogonal contrasts. Also X
is obviously not affected by any changes in n.# e.. and v^ •
4*2.2.2 Distribution of X
foments of the statistic > under the null hypothesis are given by
Anderson (1958, p. 262). For simplicity of notation we shall put n' = n-1,





Box (1949) has discussed a general method for approximating the
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distribution of a LR criterion by the first few terms in an infinite
series of ..nderson (1953) has applied this method to the
sphericity test and the results can be put in the following theorem.
BiiOIldK: Under the null hypothesis of equality of all variances -2v log X
is approximately distributed as ys with - 1 D.F., where v is
given by
2m'~ + a' + 2
v * 1 - &»' (n - 1) •
This result is adequate for large n • A more accurate result (correct to
order n ) can be obtained by including three terms of the infinite
series. 7/e then have
Rr [~2v log X < TjJ « Pr [ ^ < ?f] + «?2 < "U) - Pr(Xp < T:)J + O(iT^)
where
?r » C.P* + - l)(^t - zl(2xiy ,+ 6?i 2 + 2} s ^2 288 m»2n»2v2
m'(m1 - 1)f « X - 1 .
4*2.2.3 Test, of the equality of two column variances
Suppose that Ho has been shown to be unacceptable. Se may now
wish to compare a particular ptlr of column variances, for example ry"
and oy3 • The null hypothesis is as follows:
77 -
H. : o» . a* .
To test the hypothesis we fir;:t define the contrasts




The expected values of and c^,;, are given by
2(0^) = (v1 - v2)//2 ; d(o±2) a (vn + v2 - 2vch2)//s »
and the variances and covariance are given by
J2
V(ou) ,<o»♦ ~|)/2 ; V(ci2) = ♦ 4 ♦ ~^)/6
Gov Ci2^ - H " "l^12
where
s m m
"*0-2 ■ °jA*>-2) <• v2 ■ T3V("*2) •
Under the null hypothesis Ho'!! the correlation between and c.^,




with the Stuient's t-distribution an (n-2) D.P. Here r* Is the sample
correlation coefficient between c^ and o^, •
Note, however, that V(c.. n) and hence the power of the test
depends on a""nem2 * i#e* 011 ^le variances in columns other than the two
under consideration. .<ome improvement in the test r».,y be possible if we
replace ^(^2) another mean with a smaller variance, for example, if
we know a priori that is large we might replace y^^g) tlle mean
for columns 3» 4, •••» mj excluding column 3* • 'fhe power of the test is,
however, independent of u, and v. . In oases vthen o^'s are very
variable the above test my provide a more powerful test than the one
discussed in Section 4.2,1,
4,2.3 A likelihood ratio test
In Section 4,1,3 we have discussed the method of ML for the
estimation of o^fs . This method immediately yields the likelihood
ratio test.
Let log L(-Q) be the value of log-likelihood obtained frcan (4.1.8)
after substituting the ML estimate of i.e. eg , Under the null
hypothesis Hq the ML estimator of the common variance a® is simply
o0 i,e. the mean square due to interaction. Let log L(») the value of
A
log likelihood under obtained by substituting 0s for all in
(4.1.0) and taking the logs. Let X* be the likelihood ratio. Then
The quantity -2 log X' is asymptotically distributed as x2 with (m-1) D.F.
under HQ •
It is interesting to observe that in the particular case m = 3
the statistics X of (4*2.13) and X* of (4*2.15) the same for large
n i.e. the sphericity test and the LR test are asymptotically equivalent
when ra = 3*
This result can be shown by substituting
log X* = log L(«>) - log L(-^) .
This reduces to




Russell and Bradley (1958) showed that
-2 log X» = -(n-1) [log Og + ^ + o| oJ) - 2 log o8 - log 33* (4*2.16)
where the 0s? are obtained by substituting i = 3 in (4.1.1).
- 80' »
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oan also be expressed in terms of the elements of 2 giver in
(4*2*12)
-1 = *11 * ^12 »
~2 s t11 " 3t12 '
H a (3t22 - *
Substituting in equation (4*2.16) we obtain
- 2 log X* m - (n-1) [log (t1iti2 - t®2) - 2 log **] (4.2.17)
This expression is the sane as - 2 log X obtained from equation (4.2.13)
apart from the multiplicative factor of n in place of n-1 . lib
discrepancy is unimportant when n is large.
4.2.4 Comparison of tha two tests
It is not clear how the tests proposed in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3
compare in general. Looking at the numbers of d.F. it appears that the LE
test may always give a more, powerful test for m > 3 » but in general the
value of - 2 log X will be larger than - 2 log X* • The test proposed
in Lection 4.2.2 is easier to obtain. It appears that for small m the
test discussed in Section 4.2.2 should be adequate.
The test proposed in Section 4.2.2 appears to give satisfactory
results, as compared with the I.E. test, for two examples considered in
(i) Section 4.4.3» and (ii) Shukla (1972b). The calculations are
# •»
relatively easier than for the L#H. test# For these two examples the
¥.»Lm estimates converge quiclcly but in some cases convergence can be very
slow#
The test in Section 4«2.2 is also very sensitive to the changes in
covariances# We have assumed that and j / j') are independent.
However, the test is not affected when have the same covarianca. In
the variety trials the same environmental factors may produce variabilities
of different magnitudes in different varieties (as considered in Chapters 2
and 3) and thus will have heterogeneous variances as well as
heterogeneous covariances# Under these circumstances the procedure
considered in Section 4#2.2 provides a simultaneous test for the homogeneity
of variances and covariances# The conventional AOV tests are applicable
only if variances and covariances are homogeneous# When this test fails to
accept the null hypothesis then Hotelling's T& statistic should be used for
testing the equality of all the means simultaneously as suggested by G-raybill
(19S4)» Differences between two variety means should be tested by using
Student's paired t-test#
4#2#5 Test for the stability of varieties
.Then all the varieties are not equally variable for their interaction
variances then it is of interest to examine whether for some varieties the
interaction variance is negligibly small. An exact test is difficult
to obtrdn but an approximate test can be easily obtained using the expression
for the variance of given in (4#1*3). When m is large,
m Bl —
(n-1) will be distributed approximately as Xs on (n-1) D.F. j
(4-2.18)
will have approximately & 3-distribut ion on (n-l) and nQ D.F. This result
is due to Johnson (1362).
Following similar methods for the extended model considered in
This ratio approximately follows the F-distribution on (n-2) and D.?.
If for some of the varieties the test in (4.2.19) gives an insignificant
result while the corresponding statistic in (4.2.18) gives a significant
result, it may be inferred that the instability is due to an effect of
external variables Z,• Such information may be of some use to a breeder.
4.3 Relationship with other works
4*3*1 Zstioation of stability variances
Baker (1989) estimated the parameters oZ by
(4.1.4) the equality of ^ with can be tested by the ratio
(4*2.19)
after puttin. constraints on i.e. T = 0 for 11 i • In the
method proposed in Section 4.1.1 no such constraint i3 necessary. In our
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notation E rfy(n-l) estimates
i J
Jjm-2)<^ + <t** J /ro
where
5" = E crVm •
J J
4.3*2 Test of hypothesis
A more powerful test for comparing any two varieties, usable only
when data from more than two varieties are available, has been described in
Section if.2,2. Very reoently a similar method has been proposed by Grubbs
(1973) in the context of instruments. Johnson (1962) also suggested an
approximate test of Hg based on the ratio
r - h. - y.1+ y.,)8
F = » ■
y ^12 - h. - y.2+
i
# .
Han (1969) considered a simple test of the equality of all n2 's. lie
«3
considered the multiple correlation coefficient of on
y±j ~ y.-# O = 2, 3, ..., m) R, seyiunder H0, R should be aero. The
usual test based on an F-statistio can be used for this purpose. Shukla
(1972b) and Mclntyre (1972) have pointed out that the power 01" the above
test depends on o* as does that of the test described in Section 4.2.1.
This i3 undesirable as persons working with different population of
** Bit- "
nay arrive at different results. The power of the test considered in
Section 4*2.2 does not depend an 0® . It is also independent of any
assumption on whether are random or fixed effects. When are
very variable (0® large) the test considered in Section 4*2.2 will he more
w
powerful than Han's (1969) test.
4*3*3 -.'-■lationslxip between regression and component of interaction a"-roach
To examine the relationship between the regression and component of
interaction approach we shall consider the model (3*2.1). Putting
v(,iP = "jj and taking the expectations of the numerator and denominator
independently one obtains
b (>, - + Efrj - E)-°. « Kj - -Pj)>
J r** * 25 <T + + *»/■e ez z v
where
ri~" a t ^ ,/ffi .s
j «y
Consider few particular cases of( 4.3.1). If one puts *
, c * ~VYS + m(lW B)
e.
i




m(l + f>) e
Thus b^. are also affected by the heterogeneity among rzt^ . If cr| is
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large its effect will be negligible and one obtains the same result as in
a
(3*2.5)* But of t2 is relatively small then b. will be affected by© J
deviations (o3^ - rr"®) and thus magnitude and sign both are affected. If
(b. - b) and - it"®) are of opposite sign then this may give misleading
results.
A similar situation arises when <r = 0 and is relatively
small the expression in (4*3* 1) shows that it may give misleading results.
The case when are homogeneous has been considered in the previous
section.
Now using the model (3.2.1) can be estimated by using (4.1.1)
and this gives
* - S)*
^ - vfv h -E)3 - K + ^8J * (4-3-3)
If a is reasonably large then the first term in r.h.s. of (4*3*3) is
always positive and thus rri gives the sum of two heterogeneity components.
As far as measure of variability is concerned n\j seems to give a better
measure than as 1after gives only a measure of linear dependence and
that too can sometimes give misleading results as discussed above.
There i3 a clear cut advantage in using b^ as a measure of
variability (when and are highly correlated) that it gives the
direction as well as magnitude. ns. gives only magnitude as it is free of
sign. Use of both measures may bo more informative and r2can also be
estimated by the method discussed in Section 4.1*2.
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3*4 iffect of unequal oovariancea cai the estimates of stability
parameters
In Section 4«1 we have assumed that
Cov^eij* €iW = 0 for J ^ ^ 5
in the present section we shall consider the effect of unequal covarianoes
on the estimators rr. • Let us assume that
0cw(eij' » "jj * •
Using the estimator as given in (4*1«1) we obtain
^ " ^2 ["jj " 2'j. * 1 '
where
= ^"ui/a ; " = ,/rsP .
J• jt Jv • • 33
»0 w
Thus the estimators rC are affected by unequal amounts depending upon cr. .
J J*
It is not possible to estimate all the <r^, when the are
unknown but it is possible to estimate linear combinations of •
Now consider a few partioular cases of interest:




as expected. This case has already been discussed in Section 4«1<
ix) a 0 ^°r «3 / «3' •
S("P - "a - *'
this means that all eft are equally biased by an amount c .
iii) * b^z± .
In this case
ft _ Tn"' rr2 * i?2
JJ ~ J 2 + ^
"jJ1 * bjVi ** j * y
Under these assumptions
r(b. - S)2
ksj) . rf, tcbj - sr - =s»r?r-] i♦ i
This has also been considered in the previous section. Now suppose that
one of the varieties, say variety 1, is not affected by the unknown variate
z(b^ =0), whilst the other varieties are equally affected (b^ * b, =
... a bffi = b). Then using the above expressions we have
2(o^2) ss b~ <sr2 + of
S(£22) a S(^3C) = .... = £(>) = r% .
This will certainly lead us to believe that the first variety is
mere variable thm the others. In general the effect of unequal oovariances
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will not be as extreme as in this particular case. ."hen a large number of
varieties are considered the are likely to be approximately equal and
A.
each o*: will thus be biased by an equal amount. When unequal covariances
among the U . are suspected then the methods discussed in Chapter 5 will be
more appropriate. When the z are known the methods discussed in Section
4.1.2 should be applied.
4.3.5 Relative merits of different concents of stability
In thi3 chapter we have called a variety stable if its yield differs
from site to site by an additive constant denoting the site effect and an
experimental error. This has been expressed mathematically by writing
. (if 3.4)
Another possible way of defining a stable variety is that it3 ;yield
does not differ from site to 3ite apart from an experimental error.
Expressing this mathematically by using the notation of the previous section,
a variety is called stable if
= % I (4.3.5)
where is the variance of the jth variety yield ever the population
of sites. This definition of stability in (4.3*5) is similar to that of
Tai (1971).
According to the definition in (4.3.4) a stable variety will have
different yields at different sites but it will differ in such a way that
* &9 *•
its deviation from the average of all the varieties in that the site will
remain consistent from site to site* Thus a farmer using such a variety
is assured of obtaining a consistently higher (or lower) yield than the
average of all the varieties at Ms farm* This difference will depend, on
the varieties included in the trial but when .*s are independent then
J
is independent of the varieties included in Hie trial. hen "H, .'d are not
X «j
independent then rP depends on other varieties and this has already been
W
discussed in the preceding section* Sometimes it may be possible to study
the causes giving rise to instability and if some environmental factors are
found responsible then this information can be used in recommendation of
varieties for specific purposes*
According to the definition in (a»3*5) the interaction component
works in auoh way that at Mgh productive sites it pulls down the yield
towards the average, and at low productive sites it raises the yield towards
the average* In practice it may be difficult to find a variety with
constant yield* However, it is possible that some varieties may have
relatively larger than the others* If a variety with relatively
small . is found and has a high avergge yield then the farmer is assured
of getting a Mgh yield whatever the productivity of Ms site may be*
Again can also give misleading results* For example a variety can
lodge at Mgh productive sites in such a way that its yield remains
constant from site to site* According to this definition of stability
suoh a variety will be mora stable than the other varieties wMch do not
lodge* If a variety with relatively small is found but its averse
yield is not far below the other varieties then it la likely that suoh
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a variety will give higher yield than others at low productive sites.
This will correspond to a relatively smaller for the model considered
in Chapter 2.
It may be of some interest to compare the relative variabilities
for different varieties. For testing the equality of any two
the test given in Section 4.2 can be used. The test remains valid even if
T^'s are correlated. This test can be generalised for more than two
varieties by considering the multiple correlation coefficient of y^ on
yi1-yi. » ~J±2 ~ ^i. > ••••» "^inPT ~K 1 mider the assumption that
have equal covarianoes. This ha3 been considered by Han (1969)• hen
oovariances are unequal then no simple test of equality of all cr.*. is
available and it will be more appropriate to test the equality of all
and all ^ j') by the method proposed by vilks (1946).
4*4 9n example
4*4*1 iistimation of
The data of Table 2*5*1 will now be used to demonstrate the different
methods described in thi3 section. Estimates of obtained by both
methods described in Section 4*1 are given in Table 4*4«1 under the heading
A
A A




4 5 6 7 8
0.186* 0.336* 0.026 0.080* 0.254*
0.120 0.358 0.033 0.048 0.276
0.103 0.047 0.075 0.117 0*224 0.C22 O.O63 0.123
1.311 1.248 1.241 1.261 1.802 1.249 0.964 1.978
cr a 0.139 i = 0.025
•o S„
The estimates o| and do not differ much; rTj,s marked with asterisks
are found significant against shewing that most of the varieties have
significant ^ .
4.4.2 Test of equality of pair of variances
In this section we use the method described in Section 4.2.1. Two
varieties Ymor (1) and Maris Mink (5) have been ohosen for this purpose.
We are interested in testing whether ^ « n® , a particular case of
Section 4.2.1 with k = 1. We have
« 1.3114 *
3^^ ss 1.8023 9
S15 a 1,2891 ,
Variety . « ,
No. 1 ^2
KENQUiS o® 0.112* 0.029 0.090*
Max. > 0#086 0#0?9
7 4 lr- ~f
These values are based on the fifteen sites for which rainfall data
were available (See Table 2.5.1).
«•> Q2 —
r =
S, . — 3rc
f(s11 + 855 - 2S15)(si1 + s55 + 2S15)12









This value of t is not significant at 5, level, so that the
hypothesis that * o® is not rejected.
To calculate confidence Units ne require
a = s55 - s15 = 0.5152 a
b = - S15 = 0.0223 =
P = ^/2 (s11355-s~5)/(n-2) = 0.1721 .
The estimate of k is given by
3s
k a -1 -= 0.0434
T5
Iience lower and upper limits are given by
r
*jfc * a S7F i % HtI =
Aa there are big differences among site3 the above test is net very
powerful. We have also used the method described in lection 4.2.2.
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For this purpose take
" y1 " y5
t = y, + y5 -
where is the mean of the remaining six varieties an a particular
site, The correlation-coefficient between g and f should he zero
when o2 » of1 5
sgG = 0.5355 i 3^ = 0.3653 J sgf * -0.22h£
rpy2.21^ , = -0,508




Thi3 gives a significant value shewing that and differ at 5,:
level.
Using the approximate method suggested by Johnson (1962) cmo
obtains
Q =
*Gr«« - y± - y r + y )E
1 J • " "
- - 2.O. •
*11 - '1. -1,988
This should be tested by ^cy The calculated Q is significant.
The first test, which utilises information from only two columns,
is obviously not vary sensitive because of large differences among sites
(large c3). The seoond test, which utilises information from theQ
remaining columns to eliminate the differences among sites, gives a more
powerful test. Using information from more columns does not necessarily
increase the power of the test as has been already discussed in Section
4*2.2.
The test suggested by Johnson (1962) removes the variability due to
3ites but introduces a correlation between the numerator and denominator of
the test statistic Q . The distribution of Q then only approximately
follows the F-di31ribution. However, when m is large the correlation
should be small and the test adequate.
4*4.3 Testing the equality of all variances
«e now illustrate the method of Section 4*2.2. The multipliers of
contrasts chosen are given by the matrix Lg such that
hg ~ (l^j); i = 1» 2, .«., 7 ; j = 1» 2, ..., b j
i±. . i//iXTTT) , i < $
1^ = -i/'iCi + 1) , j = i + 1
s= 0 . j > i + 1








0.9178 0.5822 -1.6089 6.4440
-0.0928 -0.0073 0.2793 -0.3754 0.9042
-0.2132 0.0810 0.6755 -1.9767 0.4340
0.9561 0.4008 -2.2547 3*4433 —0.0054
1.2795
-1.1943 4.5152
Jt! = 6.276 x 19"7 ,





log = -70 log 19 + 10 log 6.276 - 70 log 0.139
= -50.113
v st 0.866
—2v log >. « 86.796 •
As the tabulated 5, value of x|y is 40.113 there is a strong evidence of
heterogeneity of variances.
For the likelihood ratio test described in Section 4.2.2 the value
A
Of log (-fl) after substituting the values of one obtains
- 56 -
log (-0-) = 86.253 .
Under Hq the estimate of t2 is given by the interaction mean square in
the conventional analysis of variance. Ye have
o* = 0.139 ,
-
~j- log L(«) = 7 log rrs + 7 ,
so that
log I>Cs) = 64»246 •
The calculated value of
-2 log X* = 44.014
and tMs should be tested against y2 on 7 O.F. (v2 = 14.067 at %■)•
There is evidence of heterogeneity .among variances.
To demonstrate the application of these results in praotical cases
we have considered the results of three varieties i.e. Universe, Maris Mink
and Mazurka.




Maris Mink 5.57 0.336
Mazurka 5.72 0.026
~ 57 -
From the above results it is apparent that Universe should always be
preferable to Maris Kink because the former has higher mean and smaller
stability variance. It is not easy to choose between Mazurka and
Universe. Mazurka seems to be a very stable variety as indicated by
small whereas Universe is associated ?dth a larger • The
larger stability variance is partly due to its dependence on the
productivity of sites as indicated by a large value of 1 + f^ (Table
2.5*2) and on the rainfall (Table 3*3*2). Mazurka i3 not affected by
these variations in addition to an additive effect which is common to all
the varieties. Thus, for general purposes Mazurka seems to be a more
reliable variety but Universe should be preferred in the regions of average
and high productivity and lower rainfall.
The general procedure and conclusion can now be summarised as
follows. When a variety with a high stability variance (like Universe
and Maris Kink in this example) i3 found then its possible relationship
vdth productivity and external environmental factors (like rainfall in
thi3 example) should be investigated by the methods described in Chapters
2 and 3. If such dependence is found then it may be possible to accept
the variety for specific purposes. In the absence of a relationship with
external factors varieties vdth high stability variance will usually only be
reoominended if they have some special feature, such as resistance to disease,
high malting quality etc.
The 'j of Table 4*4*1 give the stability variances after eliminating
the effects of rainfall, using the teohnique discussed in Section 4.1.2#
There is a considerable reduction in the variances for Imber (4), Maris link




APPLICATION OP iSKPlBICAL EL'THODS 3H TEE DATA ANALYSIS
AND USN OP CrRATHICAL T3CI3NIQUSS
5.0 Introduotion
In the analysis of experiments involving qualitative factors the
first step usually i3 to start with a simple model, and if possible to
test its goodness of fit. Usually the simplest model is an additive
model. Under certain mild conditions it is easy to obtain efficient
estimates of the parameters of an additive model and test certain
hypotheses about them. Interpretation of the parameters of an additive
model is relatively easy. hen an estimate of the experimental error is
available it is possible to test the departure of the data from the simple
additive model. 7/hen the departure from the additive model is considerable
there are several courses open for the data analyst. The first is just to
stop at this stage, as any further analysis of the departure from additivity,
which shall be named as interaction, does not add much to the understanding
of the nature of the effects of factors under oonsideration. In certain
circumstances these interactions are taken as error to test the hypothesis
about the additive effects as suggested by many authors e.g. Usher (1949,
Section 65). The second course is to transform the data with the help of
non-linear, monotonic transformation of observations. Sometimes
transformed data can be represented adequately by an additive model J the
analyses and interpretation is then straightforward. In general, this
m 90 "*
procedure does not help in understanding the nature of effects and
interactions in the scale (of measurement) in which experimenter is most
interested and usually this scale is one in -which observations are
recorded, or a simple transformation of them. A very good account of the
theory of transformation is given by Box and Cox (1964). Usually
transformations are used to make the statistical analysis simple rather
than for underatanding the actual nature of interactions# In many cases
interactions are such that it is not possible to make them fit into an
additive model by a simple transformation of the observations.
The third course is to extend the additive model to take into
account the non-additive and non-linear terms. In particular we shall
consider the use of multiplicative models. The first attempt towards
this direction was made by Usher and Mackenzie (1923), who considered the
responses to different levels of manure on different varieties of potatoes.
They found the departure from an additive model was not significant, though
a multiplicative model gave a slightly better fit. As the calculations
involved in the efficient estimation of parameters were heavy, these methods
did not come into common praotice, Tukey (1949) suggested a simple test of
significance for a particular type of multiplicative term. If this
multiplicative term is found signifleant he suggested methods for
transforming the data to fit into an additive modal, Kandel (1961)
extended fukey' s test for a more gen raliaed type of ncm-additivity,
Williams (1952), following the method of Fisher and Mackenzie
(1923) discussed the estimation of the multiplicative parameters, Tukey
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(1962) suggested the use of Factor Analysis methods. Gollob (1968) and
Kandel (1969J 1971) using similar empirical methods discussed the
application in factorial experiments in a great detail. Again starting
with a matrix of observation Y of order n x m the hypothetical model
Can be written as follows
Aj = J, + A) • (5.0.1)
The above model can be taken as a generalised version of the additive model
(1.3«1)» In this model u> e., v. and TL . are combined and expressed as
a sum of s product of row terms 0^ and column terms • A
particular case of this with s = 1 v/as considered by Fisher and
Mackenzie (1923)• The main difference between the model (5.0.1) and that
considered in Factor Analysis is that in the latter, rows are assumed to be a
random sample from an infinite population* Consequently 0 is treated as a
random variable with an unknown mean and variance. Applications with fixed
rows have been considered by Whittle (1953) and .Anderson and fiubin (1956).
V/hether rows are taken as fixed or random variables, the final estimates
are very similar. When 0^ are taken as random variables then, strictly
speaking, it is not possible to estimate . However, this can be done
by first considering 0^ as random variables and estimating and then
substituting the estimated value of 0^ and estimating 0^ as if they
are fixed parameters. This is analogous to the methods used in Factor
Analysis for estimating loadings and factors scores where 0^ corresponds
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to the factor scores and ^ to the factor loadings# There are many
indetorninacies in the model (5.0.1) and for the estimation of the
parameters it will be necessary to put some constraints.
The use of a multiplicative model (5.0.1) rather than an additive
model sometimes gives a great insight in studying the nature of interaction.
As we shall see later that multiplicative models help considerably in
reducing the large amount of data into smaller number of statistics.
These statistics may reveal certain structure (if existing) which may not
otherwise be apparent.
In the following we shall consider a more general version of the
model (5.0.1) which will enable us to use the well known results of
canonical analysis.
5.1 Description of the model
For present purpose we shall assume that the environments are
controlled and they are given as quantitative measure by a matrix Z of
order nxp • The treatment of qualitative levels will be considered as a
particular case of this general approach. ia before we shall represent
elements of the matrix Y by different models as they will be used
later for different purposes. >e shall consider two cases of the model
r1} = „ ♦ V. 4 b1jZi1 ♦ b2js12 ♦ ... ♦ (5.1.1
which can also be written as
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x m.1 ' + V» + Z*±BC + (5.1,2)
The other case of interest is to extract another parameter from B
such that
Y'± = (u + e^l* + V* + Z^Bgj. + (5.1.3)
where
Y'i » (y±i» yi2» •••»
a'i = (*i1» ai2» •••» aip^ •
The regression coeffioients B in (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) are not the sane and
to distinguish them from each other they are denoted by B., and bbc- T0
express the model in (5.1.1) by the combination of multiplicative terms we
express B such that
B = W*1 + V20,2 + ••• + Ws (5.1.4)
where ...» are scalar multipliers and 0^ and ^
(l = 1, 2, s) are column vectors of order p and m , respectively;
s is the rank of matrix B (s < smaller of m and p). These parameters
have been arranged in such a way that most of the variation in y^ is
explained by the first term in (5.1.4)# the next highest contribution
comes from the seoond tern, and so on. The model in (5.1.1) can also be
written as
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Y«1 = ,,1' + V + >1qi1«*1 ♦ X29i20.2 + ... >A/.s ♦ t'± (5.1.5)
where
qil = Z'A = aik^kl * 1 * 1# 2f ..., s,
k=1
The are weighted linear functions of the • «e suppose that the
first now external variate aocounts for the largest amount of
variation in J q^2 accounts for the next largest and so on#
In the same way using the structure (5«1»4) one can write (5»1«3) as
V'i = <" + el)1' * T' + 'l%lV * S2%2''2 * •" + * e'i
5.2 estimation of the parr^.e^ers
For estimation purposes wo shall consider models (5»1.5) and (5»1.6)»
separately. first consider the model in (5.1.5). As in Chapter 3 we take
as deviations from their mean 3 and thus it follows thati J
"
V, « 0 (5.2.1)
i
for all 1 «
As we are interested in the parameters which occur in multiplicative
terms in (5.1.4) we shall work only with a matrix Yq of deviations of
from the column means. This ha3 the same effect as estimating u
and v^ by the usual estimators
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h = y.. ; Vj . - y># .
Let Y' denote the i**1 row of Y_ then
Y'iC = Viv'l + y2\2^2 + •••-*- ^s^is"'s + C'iC (5.2.2)
Thus for estimation purposes we impose the following additional conditions
to determine the parameters uniquely.
©*e = I ; S 0*(Z 1)0 m I (5.2.3)
mxm sxs
where
( n2' "a^ s ^ 51 ^1^
The conditions on f> and Q are such that they are orthogonal among
themselves. These conditions have been introduced only to give an unique
solution. It is possible to estimate the parameters under any other
adequate nucher of conditions 30 as to give an unique solution.
Now multiplying Y'^ by the column vector 0^ and using the
conditions in (5.2.3) one obtains
Y'iCni = N^il + * (5.2.4)
;.e have now the problem of calculating estimates of and 0^ with
maximum covarionce (or correlation under the oonditions in (5.2.3)). For
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this we can either use the wall known results of canonical correlation
analysis or apply least squares theory directly to y^ under the
constraints in (5*2.3)» In the folloving we have used the former.
a 4*j|
q 1= the 1 latent vector of the mtrix
Y'cZ(ze)"1Z*Y(; (5.2.5)
4k *
and is the corresponding latent root. can be easily obtained as





>2~ is the sum of squares accounted by each term and the total sum of
squares due to all >*s i.e. is the same as 3um of square due to





A AAA A A, A A A.
B0 - + v.... v >/3 3
Now consider the extended model (5*1.3) where an additive environmental
term has beui added. >ve have
Y• . („ v «4)1* + V + gliP; V »2%2q * ... ♦ l.lj,'; + q . (5.2.7)
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Again using the usual estimates of i.e.
e, = y. - yX X« • <
puts additional constraint on <?*s i.e.
- °
for all 1 .
Following the same argument as before and denoting the matrix by
*ec = <y±} - h. - +
the estimate of the parameters can be obtained by substituting Y^
instead of Y. in (5.2.5) and (5.2.6). The sum of square due to all the
terms s is
s-1
X12 = Tr(Y»flZ(Z'Z ) 1Z*Ya(J)
and this is same as the sum of square due to heterogeneity in regression as
given in Table 3»1« The rank s will be smaller by 1 than in the case
of model (5.1.5) because of the additional constraint.
5.3 Test of hypothesis
The problem now arises of how many terms in the model (5.1.5) and
(5.1.6) should be included to explain the data adequately. For simplicity
of interpretation it would obviously be convenient if most of the
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variation were accounted for by the first two or three terms. The
problem amounts to tostin for the number of non-aero >'3 • In the
following we shall use the results obtained by Bartlett (1951) in
connection with canonical correlation.
If r, the number of within environment replicates, were large
and zero, the corresponding would be asymptotically
distributed as
? 2 ^ _ a s
1 0 (m + p + 1 - 21)
in case of model (5»1«5)« The approximate test for each latent root is
hs
;0»(» * p + 1 - a) U * P + 1 - a,n0) .
,hen model (5»1»6) is used, m in the above expression should be replaced by
a - 1 •
However, in general r is not large and the above test ?/ill give too
many significant terms. Possibly a better procedure is to proceed
sequentially. First test the whole regression sum of squares, and if this
is found significant, extract the first root and test the remainder, and so
on as is usually done in regression analysis for testing the si nificance
of an additional term. The cumulative D.F. corresponding to residuals at
each stage are given in Table 5»3»
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degrees of freedom for the sum of squares for test of significance


















(m-1)p-2 (m+p-1)+2 Reg • 3 • 3 #->. ^ a-X2Z
mp-3(m+p)+s Reg#S#S.-*^,:
1
(m-1)p-3 (ia+p-1)+s Reg.8 • 8 .-"X . 8
1 A
5.4 Interpretation of the parameters and the relationship
with the works of other authors
In the modal (5.1*5) wa have estimated s orthogonal external
variates (q^) as linear combinations of the original variates (a^) in
such a my so as to account for variation in y..~y . in ascending3* J ' • J
order# This may be a useful technique to reduce the dimensions when
there are many external variables# however, the interpretation and test
of significance are difficult and in general say not give any advantage
over regression technique# The same is true of model (5.1.6)#
A particular case of the above general approach oan be considered
when no information on the external variables is available. In the
general approach considered in the preceding section we have made no
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assumption about z^ « For this we shall conalder a case when 3 is a
matrix of dummy variables of order n x (n - 1) such that
3*3 a I and 33* a I - .
n
This matrix can be constructed in infinitely many ways. &y substituting in
A
(3*2»5)» the obtained as latent vectors of Y.VY, • ^ is
proportional to (1 + r ) considered in Chapter 2. can be calculated





The measure of the environment is given by
y p
Q, » 3$. =1 1 f
X1
The result is the same as given by 3. in Section 2.3. This gives a
measure of the effect of environment in the absence of any knowledge of
external variables. The process can be further extended corresponding to
A
0
the latent root Xg~ auC- so on but we 3hall consider an alternative
approach through model (5.1*6).
How considering the model (5*1*6) and using 3 as a matrix of
*
dummy variable one obtains ^ as latent vector of matrix
and the ^ given by
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Alternatively 0- can be obtained as a latent vector of the matrix




It is advantageous to use only the matrix of smaller dimensions and by the
above relationships and 0^ can be o alculated#
finds particular case has bean considered in great detail by trollob
(19<S8) and Handel (19&9» 1971) • They have obtained the results directly
without considering the canonical correlation approach# dollob has also
developed the test of hypothesis as given in Table 5*3 by heuristic
methods# Here same results have been obtained by using canonical
correlation approach and the methods suggested in Section 5»3 may give
more satisfactory results# Handel (1971) considered tests by Honte-Carlo
studies when an estimate of rr is not available# However, in the
present application a good estimate of should always be available#
Handel (19&9) has considered an example in a controlled experiment
-where rows are quantitative levels of treatments. He has not used this
information while using his method# By considering a more generalised
approach in the preceding sections such information can be used in matrix S#
In this matrix one can include the desired function of the initial external
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values of the variables# However, 3uch methods nay be no bettor than
simple multiple regression#
,vhen the interaction term (\ .) is such that most of it is
X J
accounted for by the multiplicative term of the row and column effect 3, as
considered by Tukey (1949), then it will be found that and q^ will
be proportional to and , respectively# This can be examined by
plotting and q^ against v. and • In some cases the q^ may
bo found proportional to some external site variables, then the coefficients
Cj may be interpreted as the regression coefficients on the external
variables as described in Chapter 3»
0 and Q also give coefficients of orthogonal contrasts among
rows and columns, respectively, and are such tliat they account for the
interaction sum of squares in the descending order# This property ha3 been
used in the next section in the graphical representation of distances
between varieties and environments#
liardwiok and food (1972) also considered the general model of
(5»2#7) with only one term# for estimation purposes they followed the
method given by Handel (1969* 1971)# The method given here gives an
extended version of the modal by showing the relationship with the
canonical correlation approach#
It is not always necessary to consider dummy variables with
p = n - 1. Jhen one has to examine the effect of qualitative factors
such as soil type, sub-region etc# then p is likely to be considerably
smaller than n - 1, By suitably choosing dummy variables the general
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method can be used to give a quantitative measure of effects and
interactions of such qualitative factors.
5*5 ..gplipgtion of fyaphdcu.1 tociyd.|uea
5*5#1 .jnalyaia fl£ Interaction
The parameters estimated in this chapter can also be used to
represent data in a considerably reduced dimension ami thus making
graphical representation easier. i'or this we shall define a few useful
statistics and consider their calculation and graphical representation.
firstly, we shall consider the interaction of the pair of
varieties 4") with all the environments in trial. The interaction
sun of squares between a pair of varieties (j,4') and environments is
denoted by 17^, , whore
17IS' " i I-y.j- y±J. + y.3,)* . (5.5.1
Now consider the relationship (5.2.7). instituting tho estimates of
*, q and 0 we obtain identities
yi5" h. -y. j+ • NHfjt* M**«* •••+ V%»%» s
yij* " yi. " y.» * y,. " * 2%2 J*2 * ••• * '»%» j'o *
% taking the differences, squaring, adding (over i) and using the property
that "" ST"^, ® "I > dpit = ® ^or 1 we obtain
i i
w«. * *[»?<'* - Vi>* ♦ ' *&" * (5.5.2)
The above expression shows that the contribution of the last few terms of
(5*5*2) is small if the corresponding X'J ,s are small and corresponding
values of ~ are not very large# 3&ch variety can be
represented by a co-ordinate ^(1^9^, *2^2* ***9 1snjs) i*1 s-dimensional
space and square of distanoe between two points gives twice the interaction
sum of squares. The square of the distance of each point from the origin
gives the contribution of the j variety to the interaction
[ fry - h. - y.j+ •
hen most of the interaction 3#3. is accounted for by the first two latent
root3 then a plot on a graph may be a good way of showing the pattern in
interaction# This plot may reveal certain varieties which contribute most
to the interaction# Alternatively, certain groups of varieties which clump
together contribute very little to the interaction and m03t of the
interaction may be due to between group comparisons. This may be a more
efficient method of grouping varieties (on the basis of interaction) than
the method suggested by Perkins and Jink3 (1963) and .inlay and .ilkinson
(1963).
Pinlay and Wilkinson classified varieties on the basis of the
regression coefficients (1 + P.) given in Chapter 2# Perkins and Jink3
(1968) suggested a method of classification based an a further dimension
by observing the sign of correlation coefficients of residuals after
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fitting (1 + P,) in the model described in (2.1.0). Here we extend these
methods to as many dimensions as thought to be necessary*
A similar interpretation can be given to . The interaction
sum of squares for each pair of environments is given by
«u. • " 4. - A-j * h'J"
and can alternatively be written as
isu. = i 0^1 - vi>a + *... ♦
3ach environment can be represented by a co-ordinate
'i = ^1%1* >2%2» **** *sci^3) in a s-dimansional space# Points ^ at
greater distance from the origin (0, 0, 0) contribute more to the
interaction# If some points lie far away from the origin the data for the
corresponding environments should be examined carefully# This may reveal
certain environments behaving quite differently from others. Reasons for
such behaviour 3hould be investigated as far as possible#
The point3 clumping together may form a group of environments
which contribute little to interaction (within group) and most of the
Interaction may come from the contribution between groups# This type of
information may be useful when the same site (environments) are used year
after year for variety trials# If these groups remain consistent then
only one member from each group may provide mo3t of the inforaation about
interactions# However, the members within a group may not remain
consistent if substantial year x site and year x variety interactions are
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present*
These methods are very sensitive to outliers* Once a point is
found lying far away from the origin, this should be examined carefully*
If there is sufficient reason to doubt the data from a particular
environment, it should be rejected or corrected and the data reanalysed*
5«5«2 ji3tanoe between environments
For the model (5*1«5)» we have shown that (i a 1, 2, ***, n J
1= 1, 2, ••*, s) gives a weighted measure of environment* Define the
distance between two environments as the total sum of squares due to two
environments and interaction given by
M *gi." . -(y"' ' y*'-i * - (y" '
2
j 2 j 2
alternatively this can be written
J^ii' = ^[V1(%1 " %*1^ + X2^%2 " qi«2^ + + Vs(qis " Vs^]
where are given by
h- * h •
using the expression of model (5*1*5)* ach environment can be
represented by a co-ordinate in a s-dimensional space
3i^1%1* ^2%2* ** tllQ *>ir3't few 5-S,s take into account
most of the variation, the relative position of each environment can be
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represented geometrically. In the case of variety trials the
geometrical representation of environments may not be vary useful as most
of the variation may be due to productivity differences. Of course,
there is a possibility of investigating the relationship between
productivity of sites and other environmental factors.
5*5*3 distance between varieties
In the preceding section we considered a concept of distanoe
between two environments. In this section we shall discuss the distanoe
between a pair of varieties ( j, j')j the difference between the mean
values can be tested against the within environmental error or variety x
environment interaction depending upon the object of the experimenter
(fisher, 194-9* section 65j Cochran and Cox, 1957). The interaction sum of
squares between a pair of varieties can be tested against the within
environmental error, to determine whether the differences between a pair of
varieties differ from environment to environment. It may be of interest
to combine the above two measures in one and define the square of distance
I)V^t given by
w n(?.-r Li£. - (yi.r ;..i - ^ '.v?_ r(yn--
2
i 2 i 2
Now if there is no difference between two varieties j and j' (e.g. if
the same variety is taken twice), then they should not differ from each




This measure l)V^ , gives a combined measure (mean and interaction) based
on the yield of varieties in different environments. This measure may be
more effective in classifying large number of varieties than one based on
only interaction (17^'). For geometrical representation we use a
method similar to that used before} this time we work with the matrix
Y'YVr
where Y^ is obtained from Y after deducting the row means i.e.
hi = - hJ ■
Denote the latent root of this matrix by ...» and the latent
vectors by , n t .... ^. (j = 1, 2, ..., m). It can be shown as
before that
* * [X1^J1 " + ~ + "• + Vjs "
and
^5 = T (y, , - y. )3 = Variety 3.3. + (V x .) .3.JL XJ Xm
As before each variety can be represented by a co-ordinate
V^(>. 1 ri^i, *2rj2» •• •» ^he relative position of each variety in
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relation to the others can be geometrically represented. If same
varieties clump together then they are very similar yielding varieties
in all the environments considered. If the environments included in the
analysis represent the universe it may be advisable to pick only one
variety from eaoh group and reject the others.
If a variety lies for away from the others it may happen for one
of two reasons: (i) only means differ and differences between means remains
consistent (no interaction), (ii) the means may or may not differ but
differences vary (i.e. interaction present). /hen the fornei* is true (no
interaction) IV^.^, will be small. This can be seen from the geometrical
representation discussed in section 5.5.1. Latter case will be true when
IV is large. In this case further investigation my be necessary to
<3 J
examine if some varieties do better in some environment and worse in others.
The above type of analysis will be found useful only if a large
number of varieties are taken in a large number of environments# The
experimenter may be interested in grouping the varieties en the basis of
their yields in all the environments. A geometrical rdoture may make the
problem of investigation of relationship between varieties and environments
much easier.
The concept of distance and classification used here are similar to
that in Numerical Taxonomy. The analysis of Y*Y and YY1 art? also
analogous to and R techniques com.only used in Numerical Taxonomy.
I any other classification techniques of Numerical Taxonoity can also be
usefully employed for the present purposes.
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5.6 Discussion and relationship with the work described in the
•previous chapters
We start again with the model (1.3»1):
y±. = » + + Tj + ^ + 5±j . (5.6.1)
The variance-covariance matrix of y^ when e^ and TL ^ are independent







= a2 11 » + crSI
e (5.6.2)
This corresponds to the case of Chapter 4 with all rr. s cr2 • Sometimes a
simple constraint T U • = 0 is imposed which produces a symmetrical
0 1J
structure of covariances. The above structure gives the usual covariance
matrix in the analysis of variance of the nixed model.
If the T| are such that they are independent of e^ and among
themselves but have unequal variances then the structure of T is of the
type.
T =










= oj 11* + Diag(e^, o|, (5.6.3)
•••» Om
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Tl-ds case has been considered in Chapter A and the method of estimation
and testing of hypothesis have bean discussed there#
The may sometimes have unequal variances and unequal
oovariances# This may be due to the influence of some environmental
factors (possibly unknown).
The simplest case is that of linear dependence on an unknown
factor, say, xi •
\i s ' fi * s!j •
Assume that
v(,ij ■ "ij ♦ qp " i >007 (61 qp -0 •
when x^ i3 taken to be e^ , the additive environmental factor, we
obtain the variance-covariance matrix ^ , where
r « nrj (1 + *)(l + + rr* I (5.6.5)
and
(1+e)* s (1+®^,1+ ^2* • ••> 1 + •
istimation of the parameters and test of hypothesis of this structure has
been discussed in Chapter 2,
Further extension of the type (5.6.4) is possible when the are
found correlated and of unequal variances# It can be assumed that the
structure is given by
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\j ° °1jei1 + °2fiz * Vi3 * ••• ♦ r.Jei» * Ij (5*6*6)
suoh that unknown factors , e±2' •••» ej_s a1*8 independent of each
other# In the above model P^ » °^ and a . However, this
assumption of independence of is not necessary and if there is
some good reason for assigning any other v.eriance-oovarianoe matrix,
it can be done# Interpretation of may not be easy# .stimatxon
has been discussed in Section 5#2# The structure of *" with \i aS
in (5#6#6) is given by
y t <1 + hd * -)• * tUB2B2♦ tbV'j♦ — * nlABs+ "o (5's'7)
where "e2,re3 "as are the variances of ©2, e^, ###, eQ,
respectively and
^ s ^ k1* k2' *•*' knP' = 2» 3^#
Usually the effect of the additive environmental component tn is large
and it is also of interest to consider the variation among deviations of
y^^*s from the site mean y^ •
yi3 " yi. 'p" 5 + \ ' Ti* + -U " \. (5*6-8)
Substituting the structure \ ^ as given in (5#6#6) we obtain
yiJ " yl. * Tj " V + ' 13 " + ( 2j " 2>°±2 * ••• * ( sj " "shia *
*ij " ?!.* (5.6.9)
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Let us denote the varianoe-oovarianoe of hy ' , which is
given by
- 1I?;t - ia^3?' i.®!3;* ♦ i*1 - ■*£-) (5-6.10)
where
Bk' = * V °k2 " \ "km " V * (k *
T* has the rank (m-1) (if n > ra-1)* The structure in (5»6.9) is only a
hypothetical one and the interpretation of the parameters is not easy. We
have used these parameters for graphical representation. In the null case
when the ^ are independent with equal variance then reduces to
r> . (8» - <£)(! . ill) . (5.6.11)
The first (m - 1) latent roots T* under the null hypothesis are
(rr® + or®) and the last one is 0 • The latent vectors are given by the
contrasts orthogonal to (1, 1,...., 1). Therefore, if the first (m - 1)
latent vectors of the matrix Y-^ are found equal then there is no
advantage in looking for the striaeture of type (5.5.9).
5«7 An example
The data given at the end of the Chapter 2 have been used to
provide an example.
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5*7*1 .dialysis of interaction
As discussed in Jeat ion 5*5*1 we shall find out the latent roots
and vectors of matrix YJ^ Yr^ and the first three are given in Table
5.7.1.
gfrble 5*7*1
Latent roots and vectors of Y!„-,Y;r,111/ iu/
,' variation r., n0, 0,, 3 fi¬ll 21 31 U 51 61
1 10.87 58*83 0.239 0.028 0.028 0.453 -0.601 0.081
0.305 -0.306 -0.668 -0.007
2 2.57 13.90 0.655 0.275 -0.641






These three roots account for more than 86, of the interaction sum of
squares. As mentioned earlier these vectors can be considered as
coefficients of orthogonal contrasts accounting for maximum interaction
sum of squares in descending order. Looking at the coefficients of the
first vector it is apparent that the mo3t of the interaction is aocounted
for by comparison between two ^ours of varieties (5»8) and (1,4»7)*
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Graph 5*7#1 shows the plot of these varieties corresponding to first and
second, and to first aid. third component, respectively#
The points plotted are (ja 1, 2, 8)# The Square of
the distance of these points from the origin (0, 0, ###, 0) gives the
contribution of each variety to the interaction# It is apparent that
varieties 5 and 8 contribute most of the interaction# This has
already been indicated by larger values of or8 and in Table 2,#2,#1#
There does not appear to be any group of varieties which contribute little
to the interaction (within group)# There is some indication that the
varieties 1, 2, and 7 tend to behave similarly# Varieties 5 and 8 ere in
oontrast with varieties 2, and 7*
To examine, if there is any grouping among sites as suggested by
the interactions, the scores (<!•-,) have been oalculated by
(y.. - y4 - y . + y )^.1
a - ~ i.. M ,J.1„
and are given in Table 5#7«2# Points K have been plotted in




Interaction spores for sites
1 >1 variation 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 10.87 58.83 0.1AO 0.288 0.22^2 0.132 0.300 -0.024
2 2.57 13.90 0.209 -0.180 -0.198 0.259 -0.047 -0.574
3 2.52 13*86 -0.123 -0.148 0.100 -0.034 —0.04-9 -0.139
1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 0.123 0.176 0.12+6 -0.076 -0.142 0.213 0.145
2 0.301 0.154 -G.067 0.327 0.312 -0.136 G.126
3 -0.015 —0.001 0.337 -0.100 0.001 0.120 0.101
1 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 -0.442 -0.106 -0.046 -0.471 -0.272 -0.244 -0.082
2 0.061 0.062 -0.22+1 -0.109 -0.095 0.037 -0.201
3 —0.478 0.080 —O.O46 0.273 0.490 0.101 -0.470
Looking at the scatter of the points there appears to bo some indication of
groups of points clumping together. :dtos 1-6 come from the ;ast of
Scotland, 7-13 come from North of Scotland and 14—20 como from .est aT
Scotland. It appears that sites within North and Sast do not contribute
much to the interaction. There appears to be a larger scatter among sites
in .."est thus contribution to interaction i3 large. There is some indication
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that relative performance of varieties is similar in the North and hast.
Host of the contribution to the interaction cooes from differential
performance between the North and hast at one end and the fast at the
other. It is not clear why sites in the est perform so differently from
those in the North and Cast. Looking into details it appears that there is
greater incidenoe of diseases, lodging and leaning in the sites taken in
"..est than in North and Last. A climatic factor lite rainfall night have
contributed to the grouping of 3ites in .est. »/e have seen in Chapter 3
that rainfall can contribute significantly towards interaction. Sainfall
is generally higher in the . est than in the North. No data were available
from sites from the Cast but it is hoped that their average will not be
greater than that of the North. Looking at residuals it appears that
for each of the varieties 4, 5 and 8 results in the North and Cast
contrast with those in the .est. Table 5»7.3 gives the break up
of sum of squares for three regions showing the interaction pattern
as discussed above.
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Analysis of variance of winter wheat
Source D.F. . 3*3. M.S.
Sites (s) 19 191.650 10.067
Varieties (V) 7 2.615 0.374-
V x 3 133 10.4-70 O.136
V x (N + S vs tf) 7 6.755 0.965
V x (N vs ii) 7 1.096 0.157




5.7.2. distance between varieties
Until now ore have considared the par onlinee of varieties as
deviations from their respective means. In the present section we will
use the method described in lection 5»5«3 to analyse the total aum of
squares of differences between each pair of varieties# for this we
Calculate the latent roots of matrix Y';Y^ and the oo-Qrdinates of each
variety are given in Table 5.7•k- The first three latent roots account
for more than 85ft> of the variation and we shall only consider then.
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Table yt7vY
)i stance co-ordinates of varieties
1 h variation 1 2 3 4
1 12.17 57.70 0.951 0.209 0.062 1.623
2 3#28 15.55 0.436 0.100 -0.484 0.341
3 2.57 12.19 -0.994 -0.495 0.897 0.412
1 5 6 7 8
1 -1.807 -0.006 1.030 -2.062
2 1.288 -0.571 -0.300 -0.811
3 0.394 0.037 0.163 -0.419
Points corresponding to the first and second components, and to the first and
third components are plotted in Graph 5«7«3. There does not appear to be
any clear cut grouping but there is an indication of varieties (4»7)> (1,2)
and (3*6) lying closer to each other. The varieties within each pair
perform similarly over all sites# Varieties 5 and 8 lie far away from each
other and from the rest# This indicates that each perforin differently from
all other varieties# The disttmce of a point from the origin (0, 0, •«*, 0)
is the square root of the sum of squares of deviations from t ;e site mains#
5#7#3 dr.;xiination of residuals
In Section 5#2 we have calculated certain statistics, based on the
residuals, for studying some possible patterns among varieties and sites,
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separately# It may be instructive to look for any pattern among the
residuals for sites and varieties simultaneously and this can be done by
examining the two-way table of residuals. /hen the dimensions of this
table are snail this may not create any special problem but when large
numbers of sites and varieties are considered then it may be difficult to
look for any pattern among the residuals. The parameters calculated in
ooction 5*2 oan be used to rearrange the table (by appropriate arrangement
of rows ani columns) in such a way that the residuals which are similar (on
the average) lie together. /Iter rearranging the table of residuals in this
way any possible relationship with charaoteristics of sites and varieties can
be examined easily and my be helpful in reoo^yrising any possible pattern
among the residuals.
For this we shall consider'' the data given in Chapter 2 and arrange
the varieties (columns) and sites (rows) on the basis of magnitudes of <5^
and and the Graphs 5*7»1 and 5»7*2 in 3uch a way that points lying
close to eaoh other are nearer to eaoh other in this table. More precise
ordering of sites and varieties oan be obtained by using some distance
algorithm but thi3 is not very necessary in the case we are considering and
the above approximate method may be adequate for this purpose. The
rearranged Sows and columns with their corresponding residuals are given in
Table 5«7»5» This table also gives soma other characteristics available for
each site with variety and site means.
This may be noted here that the total of each row and column is
zero. The varieties and sites which behave contrastingly (with respect to
their means) lie near to two opposite extremes of the table. or example,
Labor does worse than its mean at the sites near the top of the table
whereas 3'aria Mink does better than its mean near the top of the table#
This performance i3 reversed near the bottom of the table# Thus, the
largest contribution to the interaction comes from the interaction of the
varieties (near to extreme left and right of the table) with the sites
(near the top and bottom of the table)# Moat of fee sites at the bottom
of the table belong to the ,/est of Scotland# Looking in the Table 2#5«1
it is found that Imber does worse than Maria Mink in the North and >ast
whereas Inber is better than Paris link in the Test# Similar conclusions
can be drawn about the varieties and sites which lie close to the extremes.
Residuals corresponding to the varieties and sites lying near the centre are
small and interaction between them contribute little to the total interaction
sum of squares#
ith the help of this table it may be easier to examine for any
possible relationship of interaction with the characteristic of sites and
varieties# be have already seen that most of the sites in the top and
midill e of the table belong to the North and last, and most of the sites near
the bottom belong to the West, thU3 showing the contrasting behaviour of
sites of North and fast to that of fast# There is no variation in soil
type among the sites and thus it cannot be examined for interactions#
There does not appear to be any ordering among the other site variates like
drainage, farm type, sunshine and altitude except that of rainfall. It
appears that sites of West have higher rainfall than North and 3ast and most
of them lie in the bottom of the table, . e have already seen from the
analysis of these data in Chapter 3 tliat fee varieties Universe and Maris
l!ink have significant negative regression whereas Imber and Pegasus have
significant positive regression on rainfall and this may partly explain the
contrasting behaviour of North, Gast and .Vest, particularly, for these four
varieties#
In cases when the residuals are proportional to the site and variety
effects (as considered by Tukey, 1%-9 by a multiplicative term) the ordering
of varieties and sites should be according to their means# In the present
data there does not appear to be any evidence of this type of relationship#
A more general type of relationship, as deaoribed in Chapter 2, may not be
obvious by just looking at this table#
/hen rows and columns are arranged in such a way then the residuals
in contiguous cells will be homogeneous (on the average)# In some cases
certain cell3 may have very different residuals from the neighbouring cells#
hen such cases are found the yield of the corresponding variety at that site
should be closely examined for any possible discrepancy# For example, the
residuals corresponding to variety Goldfield at sites 6, 16 and 20 are very
different than the neighbouring residuals# Now examining the behaviour of
the variety Goldfield at sites 6, 16 and 20 it appears -that for the fir3t
two sites all the varieties, except Goldfield, are affected by lodging# In
these two sites Goldfield outyields the other varieties but in general it is
not very high yielding variety# This suggests that Goldfield is a lodging
resistance variety and may do better than others in areas where lodging is a
common occurrence# However, no such reason can be assigned for its better
performance at site 20# As there is no incidence of lodging on the other
sites the above remarks about Goldfield cannot be conclusive, and further
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observations should be made before auoh conclusions are confirmed.
She above method of ordering and arranging residuals nay be of great
help in recognising any pattern among residuals and their possible
relationship with the site and variety charaeteristics, particularly, when
the dimension of the matrix is large. This may reduce the amount of work
involved in detailed analysis, of the type considered in Chapter 3» by
suggesting to consider only those external variables widen appear to have
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OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OP RESOURCES IN PLANNING OF EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters we have discussed the analysis and
interpretation of interaction between varieties and environments. Thex-e
the word environment referred to sites within years, but, if data from
several years are available we can also use the word to refer to years.
However, the inclusion of climatic factors will only be of limited value
because, in general, they cannot be predicted in advance. Sometimes it is
possible to characterize years by some climatic factors such as rainfall,
sunshine, disease etc. Now the differential responses of the varieties to
these environmental factors can be exploited usefully by recommending
varieties according to their suitability to respective environmental
factors.
."hen variety-year interactions are present it may be of interest to
find a variety which is likely to do better than others, on the average over
several years. For this purpose, as mentioned earlier, it may be necessary
to test varieties within years (over many sites) and over years. The usual
practice is to compare each variety with the standard for three to four
years; if some are found better than the standard, they are recommended and
others are rejected. It seems reasonable that if a variety has performed
very badly in comparison with the standard, it may be rejected before the
completion of a fixed period. Similarly if a variety is found much
superior to the standard in the first year or two, there is a temptation to
reoommend it before the completion of a fixed period. There is always
risk of a superior variety being rejected and inferior variety being
recommended, Thi3 type of risk is large when we take trials for a small
number of years and the year variety interaction is large. As the trials
are conducted at yearly intervals,we get an opportunity of deciding whether
or not to continue a variety in future trials, on the basis of all the
information available up to that time.
In this ohapter we shall consider a two-stage procedure for deciding
the optimum amount of experimentation so as to maximise the expected net
gain, which will be defined precisely later, He shall assume that some
information about the difference between variety yields, under consideration,
is available from the first one or two years of experimentation. Three
sources of variation will be considered i,e, (l) within site experimental
error with variance , (2) variety-site interaction with variance ^
and (3) variety-year interaction with variance e shall assume that
"w
good estimates of » " i and are available in advance, . e shall% vs vy
try to obtain the optimum amount of (1) within site replication r, (2) number
of sites within year n , and (3) the number of years of further
experimentation t j for choosing one of the two varieties for recommendation.
For tills purpose a linear cost function will be considered, o shall
consider some variation of the model and also give some approximate results
for a completely sequential approach.
6#2 development of previous work
A first attempt towards determining the optimum allocation of
experimental rosouroes, when the results are applied cm a given area,
was made by Yates (1952)# Yates's study was followed up by Grundy et al
(1956)• The latter considered a two-stage procedure. dome information on
the treatment differences is available from the first-stage and a question
is asked whether to (i) accept (or rajeot) one of the treatments immediately
on the basis of existing information from the first stage, or (ii) to
oonduct some more experiments before talcing any final decision. Grundy et al
(195^) also considered the optimum amount of further experimentation required.
Halffa and Gchlaifer (19$1) also discuss the same problem and obtain the same
results by an alternative approach.
In this chapter we have used the procedure described in Grundy et al
(1956) and extended it to the case of three sources of variations as
mentioned above. v/e have considered variations of the model which may be
more appropriate in the case of variety trials and also considered a
completely sequential approach*
6*3 formulat.-on of the problem
Let us denote by " , the difference between the yield3 per unit area
of two varieties between which choice is to be made. If 0 is established
to be positive one variety is preferred and if r is established to be
negative other variety is preferred. The variety with the higher yield is
ohosen for recommendation ana the other is rejected. However, in ractica,
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viold is not the only oriterion for preferring a variety over the other and
many other considerations 3uch as quality, disease resistance characteristics
are also very important. For simplicity wo shall assume that the scale on
which 0 is measured takes account of such factors.
6.3.1 Variance of difference between variety means
Let us assume that the yield of the variety j , at the site i , in
the yoar k , for the replication 1 is given by Y^^ and can be
represented as
YiJkX = " + si(k) + (ys>ljk * Mjk * hjkl » (6-3-1)
i s 1, 2} ..., nj J 3 1, 2) k 3 1, 2, ..», tj 1 3 1, 2, ..., r)
where »i and v^ are as defined earlier; y^ is the additive effect of
the year k ; 3i;'rj ia the additive effect of the site i in the year k ;
(vs)^^k is the interaction component for the 3ite i (of the year k ) and
the variety j; ^'fie within site components of error associated
v/ith . Here we have assumed that the 3ites are selected randomly
every year and i3 normally distributed. The variance components
are denoted by




6.3.2 Cost of experimentation
Let C denote the total cost of experimentation every year as
measured in a monetary unit. Let us assume that it can he expressed as a
sum of throe components
where CQ is the fixed cost of extending the experiment for one more year;
C0 is the cost of taking an extra replication within each site. Bar
keeping discussions simple and for practical convenience we shall assume
that the number of sites (n) and the number of replications (r) remain
constant throughout the trial period. In the following we shall consider
two cases.
6.3.2.1 1,'inimum varianoe within year for a fixed cost
Let us assume that the total cost of each year's experimentation
is fixed and is given by . 2?or a given best choice of n and
r is given by minimising the varianoe of the mean difference within each
year subject to the condition that
*-
C = C + nC. + nrC0 ;0 1 c. (6.3.3)
C... s C0 + nC^ + nrC2 •
C. is the cost of taking an extra site.
m 38 «•
Tliis can be done easily by using the method of Lagrange multipliers.
.For this ire minimise
rr c
F.
P = 2(-~a + jjj) + o-(Co 4- nC1 + nrC2 - G?) ;
where c is a Lagrange multiplier. This immediately gives
/ci 4 °p - c0
r
,j, = Q ' ',1i Cp a Q + 'j»' "fj"" •A 2 vs 1 + ?2
6,3.2.2 Miniaua v.:n-lance over years
Let U3 assume that the total cost of experimentation over t years
is fixed and is given by C , « for a given C.. the best choice of n and
r is given by minimising the mean difference over t years subject to the
condition that
C » t(c + n04 -i- arC0) *
W 1 4m
This can be done easily by using the method of Lagrange multipliers. For
this minimise
rffi
f m £ pnS + l(rr s + —+ n-(tc + ntth + ntrC„ - C„) tt L vy nK vs r'J v o 1 ""^2 S/ *
where ^ is a Lagrange multiplier. This immediately gives
G 4 I G0(%s + -IjrJ C
'• ! » *3 ■ ♦ ♦-v *
(6.3*6)
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It is a- parent from the expressions of r,, and n, that they are not
affe ted in any way by the variations in Ct, • For fixed r., (or r_.)
o r J
and Gv , n is fixed for tie case considered in Section 6»3#2#1# The
values or r and n as given in (5#3.5) are also obtained by an
alternative approach and will be discussed briefly in Section 6.4#
For keeping discussions general we shall use C far the cost of
experimentation per year and it should bo replaced by C.... or C.,:
corresponding to two cases considered here#
6»3«3 Definition of gain function
Let us assume that the true difference between the first and the
second variety under consideration is 6 (© * v^ - v2)# Suppose K is
the price of additional produce to be obtained far a unit increase in r ,
from the whole area (over years) on which this variety is to be grown#
Suppose we have an estimate of © available from the first stage of
the trial based on t^ years, then
Suppose we conduct the trial far a further tg years} on n sites within
each year} and on r replications within each site. Let the mean
4^) = n ; v^) = } (5.3.7)
where
-11,JO -
difference (mean over all rntg observations) between two varieties is
denoted by d^ • Then dt, provides another independent estimate of n
suoh that
^2 3 '.1.. " ?.2.. a nrt2 [i>kfl^Yl1kl " Yi2kl^ ;
iC&j) = 0 i
V(d2> " htj
The combined estimate of 0 is given by
*1*1 * *2*2
*1 + *2 (6*3«o)
Now tiie decision for choosing one variety or the other wall be based on the
sign of ? * Let us assume that for a given value of d. , t^ and
A
the probability of taking a correct decision is P i#e. p > 0 vdien
p > 0 (or 1-P if * < 0 when A < 0).
By taking a correct decision we exr.eet to gain (on the average) a
quantity,
Gain * K.P. p (p > 0)
» -K.(1-P). 0 (n < o) . (6.3.9)
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» —1;. d.
The probability P , that " is positive i.e. d0 > -7— , by using
2
(6.3.7), is given by
P = fUt^ + t2^)(h/t2P"] (6.3.10)
where
f(x) = f 0 (u)du
and
0(u) « exp (~) .
As the expression in (6.3.9) contains 0 which is unknown we shall integrate
it over its fiducial distribution based on d^ and call it integral gain
(i.e.);
1.0. = K(ht1 yz [^ - O1-")"] 0 [(■ - d1)(ht1)^] d^
X. K
= 7^ l0>*) + k|d1f + 7^ L(d1At1) * (6.3.11)
where
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L(u) = 0(u) - u [l - f(u)J






1 t1 + *2
1
Now the cost of conducting trials for another tg years is given by t^C.
The last two expressions in (6,3*11 ) are independent of t2 and it is more
convenient to work with 'net gain* which is obtained by subtracting (i) the
cost of extra experimentation and (ii) the gain by taking immediate
decision (t = 0) based on d^ , from the expression of I.G. in (6,3*11)•
(6.3.12)
o
Nov/ define the ratios
p = Vti
D« = IdJ (ht^*
\ = KCt^hpyc
and denote by G the ratio
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ft = |a£s. = x B l(d'/P) - P j (6.3.13)
where ft expresses the net gain in the dimensionless form. In the next
section we shall obtain optimum tg by maximising G •
6.4 Results
The expression of G is the same as obtained by Grundy et al (1956)
and Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961J p.115). In the following we shall use
their results. Let us denote G of (6.3.13) by G(P, D', X) as it is a
function of these three parameters. Using the conventional method of
finding a maximum by differentiating G with respect to P we obtain
equation
dP = 2 x P~1/2(1 + p)~V2 0(o7P)-1 = 0 • (6.4.1)
Suppose P° is the root of the equation (6*4.1) which corresponds to a
local maximum of ft(P, D', X) if one exists: then the following
properties of P° are obtained:
If ,D' = 0, a local maximum always exists and p° is the unique
root of (6.4.1).
If D* > 0, a local maximum may or nay not exist. If one does
exist, the maximiser P° is the larger root of (6.4.1) but G(P°, D', X)
may or may not be greater than ft(0, D', X.) = 0. A zero value of t0
corresponds to a case when no further experimentation is required. Thus
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for using the result a one has to obtain t° by solving equation (6.4.1)
and saJdng sure that g('°, D% %) > 0 by substituting in (6.3.13). ihe
follov&ng table gives the optima value of t^/t^ for different values of
D* and X as read from the Chart 1 given in ilaiffa and Schlaifer (1S?61 )•
TABLE 6.4.1
OPTIMUM NUMBER Of YEARS OF BUB3H it 13XPERIKENTATIGN RSLAllVii
TO THS NUMBER OF YEARS OF HI, EEHST-3TAGE iiKEilMEHTS (tg/tj
\D*
l/3\ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
1.0 0.036 M> 4* «•
1.5 0.236 0.202 - - - - -
2.0 0.620 0.580 0.480 - MO -
2.5 1.076 1.050 0.938 0.781 - -
3.0 1.620 1.575 1.476 1.287 0.990 . -
3.5 2.205 2.168 2.058 1.838 1.531 1.164 -
4.0 2.548 2.800 2.672 2.400 2.112 1.680 -
4.5 3.524 3.445 3.341 3.038 2.693 2.228 1.721
5.0 4.250 4-.200 4.000 3.688 3.325 3.050 2.250
Bor given values of K, d^, 0 and one can calculate X cad D* and
then obtain the optima value of t0 from the above table* If optima
tg is near sero then no further trials are needed and the decision on
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the choice of variety should be taken on the sign of • The value of G
(6.3*13) should be calculated and if it is positive corresponding to
P « P° only then trials for further t0 years should be carried ait andd
A
then the decision should be based on the sign of 5 •
The optimum value of r remains the same for both the oases
oon3idered in lection 6.3.2. The optimum value of tg obtained here is
such that this maximises the net gain for a fixed precision of the first-
stage information (1/ht.j )• As the precision of the first-stage
information decreases the optimum value of t,, increases and so is the
gain by taking extra trials#
rt, and n„ obtained in Section 6.3.2.2 are suoh that they
*m> is>
ma>dnise the N•G. (6.3.12) for the second-stage of experimentation. This
can be easily verified by maximising (6.3.12) with r.spect to r, n and
t2 in suoh a way that V(d^) remains constant.
6.5 ;ome further extensions of the model
The gain function considered in lection 6.3.3 does not take into
account the loss (or gain) incurred during the years of experimentation.
This can be easily explained as follows. Suppose the first variety is a
new variety and the second is the standard variety which is already in use.
If the new variety is better than the standard and this may be suggested by
the first-stage of experimentation then wa may be losing an additional
amount for not recommending it just after the first-stage. For this
purpose we shall assume that the prioe of the additional produce per year
for a unit Increase in P is K « .or simplicity we shall aosuaa that
remains ccnst&nt over years and the recommended variety is grown for
? years* Then
K = ;; *T
The expressions for g in can no. be written as
'lain a KfT P ft - K tg 9 (n > 0)
« —1 •"i- / - . (ft < o) . ;■* .1;
Intonating this with respoot to " and subtracting the cost of additional
experis@nta.tion, as in faction 6.5, and taking the deviations fro® , -aln
corresponding to tg « 0 obtain
o K. d,
a * ' L(>*/V) j-1 - p . (o. .2}
For finding the optima® value of t,, wo differentiate this with respect to
P as before and obtain the local n&xlmra* The equation for the c tirsum
solution is given by
x y r-1/2^ + p)-3/2 0 (rj!/ ) . ill , . (6.5*3)
Tills can bo re-written in the fora of (6*4*1) as




Again no explicit solution of equation (6,5,4) exists but the solution can
be obtained by using Table 6,4,1 and replacing X by X^ as given above.
The effect of considering this model is to increase the cost of
exocrinentation from C to G + and this reduces the optimum amount
of further experimentation,
6,6 Approximate results for a completely sequential approach
As the trials are conducted at yearly Intervals and there is a tine
lag of one year between the trials, it will be more desirable to adopt a
completely sequential approach of stopping trials and tailing decision. The
trials should continue for more years so long as they are expected to
increase the net gain, I Jo further trials should be conducted if they are
expected to decrease the net gain.
For this we 3hall use the results of Sections 6,3 and 6,4 for
finding the approximate boundary for stopping further experiments, Jxact
results for a completely sequential approach are very difficult to obtain
and the approximate results given here should be adequate for the present
purposes,
he shall consider the gain function discussed in .Section 6,3,3,
e have seen in Section 6,4 that the decision for taking trials for more
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years is based on and d^ for given K, C and h • We shall assume
that h remains constant throughout the trial period. How for given K,
G, t.j and d^ it is possible to find from the expressions of & in
3) whether the trials for additional years are expected to increase
or decrease the N.G. As discussed before the function & is such that
for D* = 0, G- increases monotonically with P and then decreases
monotonically after attaining a maximum. This is because the previous
information does not prefer one variety to the other and it is always
advantageous to take 3ome more trials. for D* / 0 as P increases
from zero & decreases in the beginning and then increases and goes to a
maximum and then starts decreasing again. If for given t^ and
d^ )&(o, .0', X) > & (P°, D1, X) then no further trials should be donducted
and the decision should be based on the sign of • Here P°
represents the value of P corresponding to maximum G- • The function
G is such that for a given t^ if no trials are needed for D' =
then no trials are needed for any D' = if ^ •
Por obtaining the boundary in terms of D* for each and X
we 3mve to calculate the value of D' for which &(P°, D* *) = 0. Here
P° is the optimum value of P • The optimum P for each D' and X
is given by equation (6.A.1) which can be re-written as
(1 - jf (p'/i) " x '




(l ■» ^3 L 85 X * (6.6.2)
'The boundary values of J* for each X can be obtained from these two
equations• For solving them it is more convenient to put then in the form
Hyfj •2 x ^ ji'fi (6*5*3)
because
P as . /1 -
Now for each X obtain D*/p from (6.6.3) and then obtain " from (6.6.4)
and thus D* .
It is mere convenient to present the results in the terms of
K/C */h and D*t for each t , where
t
,r dj
D» « 3*1 1 /ht
r
t
ilere represents the man difference between the two varieties in the
ith year. Table 6.6.1 gives the result for some chosen values of
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TABLH 6.6.1




500 1,000 5,000 10,000
1 1.10 1.30 1.80 2.00 2.50 2.65
2 0*80 1.00 1.50 1.70 2.20 2.40
3 0*60 0.80 1.30 1.50 2.00 2.20
4- 0*40 0.70 1.20 1.40 1.90 2.10
5 0.35 0.60 1.10 1.30 1.80 2.00
6 0.30 0.50 1.00 1.20 1.70 1.90
7 0.25 0.40 0.90 1.10 1.60 1.80
8 0.20 0.30 0.00 1.00 1.50 1.70
Further trials should continue so lone as is smaller than the values
tabulated above* hcperiraent should stop as soon as the above boundary is
crossed for the first tin®* The decision should be based cam the sign of
T d± • The optimum boundaries are shown in the Graph 6*6*1*
Very often these boundaries will not be crossed within the maximum
~
time period allowed for conducting trials# In this case it is still
advisable to take the deoision on the sign of *" d^ but the calculations
of N.G. for the optimum number of further trial may give a good guidance
about the expected loss involved in not conducting any more trials*
6.7 discussion of the results
The main difficulty in applying the approach discussed in this
chapter is this that K is never known in advance# Vrois the past
experience it may be possible to guess the approximate value of K » It
is apparent from the Table 6.6.1 that when K. is large the boundary ia not
too sensitive for slight variations in K • However* it is hoped that
this approach will provide more satisfactory procedure than the testing of
hypothesis approach whieh assigns probability levels quite arbitrarily.
Besuits of Table 6.6.1 can be used to calculate the appropriate probability
levels (strictly speaking they are not valid in this case) and this suggests
that when K is small the corresponding level of test of significance is
large and when K is large the level of significance is small. This
procedure gives an approximate idea of choosing the appropriate significance
level after taking into account the economic importance of the decision.
M far as the choise of n and r is concerned we have considered
two methods. The optimum values of r obtained by both the methods
remains the same and therefore it should be chosen. or practical
convenience it may not be possible to continue trials indefinitely and
there may be a limit over which it may not be desirable to go. If we
allocate the coat equally over the moodmum number of years fixed in
advance then G..? can be obtained and so the optimum value of n • The
results of Sections 6.3 - 6.6 can bo used for finding the optimum number of
further trials and the sequential boundary.
As far as the choice between the two gain functions (discussed in
Sections 6.3 and 6.5) is concerned the gain function considered in Section
6.3 is more appropriate when the main interest lies in comparing two new
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varieties which are not in use, ..hen a new variety is compared with the
standard variety of which latter is already in use, and if new variety
appears to be superior (d^ > 0) to the standard one then the gain function
considered in Section 6,5 appears to be more appropriate,
.hen the interaction between variety and year is large then the
assumption of being normally distributed when based on a small number
of years nay not be valid. Small departure from normality may not affect
the results vary much, hen large interactions are present then taking
trials for a small number of years may not be adequate as will be suggested
by the optimum boundaries, particularly when 9 is small, .hen the
interactions are small then the results of Section 6,3,2,2 suggest that
large number of sites should be selected within years and it is advisable
to take n.., sites and fix the maximum number of years as t. obtained in
Section 6,3,2,2,
6.8 in example
The data used in Chapter 3 (fable 3»3*3) on wheat variety trials
have been used here to give an example using the results of this chapter.
The estimates of <fi , and np, are obtained as' vs vy
o| a 0.126 J *~3 = 0.106 J rrL. x 0.026 •
for the present example we shall assume they give good estimates of the
corresponding parameters, though, is based on few degrees of
freedom. Assume that the oost is measured in pound sterling and is
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given by
Co = 500 J C1 = 100 J C2 s 20 J K s 300,000 J
and also assume that the total fund available for conducting trials for a
maximum of three years is J26,OOQ. Then
CF = 6,000/3 = 2,000
T» |||«1| I I|» s 9r? -\l C2 ~vs
n, " G0 10~
C. + r-fin "1 t2
rt®.
h a 2^"vy + 10" + 20^ a 0,086
Now consider two varieties Cappell and Toigny which give the following
yields in three years (from Table 3.3.3)
1969 1970 1971
Cappell 5*33 4»95 5.01
Tommy 5.43 5.12 5.23 0.341 0.651 0.965
Taking the first year'3 information as the information of the first-stage
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we shall calculate the optimum number of years of further experimentation#
X = ^2*000 /Q*086 = W.95 .
Looking in the fable 6#4#1 corresponding- to X = 43*95 and D' = 0#34
optimum number of further experimentation are obtained as (approximately)
two# fie have also calculated N#G# for different values of t using the
formula
N.G. s X H L (D*/n)CF - t CF






This gain has been calculated after taking deviation from gain at t « 0#
Gain at t s 0 is given by
kU^ + L(d1 /h) = 52,152
and this should be added to N#G# obtained above#





and looking in the Table 6*6• 1 corresponding to 777^ = 50 we find that D'^
crosses the boundary for the first time and the trial should be stopped
after three years and Tommy should be recommended for the further use. It
is a coincidence that in this particular case both the approaches give the
same result.
If we consider the model of Section 6.5 and taking T = 10 we
obtain
K1 = f = 30,000
, K 500.000 ...
1 ~ (,c? + d1 Kjyh ~ 3.410 (2,000 + 3,000) ~ 17* e
Again looking in the Table 6.4.1 corresponding to X = 17.60 and
2' = 0.341 optimum number of years of further experimentation is
obtained as one.
Sequential path for this example has been given in Graph 6.6.1.
Approximate optimum boundary, corresponding to the model considered in
Section 6.5, has also been given for t = 1, 2, 3» b- years for this
example.
GRAPH 6.6*1
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7*0 Introduction
To use the procedure suggested in Chapter 6, knowledge of the cost
parameters K, Cq, and Cg is essential* This information may be
difficult or impossible to obtain* 1'oroover, the method described in
Chapter C is limited to only two varieties* nmetimes more than one new
variety is compared with the standard variety and it nay be more relevant to
ask if any one (or more) of the new varieties is likely to give a higher
yield than the standard* when a comparison is made between the highest
yielding variety and the standard, the distribution theory becomes more
complicated and simple methods are no longer applicable. Some results
obtained by Dunnett (i960) can be used in conjunction with the procedures
described in Chapter 6* In the present chapter we shall consider an
alternative approach to the following problems:
a) Purpose we have to select the highest yielding variety out
of several submitted for test* We are allowed to conduct
experiments..sequentially* The procedure should be such that
the probability that the finally selected variety differs from
the true highest yielding variety ( hich is unknown), by an
amount 6 , does not exceed 1 - P**
b) In some cases varieties include a standard variety and it is
desired to compare the new varieties with the standard* Now
it is of interest to select the highest yielding new variety if
it is hotter than the standard#
In tliis chapter sequential procedures for solving the above two
problems ar given. Sequential procedures are defined by boundaries for
each stage# Boundaries for the problem (a) are such that as soon as the
cumulative difference between the highest and the lowest yielding variety
crosses the boundary for the first time, the lowest yielding variety is
discarded# All the varieties whose differences fall within the boundaries
are passed on to the next stage and the same procedure is followed
successively until all but one variety is discarded# The region within
boundaries is called the continuation region# These boundaries are closed
in the sense that the maximum dumber of stages can be ohosen under certain
restrictions#
For problem (b) cumulative differences between the standard and the
other varieties are plotted and as soon as the differences cross the
boundary the experiment is terminated and appropriate action is taken#
The boundaries are chosen to satisfy probability requirements# in
important feature of these procedures is that inferior varieties can be
discarded at an early stage# 'These boundaries tall us which varieties
should be discarded at each stage# This is of particular interest in
variety trials where the rejection of non-contending varieties at early
stages leads to a better use of expezlmental resources so that new
varieties can be included as soon as possible. To keep the boundaries
simple some assumptions are made about the distribution of variety means.
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Those assumptions may look rather unrealistic but Monte Garlo studies show
that the procedures are robust,
7*1 notation and review of previous work
For simplicity we shall assume that there are k normal populations
tt
j (J ss 1, 2, k). Population j has mean with a comon variance
os • In this chapter we shall assume that <rs is known and using the
notation of Ghaptor 6
Let us assume that at least one population has a higher mean than the
others and we have to select the population with the highest mean# Par
simplicity we shall assume that the first k-1 populations have mean ~Q
(unknown) and the man of the kth population is ^ + 5 (& > 0),
Mew the problon is to find out which 3s the highest yielding variety (kth in
the above notation). Per the procedure described here it is necessary to
specify $ and a quantity P"5 (0 < P* < 1) such that the probability of
choosing the superior variety exceeds P* « The sequential procedures
described here are such that if •••» differ among themselves
in such a way that their m>d.muci is smaller than ry by an amount




variety exceeds P* • Thus, the configuration of the means given in
(7.1.2) is the most unfavourable one#
The editions given in (7.1.2) can hardly be expected to hold in
practice* 1'oreover we are interested in discriminating among those
varieties which have larger differences among means. -e need 3ome
protection against classifying a markedly inferior variety as a superior
variety.
An immediate consequence of considering this configuration is that,
whatever the real means may be, the probability of selecting a variety
which differs from the highest yielding variety (unknown) by an amount 8
is less than 1-H* * Suppose some varieties differ from the highest yielding
variety by an amount lead than 8 and some by an amount more than 8 • For
procedures given in this chapter, the variety selected as the maximum
yielding variety will differ from the true highest yielding variety by an
amount less than 8 with probability greater than 1-P*. The probability of
selecting a variety whose yield differs by an amount mare than 8 from the
true maximum will be less than 1-P® . Under these circumstances 8 and P*
should be chosen to give the protection which the experimenter desires.
Bechhofer (1954) considered the configuration given in (7.1.2) for a
fixed number of stages. Sequential procedures were also considered by
Bechhofer (1958) and Bechhofer and HLumenthal (1962). These procedures are
difficult to apply in practice because boundaries are difficult to calculate.
Another serious drawback is that one has to go on taking observations from
each of the k populations till a final decision is takan. Paulson (1964)
— (<jO —
considered a very simple sequential procedure with the special feature that
the inferior varieties can be progressively discarded. The maximum number of
stages can also be chosen under certain restrictions and this will be
discussed later. In Section 7.1.1 we shall discuss the procedure for the
problem (a). The procedure is essentially duo to Paulson (1964). The
solution of the problem (b) is an tha similar lines and therefore we have
described Paulson's method in Section 7.1*1. .«e isave also done a small
number of l.'onte Carlo studies for the optimum choice of the maximum number of
stages. Solution of the problem (b) differs considerably from that of (a)
because of the special importance of the standard variety. Paulson (1962)
considered the solution such that the continuation region is open-ended. In
Section 7*2.1 we modify his results by suggesting a closed Sequential
procedure. The solution of variation on a similar problem will also be
considered in Section 7.2.2. In 'ection 7.3 some results of Konte Carlo
studies are given. '.ection 7.4 is a general discussion anl in lection 7.5
we apply these results to a sample data from variety trials.
In the following the word observation will refer to the mean yield of
a variety at n sites with r replications within each site. The word
•stages' is used synonymously with 'years•.
7.1.1 Section of the variety with the largest mean (.unison'a
il%&2maasas&I
In thi3 section wo shall consider the solution of the problem (a).
We shall start with k varieties, normally distributed with known vorianoe
— io1 -
• The structure of o3 is as described in (6.3.2). To keep the
notation simple we shall denote the mean yield of r replications in n
sites in stage (year) t of variety ,5 by x>^(j < 1» »••, k;
t S 1, 2, ..., T)« In sequential schemes T can be unbounded but here we
consider plana for which T is bounded* .'e standardise the means
and 6 by dividing them by rt to give
» -fk ; A = ~ • (7*1.3)
The sequential soheiae given in this section can be described as follows:
1) At each 3tage m and for each variety compute a quantity
Hjn . Max(aiffi, d2js, ..., 2^) - zSmi ra = 1, 2, ..., T (7.1.4)
•where
> - J, ■* •
2) Discard Jill varieties j from further trial for which
B.. > c - da for some a • (7.1.6)
The parameters c(> 0) and &(> 0) are calculated in such a way that
Prob [kth variety is selected/^. - mx(y • • •» 0^^) > 6] > P®.
Here 1 - P* is the probability of selecting a variety as the maximum
which differs from the true highest yielding variety by an amount 6 .
3) Continue the trial for one more year with the remaining varieties and
follow the above procedure. Continue the trial until all but one
variety is rejected.
The parameters c and d define the sequential boundary and are chosen
so as to satisfy the probability requirements. In the following we shall
proceed to obtain parameters c and d •
It is not difficult to see that this procedure of discarding the
varieties, if adopted at each stage, will satisfy the probability requirement.
Let us denote the parametric configuration given in (7.1.2) by Hq • Let Tq
O /
be the smallest integer > /d. After stages the experimentation stops
and the best variety is chosen accordingly. If the variety k is
misclassified, then at least for one inferior variety j ^ k and for some
stage m < Tq
Z3n " Am ^ 0 * ^ •
Now
Prob[ zjm - ^m ^ G - ^ for 3°me
k-1
- rp^Zjm ~ c ~ ^ for some W^q] • (7.1.7)J=1
Now we shall use the results of a knovm Lemmaj (Bechhofer et al, 1968, pp.164.)
Lemma; If U. is a sequence of independent and identically distributed
J
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random variables with a negative expectation then for o > 0
E
Prob[ F U. > o for some as < »] < e " oc ; (?• 1 «8)
>1 J
liU
where hQ is the non-zero root of d(e ) = 1.
Applying this Lemma and using (7.1.7) we obtain
Prob[incorrect decision/II, ] < (k - 1) e~^oc t (7.1,9)
where h is the non-zero root of
o
2 [eh(zjt " zkt + d^] = 1 (7.1.10)
such that d < A . % a proper choice of c and d the probability in
(7.1.9) can be made to satisfy
(k - l)e~ho° < 1 - P* . (7.1.11)
The solution of (7.1.10) yields
h s A « d
o
and by substituting in (7.1.11) obtain
o a \9ti E(k-1)/(,1-P»)l! # (7.1.12)
Now all combinations of c(> 0) and d(< A) satisfying (7.1.12) give a
family of straight lines (c - dm) defining boundaries for each integer m < ■§ •*"■ a
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When d = 0 the boundary is parallel to the x-axis and if d > 0 then the
line intersects the x-axis at -? • It is not clear what choice of c and
d
d is optimum in the sense of minimising the expected number of observations
or stages. It is not difficult to see from the expression (7.1.12) that ■-
is minimised by taking d = A/2. However, this choice may neither minimise
the average number of observations nor- the average number of stages.
Paulson (1964) conjectures that d = A/4 should be near the optimum for
minimising the average number of observations. In the variety trials it
may be more desirable to minimise the expected number of stages rather than
the average number of observations. In Section 7*3 we shall report the
results of a small number of Monte Carlo studies and see that there is not
much Variation in the number of stages for the choice of d near A/4 •
The inequality used in (7.1*7) is usually too crude and in practice much
better probability protection is given by adopting this scheme than is
indicated by P* • Therefore it is desirable to choose a much higher value
of (1 - P*) than that used in a test of significance.
This procedure can be easily extended to select the highest yielding q(<k)
varieties. For this we assume the configuration
"l = P2 = **• = °k-q = Rk-q+1 " 6 = = Pk " 6 *
The above results can be easily extended and the values of c and d are
given by
0 . lOfih(k - q)/(l - P*)l . (7>1>13)
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The discarding procedure follows on similar lines; at each stage rank the
varieties which have not been eliminated already, in ascending order of the
ZjIr,« As soon as the difference between the qth variety from the top, say
[k - q + 1], and the remaining varieties of Smaller rank exceeds
'J[k-q+l]m " Z[ $ ]© - C "
tO £ [41 £ !>•*]
disoard the [j]th variety and continue with the remainder till only q
varieties are left.
7«2.1 Selection of variety better than a standard variety
The standard (or control) variety plays a special role. Ye may be
interested in retaining the standard variety in use for commercial purposes
unles3 a new variety gives a reasonably higher yield than the standard
variety. As before a quantity A (or A) specified by the experimenter
gives the minimum difference which he wants to discriminate. In this case
two types of probability protection are desired i.e. (i) the standard variety
is selected vriLth a probability F| if it is superior to the new varieties;
(ii) the new variety is selected with a probability P* if it exceeds the
standard variety by an amount 6 • Now we shall assume that the kth variety
is the standard variety and it is specified in advance. .Ye shall consider
the following parametric configuration
— —
ai ' "1 * n2 - ••• - °J - 5 ■ V1 * •" = ° "k = "o (7'2l1>
Under Hq the correct decision ii* 3^ i.e. choose the kth (standard) variety
with a probability greater than P| •
KVV 2 ^ .
Under the oorreot decision is Dj i.e. choose the jth variety with
probability greater than PS •
P(3j/Up > .
As before we shall consider a scheme as follows:
1) Calculate
Hjm ' Zjm " hm * *2 ' = 1» 2« •••» k"1> •
2) Stop experimentation and seleot as soon as
Max a. > o4 - &„m •
1<4<k-1 Jm 1 1
3) Discard the jth variety if
*)■- V * °2 *
4) Select as soon as
Max R. < d»m - c0 •
1<£k-1 2 2
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By using a similar argument to that of the previous section and noting that
^*jt" "kt * i/Ho) s -A/2 *
we obtain the probability of not selecting -.Then IL» is true as
p [,<S3Li2jm" ^ ^"°1"41m for so*'e
k-1
< r"n
.5*1 PLZjm " ^ * 1 - °1 " d1<iJo] - <k *
where h^ is the non-zero root of
J Ee 1^zjt' " 2 ^/n(J = 1 *
The probability of not selecting D. when 11^ is true is equal to the
probability that some other variety («5' ^ j) is selected, and is given by
k





j *—1P CEJ»»- °1 ~ d1m for aoae
JVJ
< e"h2°2 + (k - 2)e"h1C1
where hg is the non-zero root of
« 163 -
13 [e " Skt "* 2) = 1
Now (0^» ) and (Cg, dg) should he chosen in such a way that
(k - l)e~h1°1 < 1 - P*
q""^2°2 + (k - 2)e""h1°1 < 1 - F| - (7.2.2)
For simplicity we shall oonsider only those values of (c^, d^) and
(c,jt dg) for ?fhich sequential boundary intersects at the x-axis, 3ay, at
t a T. Then
e, o
-f- = —• = T . (7.2.3)
1 ^
Now putting h^ « ^ - d^ and hg = - dg in equations (7.2.2) and using a
constant > (0 > X > 1) m have two sets of equations
d4(d4 - 4)T
(k - 1)6 2 « X(1 - P^)
*2^2 " fy*.... , p,e + (k-2)e » 1 - Pg® .
Solving the3a two equations for d^ and dg for given X and f wo have
A 1 /as 4 log
d1 = 4 ~ 2 V + ~T "
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1 * k - 1
s2* a (1 - P2^) - I^Sj. >, (1 - p^) = (1 - P2*) - (k - 2)a^ .
For different values T and X we obtain different sequential
boundaries satisfying the probability requirements# It is olear from (7.2#4.)
that for obtaining solutions T must satisfy
16 log s * 16 log sp ;:
T > Kax.[- —J- , rr-^A • (7.2,5)
For variation in X from 0 to 1 , - log s^* decreases and - log s2^




Then X is chosen as X* given by
•J _ P •
X* « Fin. [l, ■ ■■■_ 2vj . (7.2.6)
1
It is not olear what value of T should be optimum, but, it is hoped
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that minimum T satisfying (7.2.5) and (7.2.6) should not be far away from
the optimum. Once and ct> are obtained vdth the help of (7.2.4) it is
not difficult to obtain c. and c„ .1 2
Via shall consider a particular case where P; = P| . P» !
Por this case »,» . Minima t is given by
I - 16 loelJk-1)/(l-.^
A
corresponding to d = A/4 .
The method discussed above is a generalisation of Paul3on*s (1962) as he
has considered the case of d = 0 corresponding to T » « . Usually tliis
type of selection procedure, giving double protection, requires a large
number of observations. i'or k = 2 this procedure i3 similar to the
sequential method of a testing hypothesis with a fixed probability for the
first find second kind of errors.
7.2.2 Comparison of the standard variety r&th the new varieties
In some oases when many new varieties are compared with a standard
then there is a tendency to compare the highest yielding new variety with
the standard and take a decision on this basis. When this is done then the
usual probability levels do not hold and sometimes a decision based on ouch
comparisons can be very misleading. The results of the Lerrna given in the
uction 7.1.1 can be used to give some protection to the experimenter. In
this case the experimenter chooses two quantities 8(> 0) and P* such that
the probability of selecting a new variety which is worse than the standard
by an amount •*($ > 0) should be less than 1 - PN The most unfavourable
Configuration of means is given by
V = 2 = •" ■ k * 6
whore the kth variety is taken as the known standard variety. The
sequential schema for this is as foilcnrs.
If
Fiax 2. - > c - dm
for some a , than select the variety corresponding to the max. 2^ •
Discard the variety from further trials if
ZjB " ^ " ° ! } * k •
Using the Lemma the values of c and d are given by
c =^|T ? 0 < d < h . (7.2.7)
Note that the values of c and d obtained for this purpose are the same as
given in (7.1.12).
In a particular case of Interest there are only two varieties of which
one is standard and the other new. Suppose the second variety is the
standard variety with mean nQ (unknown). We are interested in comparing it
with the new variety in such way that if
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then the probability of preferring the standard is smaller than 1 - P* •
In the same way if
fl1 < ^ - fi
0
then trio probability of preferring new variety is smaller than 1 - P'•
Proceed in the usual way and stop and accept the new variety if
Z1B - Z2» - 0 - 30 !
stop and accept the standard variety if
Z1B " Z2H - 311 " ° >
where e and d are obtained from (7*2*7) by putting k « 2 •
7*3 Results of some Monte Carlo studies
We have done a small nusfcor of fonts Carlo (l.'C) studies to examine the
performance of the above mentioned sequential procedures for six and ton
varieties. Prom the data of variety trials conducted on cereals it appears
that the value of A varies from 1*5 to 2*5 for detecting five to ten
percent of differences among the mean yields of varieties. Therefore, for
the MC studies we have chosen A about 2.0* The observations x,. were
generated on a oooputor as random normal observations with unit standard
deviation and moan * Different configurations of were considered
and are given in Table 7*3*1* All the results are based on the differences
within each stage and are not therefore affected by fixed additive stage
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affect. The 3^, were calculated by the method described in (7.1.5). As
the vcJLue of P* increases for fixed k and A the maximum number of stages
(c/d) increases. In the present study we have restricted our experiments to
a snail number of stages with TQ = 4# 5 and 6 and P* = 0.85. The results
reported here arc based on 100 sampling experiments in each case.
In Table 7»3*1» APN gives the average number of observations (average
based on 100 sampling experiments) required for final selection of variety.
Average number of stages required for the final selection of variety is also
given. mpirical probability gives the fraction of the experiments in which
correct variety was chosen, out of 100 experiments.
The minimum value of o/d is obtained by talcing d = A/2, as discussed in
lection 7.1.1. fQ = 4 is the nearest integer corresponding to minimum c/d.
Paulson (1964) suggested the use of d = a/4 and TQ = 5 corresponds to this
value of d approximately. TQ « 6 is larger than the above two choices of
T0 •
Now for both studies (k a 6, 10) it appears that there is a considerable
discarding of inferior varieties at the early stages resulting in saving of
resources as indicated by the ASK. for d » a/4 the number of stages to roach
the deoision seems to be a minimum and the experiment stops much before TQ .
As Tq increases the empirical probability of the correct decision increases.
As mentioned earlier the empirical probability of the correct decision is
higher than i3 indicated by 'P* a 0.85 .
In the end of Table 7»3»1 wc give the results on the performance of this
scheme for an alternative configuration, II in which varies uniformly
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Configuration HQ(r^ * o,* i = 1,2,M. k- 1; ^,* A)
4 2. .92 0 .644 1C .22 ?k a 0.90 2.34
6 2.00 5 2.265 0.453 .91 k - ' * 93 2.28
6 2.132 0.355 10.: 1 k - 0.95 2.34
4 3.076 0.769 16.66 Pk a 0.90 2.63
10 2.10 5 2.9J5 0.517 16.66 k s» 0.90 2.60
6 .412 0.4-2 16.57 . n on'k 2.63
Configuration H a i .a/10.0; i« 1,2,..., k)
4 3.076 0.769 21 .25
iO
^-
. . a 0.78
ia8 X
3.31
10 2.10 5 2.545 0.317 2 .30 14'p =0.35
1=8 1
3.49















* ^• 0.43= ^ iqs 0.56
• 0*42; P^q * 0.57
5.00
5.02
6 .. .-i-12 . .4- 2 17. Pq» 0«M; 0«|l 3.25
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between 0 and A • As expected the ASN and the average number of stages
increase. The minimum is obtained by taking d near A/4 (Tq =5"),
but the minimum number of stages by taking d = K/% (fQ = 4)* -S far as
empirical probability is concerned, it vd.ll be sore appropriate to pool the
probabilities of the highest two or three populations, because the
differences among them are so small that even if they are wrongly classified
it will not result in much economic loss. .Ve have pooled the empirical
probabilities of selecting the highest tiiree populations and they are 0.78#
0.85 and 0.86 corresponding to To = h'> 5 and 6, respectively. This shows
that even under a very different configuration of means these sequential
schemes will select the superior populations with a high probability#
Another configuration, in which one variety is very close to the highest
yielding variety and toe rest are at the other end, gives similar results a3
indicated in Table 7.5*1• There is a considerable saving in the number of
observations and in the number of stages required to reach the final
conclusion. From these studies it appears that d = A/4 is an adequate
choice.
In Table 7*5*2 we have taken one variety (k ) as the standard and
compared with the maximum of those remaining as discussed in Section 7*2*2*
The results follow very similar lines as that of Table 7*5*1* <e have also
considered an alternative configuration li where the mean varies uniformly
A
between o and A • The standard variety has mean A • The pooled
probabilities for the highest four populations have been obtained as 0*89,
0*85 and 0*86 for TQ = 4, 5 and 6, respectively* There is a considerable
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T^iiLE 7.3«2
ULTH FOR ".ELECTING TIE HIGHEST YIELDING V/JIETT 3N KO'L'.TIOH TO TUB
•» /l JJT-. ' pf> y r TT.V^Y
Nuiaber of hspxrical jrobcbility verage
varic vies 0 d 2 71 f cor- cot 3 :i"* or -•o-'ber of
(k) i stages
Conflguration H (• oj i= 1,2,..., k- 1 j "k= '0
4 2.592 '..642 10.2-9 k - O.94 2.34
6 r.oo 5 2.255 0.453 5.99 k = 0.91 2.21
6 2.132 0.355 10.19 k » 0.93 2.30
4 3.706 2.769 10.05 k a 0.90 2.66
10 ; .10 5 2.505 - .2*1 f 17.1 k ^ 0.90 2.60
5 : .412 C.4C2 17. 4 k - 0.93 2.60
Configuration H, (" :=i.VlC*00j 1=1,2,..., k) j
"till
k variety
is the standard variety
4 3.706 0.769 21 .37 ■ , 55 0»o9 2.88
i»7
10
10 .10 5 2.505 2.21? 71.23 - P. « 0.85 3.02
1=7 x
10
6 ;02.12 0.4--2 20. 1 T i . 3 0.66 3.09
1=7
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Caving in the number of stages and in the number of observations required
even under II. •
A
Thus by a proper choice of A and F* these schemes may help in
choosing the higher yielding varieties, even when the configuration differs,
considerably from the one assumed for obtaining the analytical results.
These schemes may lead to a considerable saving of resources.
7.4 Discussion of the results
Closed sequential plans usually lead to a considerable saving of
resouroes vihen there are no differences among population means. The problem
considered here is not a hypothesis-testing problem, but for k = 2 the method
discussed in Section 7.2.1 is similar. The closed sequential plans have an
advantage over the open ones, in that one can give an upper bound to the
maximum number of stages. This upper bound on the number of stages (Tq)
will depend on the values of P*, A and k • The actual number of stages
required to reach a decision is a random variable and can be considerably
smaller than X as observed in PC studies.
In the variety trials when interaction component (variety-year) of f8
i.e. rt is relatively smaller than *va , c can be reduced considerably
by increasing n • In cases when " is negligibly small then there is
not much advantage in conducting trials over years but in some cases this may
lead to a considerable saving of resources or bettor utilisation of
resources. In the data of variety trials which we have analysed, the
variety - year interaction is substantial and it is desirable to spread the
trials over years. It is necessary to keep rt as small as possible because
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for the some 5 and P* the value of Tq can be nr.de snail by decreasing
~r
* 2y increasing n the value of cr can be made small# However, the
rate of decrease in c decreases as n increases, particularly when f is
Vjf
relatively large# Ho optimum value of n can be- obtained unless oono cost
function approach is assumed and we shall not consider this cry further#
For each case the rate of decrease in w should be ob3erbed by varying n
and r, and when no substantial change is found by increasing n and r any
further, those values should be chosen, -4i the above discussions we have
assumed that the value of rt is known but it is rarely known in practice#
When " is unknown then the analytical solution for this problem becomes
very difficult. Hence we shall assume that a good estimate of <7 is
available from past experience#
She other two parameters required are and P* • As we have seen
P* is an upper bound of the probability, therefore it should be chosen 1offer
than what is usually used in testing a hypothesis# The choice P* near 0#90
should be adequate for all practical purposes. The choice of A depends
much on the experimenter# In moat cases five to seven percent of the mean
should be adequate# The value of XQ and the boundaries are very sonsitivo
to A and they increase very rapidly as A decreases#
From the M(J studies it appears that when we want to select for the
highest yielding variety then there is a considerable saving in the actual
number of observations and stages required, even under JL • In most cases
tho choice d = A/4 should be adequate. In cases when more than one variety,
say, q varieties are highest yielding (and may have almost similar means
- 17? -
among themselves) and the rest are inferior then the inferior varieties will
"be first to be eliminated. Grouping of q varieties near the maximum will
be apparent from the cumulative totals as they will be very close to each
other even after several stages of experimentation. In such cases it may be
advisable to select all the q highest yielding varieties, since be pursuing
such a scheme to the final stage may only increase the number of stages, and
there may not be such to gain by discriminating among such varieties.
iThen comparing with the standard variety two type3 of probability
protection may be necessary, as described in lection 7.2.1. this usually
increases T and makes the continuation region much wider. This also
increases the expected number of stages and expected number of observations
required. This is similar to the case of testing a hypothesis, when
probabilities of the first and the second kind of errors are fixed. We have
not done any MC studies for this case but we have considered an example and
this will be discussed in the next section. ./hen some of the varieties (at
least one) is markedly superior than the standard (or the standard is
markedly superior than the others) then it is expected that the number of
stages required for reaching decision will be considerably smaller than Tq ,
and the experimental program will terminate much before Tq •
In practical situations the discarded varieties in the trials will be
replaced by new varieties at every stage and it will also be desirable to
compare the varieties which are at different stages. Any analytical
solution for this problem is not easy to obtain because the effect of stages
will also be involved. Even if this is eliminated the problem of different
- ICO -
variances for different comparisons may be difficult to tacl&a. However,
it is possible to apply the methods discussed here using information on the
varieties based on the common number of stages#
7.5 Application of the results
In fable 7.5.1 ne have reproduced the means of six: varieties (mean over
fifteen or sixteen sites within each year) from fable 3«3.3»
T 31, , 7.5.1





1969 1970 1971 1969 1970 1971
Cappolle 5.33 4.95 5.01 28.50 54.97* (81.76)
Bouquet 5.39 5.06 5.43 28.82 55.88* (84.92)
Cam 5.62 5.33 5.12 30.05 58.55 85.93*
Paris Beacon 5.88 5.49 5.37 31.44 60.80 92.19
Paris Settler 5.65 5.22 4.82 30.21 58.12 83.89*
Tommy 5.43 5.12 5.23 29.04 56.420 (.34.39)
e shall use the estimated value of <? a 0.187 (from Table 3.3.6).
Suppose we x?ant to search for the highest yielding variety such that the
probability of discriminating the maximum from the next, which may differ
by about 5, of the general mean (5 « 0.25)# is greater than 0.90 ( = 0.90).
This specification innediately gives
*
where a is defined in (7.1.1) and is estimated by
- 1C1 -
A = ~* = 1.337 .
Nov/ using the sequential scheme discussed in Section 7.1.1 and taking
d = A/4- we obtain
c = lv a 3.901
3A
d = A/4 « 0.334- .
For this choice of c and d, Tq is given by 12.
The standardised cumulative totals for each variety are also given in Table
7.5.1* The boundaries of continuation region (c - dm) are goven below:
m 1 2 3 4-
c-dm 3.567 3.233 2.899 2,565
As soon as the difference between any variety and the highest yielding
"fcl'l
variety exceeds c-dm at the m stage the lower yielding variety should be
discarded from future trials. The varieties marked with asterisks should
be discarded from future trials. The trial ends at the third stage (m = 3)
with the selection of Maris Beacon.
As discussed in Section 7.2.1, when new varieties are compared with the
standard variety then two types of probability protection are desired.
This usually increases the sample size and makes these boundaries much wider.
In this example we shall consider the case k = 2, taking Cama as the standard
variety and Maris Beacon as the new variety. We shall take P| = P* = Pr3t = 0.
A -
- l-i<~
and a * 1*357* Taking d * a/4 (this ohcioe of d minimises T0),
4 nl.QUi ^l/t( l r, n,Si)J z g »8B9A
d * A/4 * 0*334
m 12 3 4
o-dm 6.533 6.221 5.887 5*553
- *3. - fJ °*721 °-913 *"255
These boundaries oan be represented graphically and are shown in Graph 7*5.1.
Further observations are needed as long as remains within the triangle
whioh represents the continuation region. As soon as crosses the
triangle the appropriate decision should be taken. For this particular oase
some more observations are needed for reaching any definite conclusion.
In some oases only one type of protection is needed when comparing with
the standard variety, i.e. the probability that the selected highest yielding
variety (from the new varieties) is worse than the standard variety by more
than A » does not exceed 1 - P* • For this, a similar continuation region
is obtained as given in selecting the highest yielding variety. Taking the
same values of p* , A » o and d we obtain o-dm for different values of m.
Now taking Cama as the standard variety we can oalculate the cumulative
differences between each variety and the standard variety and they are given
in Table 7*5*3* These differences have been plotted in Graph 7*5*2. 5*oia
this graph it is evident that Cappelle should be rejected after the second
year.
TABLE 7.5*3
cumulative differences of varieties from cama (standard)
Variety Name 1969 1970 1971
1* Gappelle -1.55 -3.53 -4.17
2. Bouquet -1.25 -2.6? -1.01
3. Casaa «*» - -
4* Maris Beacon 1.39 2.25 6.26
5. Maria Settler 0.16 -0.43 -2.04
6. Tommy -1.01 -2.15 -1.54
The trial in the third year results in the selection of Maris Beacon and no
more trials are necessary. This procedure is similar to that considered at
the beginning of this section. Go on conducting trials and discarding the
varieties on the basis of their difference Kith the highest yielding
variety. as soon as the standard variety is discarded no more trials are
necessary and the highest yielding variety is selected. If the aim is to
select the highest yielding variety then further trials may be necessary till
only case variety is left.
g-mfh 7.5.1
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Recently, Freeman and Perkins (1971) examined some of the existing
methods of partitioning genotype-environmental component of variability
and their statistical validity. They have considered the usual practice of
calculating the regression of genotype means on the environmental means
calculated by taking the average of all genotypes in that environment, first
used by Yates and Cochran (1938) and later used by Finlay and Wilkinson
(1963) and since then used by several other authors ofwhich references have
been cited by Freeman and Perkins (1971). They have shown the statistical
invalidity of using such regressions and their sums of squares for testing
homogeneity. They have further suggested that some genotypes should be
taken in each environment (not included in calculating the mean of each
genotype) as a measure of environment and regression of genotype means
should be calculated on the independent measure of environment thus
making the procedure statistically more valid.
In the first part of this paper we have shown how by looking at the model
in a different way one could draw statistically valid conclusions of certain
hypotheses from the same analysis of Yates and Cochran (1938). In the
second part of this paper we have suggested a method of estimating a
component of genotype-environmental interaction corresponding to each
genotype, thus giving a better measure of genotype stability. This paper
is concerned with the presentation of practical methods rather than with
statistical theory (to which references are given); it does not itself contain
much that is new, but a more general statistical treatment is being prepared
and will be published elsewhere.
2. Regression of genotype means on environmental means
We have used mostly the same model and notation as used by Perkins
and Jinks (1968) for t genotypes, s environments and r replications of each
genotype within each environment and the model could be represented as,
where /x is the grand mean, d^i = 1, ..., t) the additive genetic contribution
of the zth genotype, e3-(J = 1, ..., s) the additive environmental contribution
of the Jth environment, the genotype-environment interaction of the zth
genotype in the Jth environment and eijk(k = 1, ..., r) is the residual vari¬
ation contributed by the kth. replicate of the z'th genotype in the Jth environ¬
ment. We shall assume that
yijk /XT f7(- T Cj -j-gjj -j- (1)
E{etj) = 0; V(ei}) = ojj, (2)
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for all i and j where e{j is the mean of eijk over r replications and <j\ is the
within environment error variance for the mean of r replications. We shall
further assume that environment effects e}'s are random effects with popu¬
lation mean zero and variance a\. A random sample of s environments
has been selected from an infinite population of environments. We shall
estimate Oq as usual by &q, where
do = Z £ Z (yuk-ju)2lstr(r- 1). (3)
i j k
with st(r— 1) degrees of freedom. Hereafter we shall work withjiy (the mean
of r replications of the z'th genotype at thejth environment). In the present
paper we shall confine ourselves to the genotype-environment (G x E) part
of the analysis of variance.
Working with the means, the model in (1) can be written
Sij = M +gij + «i3-- (4)
Putting
Sij "^Vij and oc,
we obtain from (4)
Sij ~1~ 4" Gj 4* V-iy (h)
Putting bi = bi—b' where h' — ^ bi/t we obtain from (5)
i
Si} — p + di + ej ( ^ ^') + ^iej + 7-ij- (6)
The model in (5) is reparameterised in (6) in such a way that £ bi = 0.
i
When all b/s are 0 (or bi are equal) then the model in (6) becomes as in
(7).
Sij = M + ^i + 6i(l +b') +<Xy. (7)
Thus the problem of testing the equality of all b['s becomes the problem
of testing model (7) against model (6). This is equivalent to testing the
presence of the non-additivity term bytj in (6) when e3- are taken as fixed
effects. The test for presence of non-additivity of this type was given by
Mandel (1961), which is a generalisation of Tukey (1949). Same results
hold good even if are taken as random effects. He has estimated bi by




S = 27 2 (S.}-S..V, (8)
i ]
and " Balance " = Interaction Sum of Square (G x E) — S.
The sum of squares in (8) is similar to that calculated by Yates and
Cochran (1938) and the same as that due to heterogeneity in regression in
Freeman and Perkins (1971) table 2, with Zj in Freeman and Perkins'
notations replaced by y.j—y... The estimated regression coefficients, by
here are similar to those given by Yates and Cochran (1938) except that
we have regressed deviation of genotype means from the environmental
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means rather than genotype means. The sum of squares S indeed is a ratio
of quartic terms and quadratic terms in them's.
In the absence of interaction (gy = 0 for all i and j) it can be shown
that S/crl and " Balance "/oq are both independently distributed as x2 on
(t— 1) and {t— l)(s — 2) degrees of freedom, respectively. However, in the
presence of interaction S/a% and " Balance "/ctq are not distributed as x2
even if all bi — 0, though they are independently distributed of each other.
In the presence of interaction the appropriate test statistic for all bi = 0 will
be F' as given in (9).
Silt-I)
F — (91" Balance "/(#— l)(j —2)
F' will be distributed as F on (I— 1) and (< — l)(t—2) degrees of freedom.
The same test was proposed by Perkins and Jinks (1968) and this statistic
gives correct probability level. Equality of any two /;,;'s could be tested by
doing the similar analysis for any two genotypes of interest. The above
argument can be generalised for other arrangements of genotypes within
and between environments and also in the presence of non-orthogonality
in the data (Milliken and Graybill, 1970).
To use the b/s in the usual sense of regression would not be valid, but
they give rough guidance about the relation of genotype means to environ¬
mental means. The 6/s are biased estimators of the b?s. In general this
bias will be small when o-2 is large but could be corrected in the way suggested
by Tai (1971). The partition of sum of squares into two components is also
only approximate, but this may be quite satisfactory for practical purposes.
More efficient estimates of h?s and e3's, and their sum of squares could be
obtained by fitting the model in (6) by a non-linear least squares method as
suggested by Elston (1961) and Tai (1971) and approximate tests could be
obtained. Under these circumstances, independent measure of environment
based on more genotype means may not be worthwhile.
3. Components of interaction sum of squares
The characterisation of genotypes on the basis of regression coefficients
may not be very effective when only a small fraction of the interaction sum
of squares (G x E) can be attributed to heterogeneity among the regressions.
It might be then of great interest to partition G x E into t components, one
corresponding to each genotype, as mentioned by Baker (1969). Put
Sij Gy Ly*
Let us further assume that
E(vu) = 0; V(yi}) = of; E(vip viT) = 0 for i # V orj #j'■
V{gij) = or'i2; E(gijeij) =0; i = 1, ..., t. (10)
Then,
= <b2 +<
In the above expression a? could be taken as the sum of two components,
viz. within environmental variance (<75) and between environmental variance
(cq2) of the ith genotype (after correcting for additive common effect of
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environment e3-), and we shall name it the " stability variance " of the z'th
genotype. We shall call a genotype stable if its stability variance (erf) is
equal to within environmental variance (of) which means that a'2 = 0.
Relatively large values of erf will indicate more instability of genotype.
Estimation of erf is analogous to the problem of estimating heterogeneous
variances in a two-way classification when they change in one way considered
by Ehrenberg (1950) and later by Russell and Bradley (1958). Rao (1970)
has further generalised the above prcoedure for any classification and also
considered some optimum properties of the above estimators. Without
going into detail, we give the unbiased estimators of erf, denoted by di, as
=
(j_i)(f_i)(*_2) ^ £Uij-yi.-y.j+y.)*
- Z Z (yu-yi.-y.j+y--)2]
i 3
=
(,-l)(,-l)(,-2) PC-') SC..-*-)'-SX <">
where
uU = Sn-y.j and Hi. = £ ua!s-
3
They are obtained as linear combinations of squares of residuals
(yn-yi.-y.j+y..)>
therefore, they are independent of/x, d.i and variance of e3-. It is not difficult
to verify that they are unbiased estimators of erf. Under the assumption of
symmetrical distribution of of's, Rao (1970) has proved that on average they
have minimum variance among all possible quadratic unbiased estimators
(MINQUE) of erf. It is not difficult to see that their mean is the same as
the mean sum of squares (GxE). Therefore, by multiplying each of by
(t—\)(s—l)/t we shall obtain t components of GxE, one corresponding to
each genotype. These components are not statistically independent; as
they are differences of two sums of squares, they can be negative, but
negative estimates of variances are not uncommon in variance components
problems.
The essential difference between the present approach and Baker's
(1969) approach is this that his method estimates ((t — 2)of +a2)/t while the
above method estimates erf where
The same is true for deviation from regression component.
The variance of cif is not only a function of of but of variances of other
genotypes erf(j # i) taken in trial. Such estimators are only available when
t 2: 3. The problem of testing homogeneity of of's has been considered by
Russell and Bradley (1958), Johnson (1962), Han (1969) and Shukla (1971).
The method proposed by Shukla could be easily applied for testing the
homogeneity of all the variances or any pair of them.
It might be of some interest to test whether certain genotypes are stable
or not. Johnson (1962) suggested a test criterion based on the ratio of/of.
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It is difficult to derive the exact distribution of of, but when t is large the
variance of of is approximated as
V(&?) £ 2<r}/(s-l). (12)
The above expression helps us in obtaining an approximate distribution.
When t is large, (s— l)df/o-f will be approximately distributed as y2 on (s— 1)
degrees of freedom; thus, under the hypothesis that of2 = 0, F* will have
an approximate F distribution on (f—1) and st(r— 1) degrees of freedom
where
F* = df/4 (13)
When of is negative or less than of then of2 may be taken equal to zero
as usual.
4. Further extension of model
For further progress in the interpretation ofinstability, we shall reconsider
the model in (5). To keep the treatment general, we replace by Zj in the
non-additive term bt€j and rewrite the model as
Jii = n+ dt+ €j +biZj+a.ij; (14)
where Zj is a measure of some characteristic of/th environment; by taking
deviation from the mean we can make Zj = 0, and €j = ej+ h'Zj-
j
We shall further assume that
(t = 1, ..., t),
and then discuss the method of estimation of sf. The usual estimator of




Using methods as in Section 3, unbiased estimators of for extended
model in (14) could be obtained as s\:
1 (t-2)(s-2)
where
<> —V{ YW-1). (16)
Si = z ("ij-Ui.-kZj)2-
j =i
It is apparent that the model in (14) is just the extension of the model in
(7) to take into account a covariate Zj- The estimators obtained in (16)
are quadratic (in jfs) estimators of jf and have the properties of MINQUE
estimators. When t is large, the variance of ff can be approximated by
VW~<02)(,7)
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and their distribution can be approximated by x2 on (J~2) degrees of
freedom. An approximate significance test against of is possible as in (13).
If some of the genotypes become stable after taking the covariate into
account, it may be inferred that the instability was introduced by the linear
effect of the covariate and such information may be useful. The above
approach could also be extended to more than one covariate.
5. Relationship between regression approach and the
"
stability variance " approach
The definition of stability is similar to Baker (1969) and Eberhart and
Russell (1966). A significant departure of the regression of a genotype from
zero will be indicated by a relatively high " stability variance but a
regression coefficient of zero need not mean that the particular genotype is
stable. A zero regression will be obtained if there is no linear relationship
between genotype mean and environmental mean, yet the " stability
variance " (erf) may be greater than of.
Once some of the genotypes are found unstable, it may be of interest to
examine further the reasons for instability. The approach of Section 4 may
be followed if observations are available on covariates which are likely to
affect the genotypes differentially. We can examine the effect on stability
variance of linear regression on environmental means by the method in the
previous section. To examine any effect of differential fertility we have
used Zj — y.j—y.. as used by many other authors mentioned in Sections 1
and 2. It must be noted here that the estimators of sf obtained by putting
Zj=y.}-y.. in (16) will not be quadratic estimators ofjy's and therefore the
optimum properties described in Section 4 may not hold. Again as men¬
tioned earlier the effect of departure from optimality may be small when
of is large. The effect of such differential regression on the stability of
genotypes could be tested as above under the assumption that z/s are con¬
stant. The estimation of individual s\ is analogous to what Perkins and
Jinks (1968) have suggested by the mean sum of squares ^ Sfj/(s — 2) and
i
Baker (1969) by deviation from regression sum of squares but the above
approach has an advantage as they are unbiased estimates of sf (free from
any other nuisance parameters) and the mean of if is the same as the mean
sum of squares of departure from regressions (" Balance ") and this could
be taken as equivalent to dividing the " Balance " into components corres¬
ponding to each genotype.
Recently Tai (1971) has worked with the above problem. The difference
between our method and his method is this, that he has considered the
model under certain side conditions on the interaction and we have not
imposed any such conditions on them. It would not be very justifiable to
impose any condition on interaction while estimating the individual com¬
ponent. The definition of stability is also different. According to his
definition of stability one should have bi = — 1 and sf = erf. Our definition
of stability coincides with his definition of average stability (oq = 0; Aj = 1
in Tai, 1971, notations). By our definition of stability we only mean that
the performance of a genotype is sum of additive genotypic effect, additive
environmental effect and a random error without any interaction between
genotype and environment.
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Prediction of the expected performance can also be made with reasonable
accuracy for a given environment, if either the interaction is not present or
most of it can be accounted by linear regression term (Jinks and Perkins,
1970).
6. Numerical example
For illustration purposes we have considered the data analysed by Yates
and Cochran (1938). We shall only consider the part of the table dealing
with GxE.
Table 1
Variety x Place totals over the years
Places
Varieties 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Manchusia 161-7 247-0 185-4 218-7 165-3 154-6 1132-7
Svansota 187-7 257-5 182-4 183-3 138-9 143-8 1093-6
Velvet 200-1 262-9 194-9 220-2 165-8 146-3 1190-2
Tribi 196-9 339-2 271-2 266-3 151-2 193-6 1418-4
Peatland 182-5 253-8 219-2 200-5 184-4 190-1 1230-5
Total 928-9 1360-4 1053-1 1089-0 805-6 828-4 6065-4
Table 2 gives the values of ui} obtained from table 1.
Table 2





1 2 3 4 5 6 k
Manchusia -24-08 - 25-08 -25-22 0-90 4-18 -11-08 -0-156
Svansota 1-92 - 14-58 -28-22 -34-50 -22-22 -21-88 -0-014
Velvet 14-32 -9-18 -15-72 2-40 4-68 -19-38 -0-054
Tribi 11-12 67-12 60-58 48-50 -9-92 27-92 0-609






1 2 3 4 5 6
Manchusia -26-14 -14-18 -23-90 3-34 -2-23 -16-77
Svansota 1-69 -13-60 -28-10 34-28 -22-79 -22-39
Velvet 13-43 -5-41 -15-26 3-24 2-46 -21-35
Tribi 21-11 24-55 55-44 38-99 15-08 50-17
Peatland -9-59 8-63 11-83 11-29 7-47 10-37
To obtain the component of variances on the same unit as the sum of
squares (units of single plot) in the Analysis of Variance (table 4) we have
divided them by 6.
Comparison of df's with Uq shows that Tribi and Peatland are unstable.
Further regression analysis shows that Tribi remains unstable, though, its
variability has reduced considerably. Peatland becomes stable after taking
covariate into consideration. Similar conclusions were drawn by Yates and
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Cochran (1938) but the above type of analysis in general may be advan¬
tageous.
Table 4


















1. The usual regression approach of explaining genotype-environment
interaction has been considered by using a non-additive model and the
statistical validity of the analysis has been discussed.
2. Alternative approach of dividing genotype-environmental interaction
into components, one corresponding to each genotype has been proposed
and the optimum properties have been discussed.
3. The alternative approach has been extended to take into account a
covariate.
4. The relationship of new approach to the regression approach has
been discussed.
5. A numerical example has been given as an illustration.
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AN INVARIANT TEST FOR THE HOMOGENEITY OF
VARIANCES IN A TWO-WAY CLASSIFICATION
G. K. Shukla
ARC Unit of Statistics, University of Edinburgh, 21 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8
9LN, Scotland
SUMMARY
A test is proposed of the equality of variances in different arrays (rows or columns)
of a two-way balanced crossed classification without interaction. This test differs from
another test recently proposed by Han [1969] in that it is invariant to changes in the nuisance
parameters representing the effect of arrays. The paper also generalizes the likelihood
ratio test introduced by Russell and Bradley [1958] for classifications with only three
columns.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper a new test is proposed for the equality of variances in
different arrays of a balanced two-way classification. We suppose the prob¬
lem arises as follows. The observations ?/,•,■ are arranged in n rows and t
columns (i = 1, 2, • • • , n; j = 1, 2, ■ • • , t). An appropriate model relating
the Da to unknown parameters p., a{ , /3,- is considered to be
Ua = M + /3,- + en (1)
where et< is a random error with zero expectation and
F(e,,) - a) ; E{eiiei,i.) = 0 for i ^ i' or j ^ j'.
In many applications H0 : a' = a\ = • • • = a-', is known to be fulfilled
but in some applications
a],
for at least one pair of j, j' (j ^ j') may be more appropriate. We wish to test
Ho against HA .
In this paper we shall proceed with the test of equality of column variances,
but the same method can be used to test the equality of row variances (as¬
suming that they are constant along the columns) with an appropriate
change in the notation. Once these variances are shown to be different we
may wish to test whether two particular column variances differ i.e. to
test the hypothesis H% : a) = a', .
An application of this is in the combination of results of a series of variety
trials. The n rows represent n separate trials, the t columns t varieties and
the y, ,• are means in individual trials.
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Morgan [1939] and Pitman [1939] considered the problem of testing the
equality of variances in a bivariate normal population. Their results have
been applied by Maloney and Rastogi [1970] to the comparison of variances
in a two-way classification with only two columns. The results of Morgan
[1939] and Pitman [1939] have also been applied by Curnow [1957] to test
the equality of variances of sub-plot treatments in a split-plot design when
there are only two sub-plot treatments. Russell and Bradley [1958] developed
a likelihood ratio test of H0 for the case t = 3. Johnson [1962] described a
test of H* for any t > 2.
Han [1968] proposed several tests of equality of variances in a one-way
classification. One of these tests is a generalization of Morgan [1939] and
Pitman [1939]. Later Han [1969] extended one of his tests to two-way classifi¬
cations. His test criterion is the multiple correlation, R say, of y,-. on ?/,•,• — y,-.
(j = 2, 3, • • •, I), where yim is the marginal mean in row i. Under the null
hypothesis H0 the multiple correlation is zero. Han [1969] therefore suggests
that a significant value of R indicates departure from H0 . A drawback of
this test is that the sample multiple correlation depends on the value of the
a< . This can be shown by adding a constant to all entries in row i. The
variance-covariance matrix of y{j — yf. is unaffected but the value of the
multiple correlation coefficient is changed. When row means are very variable
the correlation tends to be small and hence the power of the test is small.
Mclntyre [1972] has very effectively demonstrated this point by means
of a numerical example. In the present paper a test has been proposed which
is invariant for changes in a,- and /3,- . We consider only the case when all
observations are independent (p = 0 in Han's [1969] notation). The number
of columns must be greater than 2 and n should be moderately large. In
section 2 we have described the test statistic and section 3 deals with the
distribution of the test statistic. Section 4 gives the test for comparing any
pair of variances and section 5 considers the likelihood ratio test. A worked
example is in section 6.
2. METHOD
It is convenient to write the model (1) in the form
P.- = 1m + 1<*< + /? + 6; , (2)
where
P< = (y>i j y>2 > ''' > yit)> P = (Pi > $2 > • * ■ > Pt)>
e'i — (en , ei2, • • • , e,() and 1 is a vector of ones. Now define an (m — 1) X to
matrix Lm such that
Lm 1 = 0, LmL: = I. (3)
Now a vector Z( of m — 1 orthogonal contrasts among the observations in
row i can be obtained as follows.
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Z, = L, Y, =
Z<1
Zil (i 1, • • • , ri). (4)
Znt-i).
It is easy to show that






0 • • • tr,
Under the null hypothesis H0 : <r' = S, say, for all j we have
V(Z<) = Si (7)
We test H0 by (i) estimating V by S defined below and (ii) applying the
test of sphericity described by Mauchly [1940]. The matrix S has elements
Str given by
Skk' = 1 2 (z'k Z.k)(Zit' Z.k')i {k> k' = 1, 2, •••, t 1) (8)U 1 i-i
The test statistic is X defined by
I el»/a
(9)x = _Mn/3'tr (>S)\'"'/3 '
where p = t — 1.
Under the null hypothesis of equality of variances the value of X should
be 1 apart from sampling errors.
It is not difficult to show that the statistic X is invariant for any chosen
set of orthogonal contrasts. For, consider any other set of orthogonal con¬
trasts M, Y, where Mt is given by
M, = DL, ;
and D is an orthogonal matrix. Hence
DD' = I and MtM[ = I.
(10)
Now let Xi be the value of X when M, is substituted for L, in equation
(9). We obtain
x*/» = \DSD'\ = \s\ =
^tr (DSD')J (tr (S)J
(ID
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Hence X is independent of the choice of orthogonal contrasts. Also X
is obviously not affected by any changes in p, a{'s and /3,'s.
3. DISTRIBUTION OF X
Moments of the statistic X under the null hypothesis are given by Anderson
[1958] pp. 262. For simplicity of notation we take N = n — 1 and W = X2/".
The /ith moment of W is given by
KVJpN\
TfYTTrftN ^ 2 ' TT r(K# + 1 — i) + h) . ."
Jv" ^.1Hr + -0) (12)l"F +n
Box [1949] has discussed a general method for approximating the distri¬
bution of a likelihood ratio criterion by the first few terms in an infinite
series of %2's. Anderson [1958] has applied this method to the sphericity
test criterion. Using the first two terms he obtained the following theorem
Theorem: Under the null hypothesis of equality of all variances —2p log, X
is approximately distributed as x with [t(t — l)]/2 — 1 degrees of freedom
(d.f.), where p is given by
= _ 2p2 + y + 2p 6p(n — 1)
This result is adequate for large n. A more accurate result (correct up
to order n~2) can be obtained by including three terms of the infinite series.
We then have
Pr (-2Plog. X< „} =Pr{x2/<„]
+ co2 {Pr (x2/+4 < „) - Pr (xr < v)} + 0(n~3), (13)
where
_ (p + 2)(p - l)(y - 2)(2p3 + 6y2 + 3p + 2)
"2 ~ 288p2N2p2 ' a
t{t - 1)
_7 2
Better approximations can also be obtained by using the results of Hill
and Davis [1968]. Mathai and Rathie [1971] also deal with the exact distri¬
bution of the likelihood ratio in a related problem and their results can be
extended to give the exact distribution of X considered here.
4. TEST OF THE EQUALITY OF TWO COLUMN VARIANCES
Suppose that H0 has been shown to be unacceptable. We may now wish
to compare a particular pair of column variances, for example <r2 and a2 .
The null hypothesis is as follows:
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H*0: <y\ = cl
To test the hypothesis we first define the contrasts
Zu = (Vn ~ Vii)/V2,
z»2 = (Vn + Vn ~ 2yHt.2))/VQ,
where
t
Vat-2) = Z 2/o/(^ - 2).
J-3
The expected values of ziX and zi2 are given by
E(Zil) = (ft - ft)/V2,
U(z.2) = 03, + ft - 2,3(_2)/v/6,
and the variances and covariances are given by
F(ztl) = On + <n)/2
F(zi2) = + <y\ + 4 ^ Z2)/
Cov (z,! , z<2) = (ff? — <r2)/VT2
where
n-2 = Z — 2) and /S,_2 = Z &•/(* — 2).
1-3 »-3
Under the null hypothesis H% correlation between zn and z,-2 is zero.
Hence we can test H% by comparing
vcfh*)(n -2)1/2 (14)
with the t distribution (n — 2 d.f.), where r* is the sample correlation co¬
efficient between zu and zi2 .
Note, however, that V(z,2) and hence the power of the test depends
on <n-2 , i.e. on the variances in columns other than the two under con¬
sideration. Some improvement in the test may be possible if we replace
27>(i-2) by another mean with a smaller variance. For example, if we know
a priori that a], is large we might replace yi(1-2) by the mean for columns
3, 4, • • • , t excluding column j'. The power of the test is, however, inde¬
pendent of ix, a,- , /?,- . In cases when a.-'s are very variable the above test
may provide a more powerful test than the one suggested by Maloney and
Rastogi [1970].
Johnson [1962] suggested a test of H*0 based on the ratio
n
Z (y< 1 - - y. 1 + y..)2
f -A n
Z (y<2 - y<. - y.2 + y..Y
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He pointed out that both numerator and denominator of this ratio depend
on the variances in column 3, 4, • • • , t and the power may be small when
variances in remaining columns (f = 3, • • • , t) are much larger than the
variances of the first two columns under test. The test proposed here is
exact, simple to construct, and may provide a more powerful test in some
cases.
5. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST
Russell and Bradley [1958] derived the likelihood ratio (LR) test of
equality of variances for the particular case of t = 3. When t > 3 explicit
expressions for the maximum likelihood (ML) estimators of variances are no
longer available but the equations of estimation can be solved by a process
of successive approximation. However, for t > 3 it may not be easy to obtain
the iterative solution, as the estimate of the matrix V may not always be
positive definite.
In this section we outline the procedure in the general case. Following
Russell and Bradley [1958] we first eliminate the nuisance parameters n,
cti , f3, by choosing suitable contrasts between observations in rows and
columns. We then obtain estimates of a) by maximizing the joint likelihood
of the selected contrasts.
A suitable set of orthogonal row X column contrasts xkm , k = 1, • • • ,
n — 1; m = 1, •••,< — 1 is given by the elements of an (n — 1) X (< — 1)
matrix X, where
X = LnYL[ =
x;
XLJ
It can be shown that
E(X) = 0; 7(Xt) = V; cov (X* , Xt.) = 0 for (k ^ k'),
where V is defined by equation (5).
The joint distribution of xkm is given by
f(x) = (2ir) -<n-l)(t—1>/2 |7-I|<"-1,/2 exp - i £ XIV-'X,. (15)
^ A-l
Let a) be the estimate of a* maximizing log f(x). Also let L(Q), V be the
expression for log j(x) and V obtained by substituting &) for <j) .
Under the null hypothesis H0 the ML estimator of the common variance
<r2 is simply <r2, the residual mean square in the conventional analysis of
variance for an orthogonal two-way classification. Let L(co) be the log likeli¬
hood under the null hypothesis and let X' be the likelihood ratio such that
log. X' = L(co) — L(Q).
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Then





(t - 1)(n - 1) iE X'kv -1xk - l]. (16)
The quantity — 2 log, X' is distributed asymptotically as x2 with it — 1)
d.f. under the null hypothesis.
It is interesting to observe that in the particular case of t = 3 the statistics
X of equation (9) and X' of equation (16) are the same for large n, i.e. the
sphericity test and the LR test are asymptotically equivalent for t = 3.










Russell and Bradley (1958) show that
— 2 log, X' = — (n — l)[log, (&1&2 + a\a\ + 0-2o-2) — 2 log, d2 — log, 3]
(17)
where d2 is given by
i2
TTjy [^6 E (va - a*. - v.,- + y..)22 in
-EE (y<i - St. - y.i + y.)
»-i y-i ■]- (18)
The d2 can also be expressed in terms of the elements of S defined by
equation (8). The expressions are as follows
°i = VS s12 ,
°2 = VS Si2 ,
<t3 = (3s22 Su)/2.
Substituting in equation (17) we have
— 2 log, X' = — in — l)[log, (sus22 — s22) — 2 log, d2]. (19)
This is the same as —2 log, X obtained from equation (9),
— 2 log, X = — »[log„ (sus22 — 4) — 2 log, d2], (20)
apart from the multiplication factor of n in place of n — 1. The discrepancy
is unimportant for large n. However, for t = 3 the results in section 3 give
better approximation to x2 for moderate values of n.
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It is not clear how the test proposed above and the likelihood ratio test
compare in general. Looking at the degrees of freedom for the two tests it
appears that the LR test may always give a more powerful test for f > 3
but in general the value of —2 log, X will be larger than —2 log, X'. Moreover,
the test proposed in section 2 is much easier to obtain and gives a better
approximation to x2 even for moderate values of n. It must be noted here
that the sphericity test, as described by Mauchly [1940], was obtained by
the likelihood ratio criterion to test the equality of all variances, and equality
of covariances to zero, in a multivariate normal distribution. In our case,
under the alternative hypothesis HA , the transformed variates z,-,- , with
reduced dimensions, will not have the sphericity property, under the as¬
sumptions that the errors e,-,- are independent, and so the above test can be
used in this situation.
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section we illustrate the methods of the present analyses of the
variety trial data set out in Table 1. These data were presented by Graybill
[1954] and have also been used by Han [1969].
The problem is to determine whether or not the four varieties are as¬
sociated with different error variances.
First we describe the calculations leading to the sphericity test. We





1 1 -1 -1.
As we have shown the statistic X is independent of the matrix chosen.
We could use other matrices of the form L, , e.g. a matrix of orthogonal




Sj= 9.552 15.212 25.752
.54.261 25.752 112.067J
The following quantities arise in the calculations:
|S| = 14770.289
d2 = tr (S)/3 = 56.303
-in log. X2/n = 32.39
p = 0.893
—&np log. X2/n = 28.92
o>j = 0.0039.
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TABLE 1
Yields of wheat (cwt/acre)
Variety
Location 1 2 3 4
1 43.60 24.05 19.47 19.41
2 40.40 21 .76 16.61 23.84
3 18.08 14.19 16.69 16.08
4 19.57 18.61 17.78 18.29
5 45.20 29.33 20.19 30.08
6 25.87 25.60 23.31 27.04
7 55.20 38.77 21 .15 39.95
8 55.32 34.19 18.56 25.12
9 19.79 21.65 23.31 22.45
10 46.24 31.52 22.48 29.28
11 14.88 15.68 19.79 22.56
12 7.52 4.69 20.53 22.08
13 41.17 32.59 29.25 43.95
As the value of co2 is small in this case the approximation up to rf1 will
be adequate. The value of —fnp log. X2/" is highly significant compared
with the tabulated x2 with 5 d.f. for the 5% probability level.
We now consider the LR test.
The following ML estimates were obtained on a computer using an
iteration technique:
&l = 70.843; (t\ = -16.373; t\ = 102.282; &l = 77.016.
Hence using equation (20)
-2 log. X' = -2[L(«) - L(n)] = 14.048.
Under the null hypothesis this should have asymptotically a x2 distri¬
bution with 3 d.f. Again the null hypothesis must be rejected.
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UN TEST INVARIANT POUR L'HOMOGENEITE DES VARIANCES
DANS UNE CLASSIFICATION A DEUX VOIES
RESUME
On propose un test d'egalite des variances dans differents tableaux (lignes ou colonne)
d'une classification croisee, equilibree k deux voies saus interaction. Ce test diffcire d'un
autre test recemment proposS par Han [1939] en ce qu'il est invariant pour des changements
des paramdtres genants representant l'effet des tableaux. L'article generalise aussi le test
du rapport de vraisemblance introduit par Russell et Bradley [1958] pour des classification
avec seulement trois colonnes.
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SUMMARY
When two instruments or techniques are used to measure the same item, the measure¬
ment precisions may be estimated using a method proposed by Grubbs [1948]. The present
paper generalizes certain tests given by earlier authors. Using this general result, some
exact tests of certain hypotheses are obtained for which only approximate results were
available. The results can also be used to construct exact confidence intervals for the
relative precision of two instruments.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Maioney and Rastogi [1970] and Jaech [1971] considered some
tests of hypotheses about Grubbs's [1948] estimators for comparing the
precision of two instruments. They used the methods of Morgan [1939]
and Pitman [1939]. Jaech [1971] has suggested some approximate tests based
on the likelihood ratio criterion; one of which tests a hypothesis about the
relative precision of the two instruments. The results obtained here generalize
those of Pitman [1939], Curnow [1957] has also considered a similar problem
in a different context. In section 2 we restate the notation and define the
parameters consistent with that of Maioney and Rastogi [1970]. Section 3
gives a general result and some particular cases of interest are considered.
Section 4 shows that the test statistic proposed in section 3 is the likelihood
ratio (LR) statistic, thus giving the exact distribution of the LR criterion.
In section 5, these results have been used to derive exact confidence limits
for the relative precision.
2. FORMULAE AND NOTATION
Measurements from two instruments on the fth item (drawn randomly
from an infinite population of items) are denoted by x, and ?/, (i =
1, 2, ■ • • , n),
= f* "P £• , Vi = ft T" Vi I i = 11 2, • • ' , 71, (1)
where t, is the correct unknown value of the fth item and £,• and 77, are the
measurement errors and are assumed to be independent. Let us assume that
V(T<) = or2; 7&) = cr?;; 7(m) = <r°; (2)
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then,
7(®,) = <r2 + O-J ; 7(2/,) = cr2 + al ; Cov (as* , yt) = c2. (3)
Denote the sample estimates of the variances and covariance of x and y by
Sxx = Z (xt - x)2/(n - 1); S„ = Z (y, - y)2/(n - 1)
(4)
Sxv = Z (»< - £)(?/< - £)/(n - 1).
»=1
It is easy to see that
E(SXX) = V2 + *1 ; !?(£„„) = cr2 + V2 ; (5)
Grubbs [1948] estimated a\ , al , and a2, respectively by
a\ =SXX - Sxy ; at = S„„ - Sxu ; <f2 = Sxy . (6)
He also showed that they are maximum likelihood (ML) estimators for
normally distributed variates.
3. TEST OF HYPOTHESIS
The present work is concerned only with the null hypothesis
H0 : at = kal (7)
where k is a specified constant (/c > 0). This will be tested against
Ha : at * kal ■ (8)
Jaech [1971] suggested the likelihood ratio test for testing the above
hypothesis, and obtained a result equivalent to that given here. Consider
an alternative simpler approach. Write
Ui = Xi + ky{ ; v{ = xt — y{ ; (i = 1, 2, • • • , n). (9)
The variances and covariance of u and v are given by
V(u) = at + k2al + a2(1 + k)2] V(v) = a\ + a\ ; Cov (u, v) = at - kal ■
(10)
Denote the population correlation between u and v by p; then
gj ~ fco-a /t1NP ~ [{v2 + al} [v2 + k2al + <r2(l + k)2\f/2' (ll;
A necessary and sufficient condition for p to be zero is that a\ = kal ,
which suggests that the test of H0 is equivalent to a test of u and v having
zero correlation. Denote the sample correlation coefficient between u and v
by r; this can be expressed in terms of Sxx , Syy , and Sxv as follows. Write
the sample variances and covariance of u and v as
Suu = Sxx + k2Svv + 2kSxy ; S„ = Sxx + Svy — 2Sxy ;
su. = Sxx - kSyy + (k - l)Sxv . (12)




Sxx — kSvv —{— (A; — l)<Siy (13)
[(Sxx + S„ - 2SJ(SXX + k2Svv + 2kSxv)]U2'
Thus under the null hypothesis H0 ,
, _ In ~2to ~ r\ i _ r2 (14)
will have a Student's t distribution with (n — 2) degrees of freedom (d.f.).
The particular case of k — 1 was considered by Maloney and Rastogi
[1970] in detail, and the test they obtained is the same as above.
The particular case of k = 0, testing the hypothesis that a\ = 0, was
considered by Maloney and Rastogi [1970] and by Jaech [1971], and the
result in this section gives the exact distribution of the test statistic they
considered.
It can be easily seen that the test statistic used in section 3 is the same
as that derived by the likelihood ratio given by Jaech [1971]. For simplicity,
work with the transformed variates w,- and vt (i = 1,2, • • • , n) instead of
Xi and Ui ; u{ and v{ have a bivariate normal distribution with variances
and covariance given in (10). Let us denote the maximum value of the
likelihood under the alternative hypothesis HA by L(Q).
log L(0) = - | log (SUUS„ - Si) - n log (2x)
= - | log (S„S„ - Si) - n log (1 + k) - n log (2tt). (15)
Under H0 , u and v are independently distributed. Denote the maximum
value of the likelihood under H0 by L{co), and put <S2, = 0 since u and v are
independent; then (15) becomes
log L(w) = - | log (SUUS„) - n log (2t)
= | log [(Sxx + Suv - 2SXV)(SXX + k2Svv + 2kS„)]
4. LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST
— n log (2ir).
Thus,
log X = log L(w) — log L(0)
(16)
n
2 log[;.(Sxx "h Svy — 2SXV)(SXX + k2Suv + 2kSxv)
c c e2
^xx^yy Dry 1 + n log (1 + k).
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But from (13)
,3 (1 + k)\SxxSyy - si)
(S„ + S„ - 2S„)(S„ + k2Syy + 245,.) '
thus
log X = | log (1 - r2). (17)
The same value of log X is obtained by Jaech's [1971] approach, using
a2 and &2 obtained in (12) and (13) of his paper and putting them in his (5),
(6), and (7).
The disadvantage of the above test is that the power depends upon a-2
(the larger a2, the smaller the power). This has been discussed in more detail
by Maloney and Rastogi [1970]. If the data from more than two instruments
are available then a test can be obtained whose power is independent of a2
(Shukla [1972]). When a2 = 0 (one item being measured repeatedly) then
the obvious test for a2 = 7ccr2 is to consider the ratio of S„ and Suu and test
by an F-test, where w, = \/ky, and »,■ = xt ; (i = 1, 2, • • • , n).
5. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR RELATIVE PRECISION
The results of section 3 can be used to obtain confidence intervals for k.
Let us denote the Student's t value at a/2 probability level with (n — 2)
d.f. by ta/2. Then (1 — a)% confidence limits for k can be obtained from (14)
by substituting the value of ta/2 in place of t0 and substituting the value of
ratio r2/(1 — r2) in terms of Sxx , Syy , Sxy and k.
The quadratic equation in k reduces to
k2(a2 - P) - 2k(ab + P) + (b2 - P) = 0 (18)
where
Q CJ . — V C . JD ta/2(SxxSyy &xv)(Z &vv " &xz &xy > ^
Solution of (18) gives Kv and KL as upper and lower limits
_ b - VIJ . _ b + VP _ .
L ~
, /n ' u ~ /~f> ' '
a + V-P a — vF
such that
P(Kl < k < Kv) = 1 - a.
In example 1, considered by Maloney and Rastogi [1970], n = 181,
Sxx = 0.6069, Syy = 0.5533, Sxy = 0.3054, and ta/2 = 1.96. The 95% con¬
fidence interval for k calculated by the above method is given by
Kl = 0.7168; Ku = 2.1258.
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QUELQUES TESTS D'HYPOTHESES EXACTS CONCERNANT LES
ESTIMATEURS DE GRUBBS
RESUME
Quand deux instruments ou deux techniques sont utilises pour mesurer la meme
quantity on peut estimer les precisions des mesures it l'aide d'une mfithode proposfie par
Grubbs. Cet article generalise certains tests donnes par de precedents auteurs. En utilisant
ce r6sultat general, on obtient quelques tests de certaines hypotheses exactes alors que
seules etaient disponibles des approximations. On peut aussi utiliser ces resultats pour
construire des intervalles de confiance exacts pour la precision relative des deux instruments.
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